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NOTES 

 
1 This Log Book was transcribed by A. S. G. Jones in March – April, 2004. 

 

2 He has attempted to follow, as closely as possible, the lay-out of the actual entries in the Log 

Book 

 

3 The numbers in red, 57, at the right hand side of the pages are the page numbers in the Log 

Book.  Where the number is missing or not entered it shown as (57) 

 

3 Spelling:- There is considerable variation in spellings.   He has attempted to follow the 

actual spelling in the Log Book even where the Spell Checker has highlighted a word as 

incorrect.  Some specific examples:- 

  Excellant which should be excellent 

  Gwrhyd and Gwryd – both are used 

  Ffrancon and Francon - both are used 

 

4 Where there is uncertainty as to a word, its has been shown in italics 

 

5 Where words or parts of words have been crossed out (corrected) they are shown with a 

strike through. 

 

6 Some signatures could not be deciphered.  These have been scanned and pasted in the text at 

the appropriate place. 

 

7 Sincere thanks to Alistair Haveron for a detailed proof reading the of text.  Any mistakes are 

the fault of A. S. G. Jones.
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DATE TIME ALERTED BY REASON STAND-DOWN GIVEN BY TIME TOTAL TIME 

2nd July. 51 12.20 A A.T.C. Valley Vampire Aircraft overdue A.T.C. Valley 15.40 3 hrs 20 mins 

10th    "    " 10.30 A A.T.C. Preston Rapide Aircraft overdue A.T.C. Valley 16.15 5 hrs 45 mins 

7th Nov. 51 10.05 A A.T.C. Preston Vampire overdue A.T.C. Vally 08.50  8/11.51 22 hrs 25 mins 

16 Apr.  52 1000 A HQ 19 G  RCC Duke & Duchness Gloucester HQ 19 G  RCC 11.45 1 h 45 

20 Apr.  52 1515 A   "   Aldergrove   "   Back    "   1700 1 h 45 

21 June 52 1415 Z H.Q. 19 G  RCC Princess Royal  Aldergrove H.Q. 19 Group 1600 Z 1 h 45 

25   "   52 1000 A H.Q. 19 G  RCC Princess Royal  Aldergrove HQ. 19 G. RCC 1200 A 2 hrs 

23 Jly. 52 1335 Z ATC Valley Vampire overdue ATC Valley 1400 Z 25 mins 

2 Sept 52 1800 A ATC Valley Royal Flight  Aldergrove ATC Valley 1900 A 1 hour 

4 Oct 52 0001 Z 19 Group letter Exercise "Ardent" N/A 1700 Z 5th  

9 Oct 2230 Z 19 Group " Team at " 0330 Z 10th  

11 Oct 0900 Z 19 Group              Immediate Readiness " 2200 Z 12th  

19 Nov 1600 Z ATC Valley Vampire overdue    

20       



 

CALL-OUT DETAILS TO CIVILIAN CLIMBING ACCIDENTS 

 
        NUMBER - INVOLVED   

DATE TIME POSITION PLACE HEIGHT TIME 

MISSING 

TIME 

SPENT 

LOCATING KILLED DIED INJURED & 

RESCUED 

TOTAL REMARKS 

4th 

Aug. 

51 

18.25 

hrs 

Devil's 

Kitchen 

Devil's 

Kitchen 

2,900 ft        3 hours    One girl.  

Fractured 

Shoulder 

one  

25th 

Aug. 

51 

13.30 

hrs 

107/666596 Tryfan 3,000 ft 2 hours 6 hours to 

bring 

casualty 

down 

   One man  

Broken leg 

one Gale force winds with 

rain & hail 

10th 

Nov. 

51 

16.45 

hrs 

107/654584 Glyder 

Fach 

2,900 ft    5 hours    One man  

Broken leg 

one  

18th 

Nov. 

51 

16.05 

hrs 

116/709134 Cader 

Idris 

1,800 ft.      One           One Rescue carried out by 

Dolgelley Fire Station 

equiped MR SUB-UNIT 

27th 

Jan. 52 

1200 107/623549 Crib Goch 

(Llyn 

LLydaw) 

1,500 ft. 12 hours 

M.R.T. only 

standby 

1 1/2 hrs to 

P Y Pass 

  One 

exposure 

 One Search by members of 

Liverpool UMC only..  

Transport & stretcher 

carrying only by MRS 

9th 

Feb. 52 

1615 107/648604 Idwal 

Cottage 

N/A N/A N/A    One man # 

Ribs 

one M.D.  Bangor Hosp. 

with informant for X-ray 

20 

June 

52 

1530 107/634612 Cwm 

Goch  

Foel Goch 

2000 ' Not wholley 

RAF Valley - 

See "Remarks" 

1 1/2 hrs    One man # L 

ankle 

one Members of every MR 

Team took part - occured 

during Instructors 

Course based at Gwern-

y-gof Uchaf 

4 Jly 

52 

1210 116/704136 Cyfrwy 

Cader 

Idris 

2000' Team member 

on exercise - 

4065364 AC 

Thomas 

  One   One Team on Exercise 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

        NUMBER - INVOLVED   

DATE TIME POSITION PLACE HEIGHT TIME 

MISSING 

TIME 

SPENT 

LOCATING KILLED DIED INJURED & 

RESCUED 

TOTAL REMARKS 

1 Sept 

52 

1540 

A 

107/624533 Horned 

Crag 

Lliwedd 

2,400' Called by 

PyG  

Terminal 

Arete 

 with 

body 

 One  Nil One Poor waether.  

Hard carry from 

summit to road 

0230 A 

26th 

April 

1953 

18.00 

hrs 

107/665597 West Face 

Tryfan Y 

Gully 

2,500. 2 hours 2 1/2 

hours 
   One man fractured 

left forearm.  Head 

injuries. Concussion. 

Shock 

One Team on Exercise 

23/5/53 15.00 107/674605 2nd 

Pinnacle 

Rib Tryfan 

2,300. N/A 1 1/2 

hours 
   One man Head 

Injuries 

One Team on Exercise 

6/6/53 20.00 Milestone 

Buttress Tryfan 

Ogwen 1,000' None 1 1/2 hrs  One  One Fractured skull 

Death occured inst. hr 

One broken ankles.  

Injured arm  

Two M.O. proceeding 

to MRS Cavf in 

Signals ???? 

21/7/53 17.00 Clogw 

107/H/631570 

Clogwen 

Dinas 

Cromlech 

1,500' No     One Fractured skull One Model rescue in 

perfect weather 

 



 

DETAILS OF CALL-OUTS FOR CRASHED AIRCRAFT 
        NUMBER  INVOLVED   

DATE PLACE HEIGHT MAP 

REF. 

TYPE OF 

CRASH 

TYPE OF 

AIRCRAFT 

TIME 

MISSING 

TIME 

SPENT IN 

LOCATING 

KILLED DIED INJURED & 

RESCUED 

TOTAL REMARKS 

16th 

July. 51 

Drosgl 2,500 ft 107/ 

660680 
               5 1/2 hrs 

Search 
        False alarm 

nothing found, 

no aircraft 

reported 

missing. 

25th 

July 51 

Maes 

Cywion 

2,700 ft 107/ 

630605 
               4 1/2 hrs to 

check 
        False alarm.  

Aircraft wreck 

very old 

5th Nov. 

51 

Llanidloes 400 ft 128/ 

915846 

Blew up 

on hitting 

ground 

Wellington               One Nil Three 4 8 hrs spenty 

searching 

wreckage for 

pilot's body 

18th 

Nov. 51 

Pen-y-Cae 1,800 ft 109/ 

250460 

(Approx) 

Unknown Vampire 12 days No search by 

M.R.S. 

One       1 Found by 

civilians no 

action by 

M.R.S. 

10th Jan 

52 

Nant 

Gwynant 

1,200 ft 107/ 

670522 

Blew up 

also fire 

Dakota 

(Air Lingus) 
 Position 

known 

23       23 Found by 

farmer.  M.R.S. 

carried out 

evacuation of 

victims 

11 Aug 

52 

Snowdon 3,000 107/ 

607555 

Fire Blew 

up 

Anson  Position 

known 

Three       Three Crashed on 

railway track 

just below 

descending 

train.  Gale 

8 Jan 53 Llanarmon 

- y m - Ial 

1050 ft 108/ 

195563 

J.175550 

On fire in 

the air 

Washington  Position 

known 

10       19 Dead bodies 

being retreaved 

by Fire and 

Police Services 

on arrival of 

SNCO course 

9/6/53 Aber 

Drosgl see 

16/7/51 

above 

2,433 ft 

2,300? 

107/ 

661679 

Exploded Beaufort 

Botha 

Not known Position 

known 
    Teacher from 

Bangor 

informed 

M.R.S. Valley 

What the hell!  175550 is 

approximately correct.  J.R.L. 
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1 
Monday 2nd July, 1951 

 

STANDBY FOR VAMPIRE OVERDUE 
 

12.20 hrs Message from Air Traffic Control for team to standby.  Asked Air Traffic Control to 

Tannoy standby warning 

12.30 hrs Notified by A.T.C. all Tannoy system unserviceable.  Telephoned Airmen's Mess for 

message to be announced in Dinning Hall every 5 mins.  Sent personnel to N.A.A.F.I. 

and Airmen's Blocks to notify members there. 

13.40 hrs All available team members had arrived at mountain rescue section 

15.40 hrs Stand-down order given by Air Traffic Control Officer 

 

 

REMARKS:- Considerable amount of time wasted getting team members together; had this been 

an immediate call for assistance, it would have been a bad get away, although vehicles 

were manned and checked ready to move 10 minutes after call received. 

 

SUGGEST:- Suggest another system to be worked out for calling out team, when tannoy system 

breaks down.  (i/e SIREN) 

C. Staff Sgt. 

N.C.O. i/c. M.R.S. 

2/7/51 

REMARKS OFFICER i/c:- 

 I was pleased to see that vehicles & equipment were ready to move off within 10 minutes of 

the call 

 Could the tannoy system be tested at a fixed time everyday so that each section would 

expect a test at that time & be able to report any break-down 

W. Brooks  Fg/Off 

5/7/51 

2 
Friday 6th July, 1951 

 
17.20 hrs Team left S.S.Q. and proceeded to Lake Ogwen area where Forward Base was 

established, position:- Sheet 107/631641 

 Considerable amount of trouble with Land-Rover braking system. 

20.15 hrs Base established and A.T.C.O. notified by telephone as W.T. van unserviceable 

 

Saturday 7th July, 1951 

 
08.00 hrs Briefing instructions for mock search & rescue 

09.00 hrs Officer i/c and 2 members set off for area around Lake Ffynnon Llugwy 107/693627.  

This party to act as lost and injured and so wait until found by search parties 

10.00 hrs Parties dropped along main road between Capel Curig and Betws-y-Coed to 

commence search over Carnedd Range area 

 R.T. contact with parties very good, considering first stage of search was taking place 

in thickly wooded area 

11.45 hrs Message received from party in area of Carnedd Daffedd over R.T. which read:- 

Aircraft, (4 engined) flying roughly 2000 ft, appeared to be in difficulty 

12.10 hrs Message from A.T.C.O. stand-by aircraft believed crashed. 
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 All parties recalled to Capel Curig Hostel, to await further instructions 

14.00 hrs Reported to Bethesda Police Station:  no crash reported by police stations in our area. 

14.20 hrs Report from Conway Police, saying large aircraft seen flying very low at 12.00 hrs, 

but heading out over the sea. 

15.30 hrs Officer i/c telephoned A.T.C.O. Valley who confirmed no aircraft missing, stand 

down order given. 

16.15 hrs Returned to Forward Base 

17.45 hrs Team stood down. 

 

Sunday 8th July, 51 

 
09.30 hrs Officer i/c & party went out rock-climbing. 

10.00 hrs Party set off for Llanberis Railway Station to stand-by for Snowdon climb in which 

roughly 700 people were taking part. 

17.15 hrs Returned to Forward Base. 

5 
15th July, 1951 

 
08.30 hrs Lectures and demonstration of R.T. sets and their use given to team members by Cpl 

Crowe 

11.00 hrs Rick-climbing carried out on Idwal Slabs by rock climbing section team members 

 Other members of team on R.T. sets, short range tests 

19.00 hrs Loaded vehicles 

  

 Weather conditions excellent 

 R.T. communications very good 

 W.T. sets in Tender 115E broke away due to fittings not being strong enough 

  

21.00 hrs Team returned to S.S.Q. and stood down. 

C. Staff Sgt. 

N.C.O. i/c. M.R.S. 

16/7/51 

16th July, 1951 

 
13.05 hrs Message received from Caernarvon Police H.Q. saying aircraft seen to crash  Map 

Ref. 107/66,68 and very black smoke rising. 

 Air Traffic Control Officer notified, and team brought to readiness. 

13.30 hrs Advance Party left S.S.Q. and reported to Bethesda Police Station 

14.05 hrs Commenced climb to area, aircraft already doing search. 

15.00 hrs Main Party arrived and commenced full scale search 

 Area covered from Carnedd Llewelyn to A 55 main road and across to Llyn Dulyn.  

Map References Sheet 107, 633665, 700630, 700750 

6 
 R.T. communications between parties and base excellant 

19.30 hrs All parties returned Forward Base 

19.45 hrs Air Traffic Control Valley confirmed no aircraft reported missing 

20.00 hrs Team returned S.S.Q. and stood down 

 

Total time of search 5 ½ hours. 

Personnel taking part 25 

All old wrecks checked in area, but nothing new found. 

C. Staff Sgt. 
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N.C.O. i/c. M.R.S. 

16th July, 51 

18th, 19th, 20th, 21st  July, 1951 

 
Layout of rescue equipment and photographs in the Holyhead County Grammar School for Festival 

of Britain Exhibition. 

7 
25th July, 1951 

 
11.05 hrs Message received from Warden Idwal Cottage Youth Hostel, that a aircraft crash had 

been reported on Maes Cywion 107/630605 by two climbers. 

 Air Traffic Control Officer notified 

11.13 hrs Skeleton crew called out with Officer I/C to check 

11.25 hrs Crew left S.S.Q. 

12.10 hrs Arrived Idwal Cottage 

 Aircraft found to be a very old wreck, with the remains of a lamb lying on an old 

piece of flying jacket 

14.30 hrs Departed Idwal Cottage 

15.39 hrs Arrived S.S.Q. and team stood down 

C. Staff Sgt. 

N.C.O. i/c. M.R.S. 

26th July, 51 

 (Gp. Capt.) 

3rd August, 1951.  Grant Period 
 

17.15 hrs Team left S.S.Q. to establish Forward Base Camp, position map 107/629638 

20.05 hrs Base established and team stood down until 23.00 hrs 

23.30 hrs Night exercise cancelled owing to extremely bad weather conditions 

 (Gp. Capt.) 

4th August, 1951. 
 

07.30 hrs Major breakdown in W.T. Sets, vehicle returned to Valley for repair of sets. 

08.30 hrs Commenced Cross Country Navigation test in the following area:- Sheet 107/629638, 

610580, 624570, 660560. 

 R.T. communications excellant between all four parties link & base 

 Weather conditions not too good 

8 
10.00 hrs R.T. contact with all parties 

11.00 hrs Parties moving in low cloud and heavy rain 

12.00 hrs R.T. contact good 

13.00 hrs  "           "         " 

14.00 "  "           "         " 

15.00 "  "           "         " 

16.00 "  "           "         "   Weather now fine and warm 

16.30 "  "           "         "   No.1. Party arrived Pen-y-Gwrhyd R.P. 

16.55 " "           "         "    No.3.     "         "        "    "         "       " 

17.10 " "           "         "    No.4.     "         "        "    "         "       " 

17.25 " "           "         "    No.2.     "         "        "    "         "       " 

 

Personnel returned base for hot meal 
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Emergency 
 

18.25 hrs Message from Warden Idwal Youth Hostel, assistance and ambulance required for girl 

climber 

18.35 hrs Arrived Youth Hostel. 

 Civilian party already bringing casualty down. 

19.20 hrs Casualty taken into Youth Hostel for attention by Medical Officer 

19.45 hrs Casualty conveyed to Bangor C.A. Hospital. 

21.10 hrs Team stood down 

 

5th August, 1951. 
 

00.30 hrs Motor bike accident near Bethesda;  two men seriously injured 

 Telephoned Bethesda Police;  no reply 

           "      Civilian Doctor         "    " 

           "     for civilian ambulance  "  " 

  

00.55 hrs Conveyed both casualties to Bangor C.A. Hospital 

02.00 hrs Returned to Base and stood down 

  

10.00 hrs Short range R.T. sets good 

 W.T. tests with Valley very weak 

  

14.00 hrs W.T. test satisfactory 

  

17.00 hrs W.T. tests again very weak 

  

18.00 hrs Team stood down 

 

6th August, 1951. 
 

05.00 hrs Medical Officer & Party prepared for climb 

05.45 " Commenced climbing on Idwal Slabs 

08.45 hrs Rest of team commenced cross country walk from Bethesda to Llanberis & 

Beddgelert 

9 
 R.T. communications throughout day very good 

 Weather conditions:  Heavy storms and low cloud 

  

17.40 hrs Ambulance turned over on Bethesda - Tregarth road.  Douglas Garage Crane removed 

vehicle from road & towed it to Douglas Garage Bethesda where it was left for safe 

custody 

  

20.00 hrs Driver and myself proceeded to Bethesda Police Station and made our statements 

 

7th August, 1951. 
 

13.00 hrs Ambulance loaded on vehicle sent from Valley 

14.00 hrs Team returned S.S.Q. and stood down 

C. Staff Sgt. 
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N.C.O. i/c. M.R.S. 

6/8/51 

 (Gp. Capt.) 

10 
24th August, 1951. 

 

17.00 hrs Team briefed for night exercise, (15 mile cross country). 

  

17.20 hrs Left S.S.Q. to establish Forward Base Map Ref. 107/630638 in the Nant Ffrancon 

Pass 

  

18.20 hrs Party 5.  Dropped Position 107/513607 

18.30 "     "    4.     "     "          "      107/527594 

18.40 "     "    1.     "     "          "      107/528585 

18.50 "     "    2.     "     "          "      107/537575 

19.00 "     "    3.     "     "          "      107/544568 

 

R.V.T. Vehicle 155E stationed in Llanberis roughly half way between base and party dropping 

points 

W.T. communications with valley excellant 

R.T.                 "            still very bad at night. 

Pyrotechnics had to be used to obtain positions of parties during darkness, this method satisfactory 

under present weather conditions, but not during dry periods 

 

22.50 hrs Contacted No.3 Party crossing Llanberis - Caernarvon Main Road 

23.25 hrs          "      No.1.    "          "             "                    "             "       " 

23.35 hrs          "      No.4.    "          "             "                    "             "       " 

 

25th August, 1951. 
 

00.30 hrs Contacted No.2 Party crossing Llanberis - Caernarvon Main Road 

01.45 hrs          "      No.5.    "          "             "                    "             "       " 

 

W.T. communications with Valley, signals very weak 

R.T.          "          "      now hopeless, morse interference 

 

03.46 hrs No. 5. Party arrived Forward Base 

04.10 hrs No. 1.    "          "            "           " 

04.20 hrs No. 4.    "          "            "           " 

04.36 hrs No. 3.    "          "            "           " 

05.00 hrs No. 2.    "          "            "           " 

  

05.30 hrs Team stood down 

 

Emergency.  Climber injured on Tryfan 
 

13.30 hrs Call from Warden Idwal Youth Hostel for assistance. 

  

13.45 hrs Team turned out and commenced climbing with stretcher 

14.40 hrs Advance Party with hot tea, first aid kit etc. reached injured climber, who had broken 

his leg in two places 
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11 
Positioned on a ridge above the Heather Terrace. 

15.30 hrs Stretcher party reached casualty, after along struggle over and up slippery rocks in 

appalling weather conditions 

16.00 hrs Relief stretcher party sent up. 

18.30 hrs Reached road with casualty. 

18.50 hrs Casualty conveyed in civilian ambulance to Bangor C.A. Hospital 

  

19.15 hrs Team returned to Base for hot meal and then stood down. 

 

REMARKS:- 1.  Although this rescue was carried out in extremely bad weather, the moral of the 

team in general was good 

  2.  A new 4 X 4 Ambulance is urgently required for the team, as a considerable 

amount of time elapsed before civilian ambulance arrived. 

 

26th August, 1951. 
 

Gale force winds and heavy rain until 13.00 hrs 

 

Rest of day spent drying equipment checking and reloading 

Team returned S.S.Q.  20.30 hrs and stood down. 

 

27th August, 1951. 
 

Team strength now 43 

Waiting list        "   15 

 

REMARKS:- 1.  We are losing good team members through Section Commanders and N.C.O.'s 

stating if personnel take part in Rescue exercises, they lose their 48 hr passes.  This has 

been happening for the past few weeks and unless a definite ruling is brought out, 

several members are going to leave the team. 

C. Staff Sgt. 

N.C.O. i/c. M.R.S. 

27/8/51 

I will see that this does not happen again. 

5th Sept 1951         Gp. Capt 

12 
31st August, 1951. 

 
17.15 hrs Team left S.S.Q. for weekend exercise 

  

19.00 hrs Forward Base4 Camp established.  Map Ref.  107/633638 

  

19.30 hrs W.T. test with Valley satisfactory. 

  

20.15 hrs Team stood down 

 

1st Sept. 1951. 
 

06.30 - 07.30 Breakfast 

07.30 - 08.30 Briefing 
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09.15 hrs No. 4. Party dropped position 107/656728.  Aber 

09.20 hrs   "   3.      "         "             "      107/680748.  Llanfairfechan 

09.25 hrs   "   2.      "         "             "      107/713762.  Penmaen-Mawr 

09.30 hrs   "   1.      "         "             "      107/693760.  Garizum 

 

Exercise search and mock rescue, parties objective being old Lincoln wreck position 107/675645 

 

09.40 hrs W.T. watch opened with Valley 

18.40 hrs    "          "    closed down 

 

W.T. worked very satisfactory all day and messages on the progress of the exercise were passed 

through to Air Traffic Control 

 

R.T. contact with 3 parties, link post and signals tender very satisfactory throughout the exercise. 

 

No. 4 Party went off course and also failed to use their R.T. set. 

 

All other parties and personnel carried out their duties extremely well: and the exercise was one of 

the most successful carried out for several months. 

 

Total time of exercise  12 ½ hrs 

Mileage covered:-  16 miles 

Weather:-   Fine and warm. 

 

Team stood down at 20.30 hrs. 

 

2nd Sept. 1951. 

 
Weather conditions very bad, day spent in tents, lectures on map reading etc. 

13 
17.15 hrs Team returned to Valley and stood down. 

 

REMARKS:- 1.  Land Rover serviceability hopeless:  one fitter spent majority of the week-end 

adjusting braking system.  Had this been an emergency all the vehicles would have been 

useless. 

 

  2,  W.T. & R.T. communications now well up to standard of requirements. 

 

C. Staff Sgt. 

N.C.O. i/c. M.R.S. 

3/9/51 

10 Oct 51.  Gp. Capt. 

14 
21st Sept. 1951. 

 

17.40 hrs Team left S.S.Q. to carry out a cross country navigation exercise over Snowdon. 

19.35 hrs Forward Base Camp established position 107/633644 

20.10 hrs Team stood down. 

 

22nd Sept. 1951. 
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07.30 hrs Breakfast 

08.00  " Briefing 

08.30  " Conveyed parties to Beddgelert 

09.45  " Parties dropped positions 107/600490 & 580490 

 

W.T. watch throughout day with Valley and worked satisfactorily 

R.T. communications reasonable for type of country 

 

13.20 hrs Reached summit hotel, and here we met R.A.F. Padgate climbing club with Gp. Capt. 

Johnston in charge 

  

16.50 hrs Reached Pen-y-Gwrhyd Rescue Post 

  

18.30 hrs Team stood down 

 

Weather conditions excellant;  and all members thoroughly enjoyed the day's exercise. 

 

Total time:- 10 ½ hrs. 

 

23rd Sept. 1951. 
 

Rock climbing had been planned, but weather exceptionally bad; therefore I would not allow 

members to do it. 

 

14.00 hrs Camp packed up and Team returned to Valley & stood down. 

 

 

REMARKS:- 1.  Petrol stove blew up, but no injuries caused. 

 

  2.  Bedford 3 ton Tender gave considerable amount of trouble. 

  Exercise carried out with only three vehicles which were considerably overloading 

ed 

  3.  We have been without an ambulance since August 6th and the Land Rover has 

been  

15 
unserviceable in M.T.R.&S. since 3rd Sept. 

 

SUGGEST:- 1.  We obtain Calor Gas equipment and carry out tests,  I'm sure it would be much 

more satisfactory and just as cheap to operate 

 

  2.  That the P.S.I. supply us with certain items of mountaineering equipment which 

at present cannot be obtained through service channels.  Reasons for this are;  several of 

our members, take climbing for a sport and several other RAF Stations are supplying 

mountaineering equipment from their P.S.I. funds 

C. Staff Sgt. 

N.C.O. i/c. M.R.S. 

25/9/51 

 

 The transport immediately available to us at the moment consists of 1 Bedford 3 tonner, & a 

Wireless Van.  This is not sufficient to carry the men & equipment safely.  Consequently if there is 

a "call-out" valuable time is going to be lost arranging suitable transport. 
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 I consider at the moment that the team is not prepared for an emergency "call-out" due to the 

lack of proper motor transport. 

 The general training of the team is being kept up well despite the difficulties. 

W. Brooks  Fg/Off 

27 Sept. 51 

 

1 The M.T. position is as follows:- 

 a)  4 Wheel Drive Ambulance.  No spare ambulance is allegedly available in any ???? 

for issuing and there is talk of re-issuing an old ambulance after repair by M.O.S. 

Contractors.  From experience of the ???? we may never see the Ambulance again. 

  Fg/Off Brooks is today ringing the M.R.S. liaison Officer at Air Ministry, telling him 

the position, and requesting him to try to sort out the position at his level, and find is an 

ambulance 

 

 b)  Land Rover.  The brakes are Servo-Hydrostatic.  Sgt. Stewart was unable to get the 

spares he requires (6 Rubbers & 3 pipes) from the distributors in N. Wales (Grosvenor 

Motors, Rhyl) when he visited them on Monday 24 Sept 51.  They have written to the 

Girling Brake people & spares should come by post. 

 

2 P.S.I. can continue helping M.R.S. if they will state their requirements. 

            Sq. Ldr. 

16 
Oct 15th 1951 

 
 A rock - climbing course was held in the Snowdonia area for 12 days. 

 Its object was to train 1 or 2 members from the other each M.R. Units teams to act as 

instructors when they returned to their respective units. 

 The base camp was sited about 400 yds down the old road from Lake Ogwen & proved 

satisfactory. 

 There were 6 instructors & 11 pupils taking part.  Apart from the one hill-walk (The 

Horseshoe) the time was spent in rock - climbing. 

 A great deal of equipment from the Valley team was used & was very satisfactory.  This 

long exercise however has caused inevitable depreciation of some equipment which is now being 

made good. 

 Rations were supp supplied from Valley every 2 days.  They tended to be monotonous but 

adequate in quantity. 

 The chief instructor was Fg/Off MASON, R.A.F. EDZELL.  A detailed log of activities was 

submitted by him to Air Ministry A.D. Rescue. 

W. Brooks  Fg/Off 

17 
November. 5th 1951 

 

23.10 hrs Message received from Colwyn Bay Sub-Unit.  Aircraft crash in area pf 

LLANIDLOES, MONTGOMERYSHIRE.  Team alerted, and further details awaited 

  

00.30 hrs Full details received, one vehicle and small party prepared;  rest of team stood down 

  

01.45 hrs Party left for Llanidloes 

07.45 hrs Arrived Llanidloes Police Station 

08.15 hrs Wreckage located, search for the body of one member of crew (pilot) commenced 
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Owing to aircraft having blown-up on striking ground this was a pretty hopeless task. 

All civilians were removed away from wreckage while M.R. members searched wreckage and area 

around. 

14.00 hrs Search of area around wreckage completed main parts of aircraft in deep crater, with 

six feet of water, unable to drain water off, due to river being flooded. 

14.15 hrs Reported to Llanidloes Hospital. 

14.55 hrs Left for Valley. 

23.45 hrs Arrived Valley. 

01.00 hrs Party stood down. 

C. Staff Sgt. 

N.C.O. i/c. M.R.S. 

7/11/51 

18 
November. 9th 1951 

 

Search and Rescue exercise planned for Snowdonia area 

Team should have left here at 17.00 hrs, but could not do so until 19.00 hrs owning to transport 

difficulties 

 

19.30 hrs Mr. Holton arrived from Air Ministry to take part in exercise 

 Inspected M.R. Section and various items of equipment 

 Also gave a short lecture to the team on search and rescue work 

  

20.35 hrs Team left S.S.Q. to establish Forward Base Camp.  Map Ref. Sheet 107/734577 in 

area of Capel Curig. 

  

22.00 hrs Team arrived Forward Base 

22.10 hrs Position sent by telephone to Air Traffic Control 

23.00 hrs Team stood down 

 

November. 10th 1951 
 

06.00  - 07.00 hrs Breakfast 

07.00 - 08.00 hrs Final briefing for exercise 

08.10 hrs Party left with mock casualty in Land Rover for Snowdon (Grib-Goch area). 

09.00 hrs Search parties conveyed to search area 

09.30  "  Commenced search. 

 Jet aircraft flying extremely low in area 

09.45 hrs Notified by A.T.C. Valley, that aircraft were on search for missing Vampire. 

10.00 hrs Notified Officer i/c. with walkie-Talkie 

10.30 hrs W.T. Transmitter unserviceable, vehicle returned to Valley 

11.10 hrs Search party located mock casualty 

  

11.30 hrs One member of search party missing. 

11.45 hrs Search commenced 

13.10 hrs Lost member returned to Advanced Base as he was unable to reach ridge of Grib 

Goch 

13.30 hrs Conveyed sledge stretcher in Land Rover to Llyn Llydaw lake. 

  

14.30 hrs Commenced climb to Grib Goch; after we reached the Glaslyn Lake, stretcher drill 

called off and parties to return to Advanced Forward Base. 

16.00 hrs All members returned to vehicles. 

 Weather conditions excellant. 
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19 
Emergency. 

 

16.45 hrs When passing Pen-y-Gwrhyd Rescue Post we were given a message to report to Idwal 

Cottage Rescue Post 

 Climber injured on Glder Fach.  Sheet 107/654584 

  

16.55 hrs Returned to Forward Base and notified Officer i/c.  Team given ten minutes for meal, 

having had nothing to eat since breakfast. 

 

17.15 hrs Team arrived Idwal Cottage 

 Medical Officer set off for scene of incident 

 Main Party set off immediately behind. 

17.45 hrs Main Party found to be heading in wrong direction towards Glder Fawr 

18.30 hrs Party back on course 

 Message received from Bethesda Police that only Medical Officer required 

 Instructed party to carry on and reliefve civilian stretcher party on way down 

  

22.00 hrs Stretcher Party arrived Idwal Cottage 

 Casualty transferred to civilian ambulance 

 Injuries:-  Broken leg & cut face. 

  

22.45 hrs Team returned to Base & stood down. 

 Weather conditions  Low cloud & cold winds 

 

REMARKS:- 1.  Exercise carried out extremely well considering several members were on their 

first exercise 

 

  2.  Mr. Holton agreed that sledge stretchers, and climbing ropes issued through 

Service channels, are very unsuitable for this type of work. 

 

  3.  R.T. communications excellant throughout exercise. 

W.T. broke down, movement of team telephoned to A.T.C. Valley. 

 

  4.  During rescue of climber, information coming from too many sources, and no 

responsible N.C.O. at Advanced base to make decision and pass final message to team 

 

  5.  Morale of team rather low, this I think was due to along and tiring day. 

20 
November. 11th 

 

Morning spent checking and reloading equipment 

 

Team returned to S.S.Q. at 17.30 hrs & stood down. 

C. Staff Sgt. 

N.C.O. i/c. M.R.S. 

12/11/51 

Monday. November. 12th 
 

General Meeting Held in Mountain Rescue Section at 19.00 hrs 

Points under discussion 
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1/ Rock - climbing:- Personnel complained of unserviceable boots. 

 

REMARKS:- 1.  Boots very old and leather in bad condition when received from M.U.'s. 

 

  2.  After being fitted with climbing nails, these only last roughly three months. 

 

  3.  Lack of oil and dubbin to treat boots. 

 

  4.  M.R. full-time personnel not experienced in nailing climbing boots, also have not 

got the correct tools for the job. 

 

  5.  It takes myself roughly six hours to nail one pair of boots correctly; which is 

mostly done in the evenings, as the time cannot be spared during the day. 

21 
Suggestions:- 1.  Stocks held in M.U.'s be inspected, before issue to units. 

 

  2.  New type of oil for softening leather be obtained on L.P.O.  (mars oil). 

 

  3.  Boots are nailed under contract by a cobbler who is experienced in this type of 

work. 

C. Staff Sgt 

N.C.O. i/c MRS. 

 

Rock-climbing lessons to take place on suitable area of Holyhead Mountain on Wednesday 

afternoons, for beginners 

 

2/ Extra 48 hr pass. with leave. 

 With reference to D.R.O. No. 104. Dated 21st May, 1951. Notices.  Mountain Rescue 

Service - Volunteers, paragraph four; which states that Section Commanders are authorised 

to grant an extra 48 hr pass with a team member's leave 

 

 Team members state that these are never granted. 

 

3/ Rations & Messing arrangements. 

 

 211 S.A.C. Pibworth elected to represent M.R.S. on all Station Messing Meetings 

 

4/ Personnel complained of Section Commanders & N.C.O.'s refusing to let them take part in 

exercises, as these are considered to be pleasure trips. 

 

5/ Discussion on exercises in general 

 

Meeting closed at 20.50 hrs, and suggested a meeting be held after each exercise 

 

C. Staff Sgt 

N.C.O. i/c. MRS. 

          13/11/51   

22 
November. 15th 51 

 

All M.R.S. Vehicles fully serviceable 
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November. 19th 51 
 

Land-Rover 36 AA 78  Commenced conversion to ambulance in accordance with A.M. instructions. 

 

November. 21st 51 
 

Thomas Sledge Stretcher fitted in Land Rover and given first test, which proved satisfactory. 

 

10 team members turned out at 13.30 hrs for instruction on use of climbing ropes, and abseiling 

with same.  This was carried out on rocks at rear of S.S.Q. 

Stopped at 16.00 hrs by heavy rain. 

C. Staff Sgt 

N.C.O. i/c. MRS. 

          21/11/51 

Remarks 

 Wellington crash at Llanidloes 

 Difficulty was experienced in searching for parts of aircraft etc in holes which had filled 

with water due their proximity to the flooded river. 

 Enquiries are being made from the police & local fishermen as to the shape, size etc of 

grappling hooks. 

 If these appear suitable they can probably be made on the Station & carried by the team in 

future. 

 

 Exercise of Nov 9th (Including rock-climbing accident) 

1. The team moved well & quickly over what was very steep & often loose ground. 

2. Each party of 3 are not keeping close enough together, hence the occasional missing 

member. 

3. A strenuous day followed by a call-out was sufficient to try the strongest members.  By 

22.30 hrs the team was still physically fit though perhaps a little disgruntled. 

4. In future members of the team must be fully conversant with the cliffs & buttresses used for 

rock-climbing thus avoiding the mistake type of mistake which occurred on this incident. 

23 
 Rock-climbing practice 

 This was commenced last Wednesday on the rocks behind Sick Quarters which provide 

sufficient difficulties to teach the rudiments of the art. 

 If this practice becomes established would it be possible for P.S.I. to provide ropes as only 2 

safe climbing ropes are possessed by the section (Both obtained by L.P.O. 

 

 Ambulance conversion 

 This is almost complete.  It has been tested with a civilian type sledge-stretcher & passed 

very satisfactory.  A report to this effect is being sent to A.D. Rescue, Air Ministry. 

 

 General 

  I fully endorse the remarks by N.C.O. (M.R.S.) about the difficulty & opposition by 

the various sections to letting the men off for exercises. 

  I suggest that the worst offenders should be invited out to a week-end exercise 

 

W. Brooks Fg/Off 

Nov 23rd 1951 
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Officer i/c M.R.S. 

 Please let me have an estimate of the quantities and cost of the climbing ropes you require.  I 

will then consider P.S.I. contributions 

27 Nov           Wg Cdr 

        I agree. 

         27/11    Gp Capt 

OC Tech Wg 

OC Flying Wg 

 

 Please note & action sections marked in this ink on previous 2 pages and above 

 

27 Nov            Gp Capt. 

24 
January 4th Friday 

 

17.00 hrs Team of 15 (including one officer cadet) left the M.R. section in 1 Bedford 3 tonner & 

the Ambulance land-rover 

 The weather was cloudy & showery 

18.45 Camp was pitched at Capel Curig.  A disused Garage was utilised as the ground was 

completely waterlogged. 

 

Saturday 5th 

 

8.30 Breakfast 

9.00    The team left for Idwal Cottage 

    As there were several new members of the team it was decided to spend the week-

end in familiarising them with the mountains on which incidents often occurred. 

    The party went up the miner's track as far as Bwlch Tryfan.  Patches of snow were 

encountered from the level of Llyn Bochlwyd. 

    The south ridge of Tryfan was ascended.  This provided excellent practice in 

scrambling and also experience in snow & occasional icy ledges 

    The summit was left & the North Ridge was descended.  A "fixed" rope was used 

for about 50 ft due to snow on rather sloping ledges 

    Some of the newer members were thankful of this help. 

 

16.00 

   As it was too early to return, the party cut down to Heather terrace, ascended it & 

finally descended to Lake Ogwen via the lower part of the Miner's track.  2 members 

then proceeded to Y Gribin for rock-climbing 

 

Sunday 6th 

 

10.00    It was decided that as most of the snow lay on Y Garn, advantage should be made of 

it. 

    The party split into 2 under the leadership of SAC Wright and Myself 

    The 1st party followed the waterfall from Llyn Idwal and ascended the snow slopes 

in the cwm to the S of Llyn Clyd.  From the summit they headed northward & took 

the ridge to the north of Llyn clyd for the descent. 

 

 

16.30 

   The 2nd party ascended the S. ridge of Cwm Clyd to the summit.  From there 

descended to Llyn y Cwn & due to the excellent snow slope on Glyder Fawr; 

ascended this to the summit & descended along Y Gribin ridge 
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25 
General 

 Ancillary equipment such as walkie-talkie sets etc were not used on this exercise due to the 

comparatively small number taking part.  Due to the weather & comparatively inexperience of the 

parties it was decided to stay fairly well together so that new members could learn the names of the 

various ridges, buttresses etc. 

 The M.T. vehicles gave no trouble. 

 The belated Christmas Grant & also leave accounted for the small No. on the exercise. 

 The team are keen & rapidly gaining experience in the use of ice-axes in snow conditions. 

 The following 2 members have been nominated for the Winter Course at Kinloss from Feb 

11th  22nd 

   4065364  AC  Thomas 

   2514425  AC  Donnelly 

 

 On Sundy Sunday 6th Mr. Wilson hey (Chairman of the Mountain Rescue Committee - 

Civilian) was met at Idwal Cottage.  He was pleased to hear that the team was fully functioning & 

hopes to pay us a visit in the not too distant future. 

 He suggested the incorporation of Hyoxine gr 1/150 in the Morphia tubunic ampoule.  This 

will be brought up at the Mountain Rescue conference at Air Ministry on Monday Jan 14th 

 

W. Brooks  Fg/Off 

26 
Thursday January 10th 

Air Lingus Dakota Crash 

 

20.20 Message from A.T.C. that a Dakota of Air Lingus had probably crashed near 

Portmadoc, followed by a minute or so later by the order that there was a crash & that 

the team was to report to Portmadoc Police Station 

20.45 Land Rover ambulance left S.S.Q. followed shortly by 3-tonner with team consisting 

of 12 men. 

21.15 Redirected in Caernarvon by Police to Pen-y-Gwrhyd (P.Y.G.) as aircraft had crashed 

on Moel Siabod 

21.45 Arrived at P.-Y.-G. to find Police & Fire-services about to move off with Far the 

farmer (Mr Wm. Williams Hafod-y-hisgl) 

 The vehicles proceeded down the Nant Gwynant valley & parked & were parked at H 

657527 (Ordnance survey) which was to become the base. 

22.25 Led by the farmer the first party accompanied by Police & fire-officers arrived at the 

crash Position H 670522 (This was about 1 ½ miles walk & 1200' above the road) 

 It was obvious that there were no survivors from the almost complete destruction of 

the aircraft 

    Small pieces of aircraft were still burning when fanned by the wind.  As there was a 

considerable amount of baggage & paper about which might get trampled in to the 

bog it was suggested to the police Sergeant that the area should be cleared of people.  

This was done & at the same time the main M.R.S. team arrived. 

 While the team returned to the vehicles for more stretchers & blankets, work was 

begun on recovering the bodies & any documents from the extremely muddy area 

11/1/52  

03.00 hrs 

 

 

 

 

   The team arrived back at the crash with 4 stretchers & after a rest the first 4 

stretchers loads were carried down to the base.  The descent was extremely rough 

although there were 4 men on each stretcher.  As another descent in darkness was 

undesirable it was decided to return to the crash at 06.30 hrs & reach it at dawn.  

Assistance by 1 Officer, 2 N.C.O.s & 15 men from Ton Fannau army camp was gladly 
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09.00 hrs accepted & 5 more loaded stretchers were brought to the base by 09.00 hrs.  

Refreshments were organised & the team left for Valley a short while later. 

27 
10.00 hrs The 9 bodies recovered were taken to the Mortuary at the Caernarvon Eryri Hospital 

11.00 hrs All the team now back at Valley, to have a meal, get warm & dry 

13.30 hrs Team left valley for base (with 4 more members) 4 stretchers were again taken to the 

crash.  By the time they got there an advanced party had recovered blankets & loads 

etc from the crash itself & moved them on to firm ground. 

17.00 hrs 

19.00 hrs 

4 loaded stretchers & one loaded Everest Carrier were carried finally down to the base 

The remain bodies were taken to the mortuary while the rest of the team at returned to 

valley & were finally stood down at 22.30 hrs 

 The remaining bodies were taken to the mortuary while the rest of the 

 

General  (re crash) 

1. The weather during the 24 hrs concerned was showery & windy (at the crash showers were 

of hailstones) 

2. The ground around the crash was extremely wet & boggy & by the crater itself dangerously 

so. 

3. From reports & examination of cash crash, I should think it was flying in an almost Easterly 

direction just missed a ridge & hit the bog at a fairly steep angle. 

 

 
 

4. All safety belts ("lap-straps") that were found (about 7) were fastened but had broken 

cleanly across at either both sides. 

 

5 Time of crash probably 19.12 hrs.  Watch found on passenger (strap broken completely off) 

stopped at that time 

28 
Remarks:- 

1. An extremely efficient & quick get away from Valley 

2. The team worked very hard, carrying the stretchers & showed to the full their capacity for 

carrying loads over bad terrain.  Despite almost  40 hrs without sleep, fatigue was not 

apparent during the last journey to the base. 
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3. The emergency rum was used by the team & was also offered (& accepted) to the Gwyneth 

Constabulary.  In all, 6 ½ pints were used.  Considering the numbers involved & the 

weather, I do not consider this excessive. 

4 The following organisations were also concerned in assisting the work 

 (a)  Ton Fannau army unit - (Stretcher carrying) 

 (b)  Fire service - provision of sandwiches etc. 

 (c)  Llandwrog N.A.A.F.I. - provision of a tea - urn. 

 (d)  Trawsfynnydd army unit - offer of personnel. 

13/1/52 

W. Brooks Fg/Off 

Sunday, 13th January. 52 

 

22.15 hrs Telephone call from Caernarvon Fire Station asking for a crew of 10 members to carry 

out further search of Air Liner wreckage. 

22.30 hrs Notified Fg.Off Brooks, who authorised me to take crew out on Monday. 

22.45 hrs Telephoned Orderly Officer 

          "          Airmens Mess & ordered tea & sandsiches for 08.00 hrs. 

 Notified team members taking part to be at M.R. Section at 07.30 hrs. 

 

Monday, 14th January. 52 

 

08.00 hrs Left S.S.Q. 

09.30 hrs Arrived Forward Base, (Position 107/657527 

10.00 hrs Fire Service Tender arrived 

10.15 hrs Party set off with stretchers, fire pump & other equipment, 

11.00 hrs Arrived at scene of crash 

 Team carried out search of wreckage, and recovered more mutilated bodies; although 

fire pump working all day at 120 galls a minute only a small quantity pumped from 

crater. 

16.30 hrs Stretcher parties set of for Forward Base and then to Caernarvon Hospital 

29 
19.30 hrs Team arrived S.S.Q. and stood down until 07.00 hrs on Tuesday 

 

Tuesday, 15th January. 52 

 

07.30 hrs Party left S.S.Q. for search area 

08.45 hrs Arrived Forward Base and met the Fire Service 

 Stretchers and another fire pump taken to scene of wreck 

 Team carried out search of wreckage in and around crater, a considerable amount of 

personal belongings recovered. 

11.30 hrs Fg. Off Brooks arrived 

14.00 hrs Pumping operations ceased, leaving roughly one foot of water in bottom of crater 

 It was still impossible to carry out digging and search in the crater owning to boggie 

conditions. 

14.30 hrs Team commenced removal of all loose wreckage from surrounding area, and placed 

same in crater. 

16.30 hrs Arrived Forward Base with all M.R.S. equipment and fire pumps. 

19.15 hrs Team stood down at S.S.Q. 

C. Staff Sgt 

          16th Jan. 52 
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Remarks:- 

 

1. The 2 days work on Monday & Tuesday was as successfully carried out as the rest of the 

operation. 

2. The W.T. position is now causing grave concern.  The wireless van accident occurred over 3 

weeks ago. 

 At the moment a vehicle can be provided in its place for week-end exercises.  This is quite 

unsuitable as the W.T. equipment has to be fitted in. 

 It is requested that a suitable vehicle is allocated full time in accordance with Para 32.  

Appendix C of Station Standing orders, until a permanent replacement arrives. 

 The present Wireless opert operator is due for demobilisation in approximately 14 days.  I 

am informed that there is only one other suitable man on the station who is already filling an 

important post. 

 Could measures be taken to ensure that another W/Op is posted in as a replacement. 

 The above matters I consider to be of paramount importance as the team has no wireless 

contact whatsoever. 

23/1/52  W. Brooks  Fg/Off 

30 
Wednesday 23rd January 1952 

 
1215 hrs Flying Officer Brooks, Sergeant Lees, S.A.C. Pibworth  AC Thomas and a 

photographer LAC Parkinson left camp in the Land Rover 36 AA 30 on a 

reconnaissance & photographic exercise (for Station Magazine) 

1315 hrs    Called at Blaenant Farm in the Llanberis Pass to obtain permission to camp on site.  

Map Reference Sheet 107/622569 

1340 hrs    Left Pen-y-Pass in Sunshine.  Deep new snow on the Pyg Track, then onto East 

Ridge of Crib Goch, which was ascended to the summit (3023').  By this time we were 

roped in two parties - Flying Officer Brooks the photographer Sergeant Lees;  AC 

Thomas and SAC Pibworth as the photographer's subjects.  A cold wind was blowing 

across the ridge and there was some cloud.  Progress was extremely slow due to the 

photographers inexperience; however, although often rather frightened by the drop on 

either side, he did very well. 

   Descent from Bwlch Goch into Upper Cwm Glas Mawr in cloud.  An attempt was 

made to find the high level path which traverses round the North Ridge of Crib Goch, 

round the top of Cwm Beudy Mawr under Crib Goch summit and so back to the Pyg 

Track and Pen-y-Pass.  Unfortunately mislead by the cloud and traversed too high, so 

ultimately forced to ascend onto the North Ridge and descend it into Cwm Glas 

Mawr. 

   This was an awkward descent in the dusk, over iced boulders covered with fresh 

snow which caused the photographer to slip a few feet and break two ice axe shafts 

within a few minutes through inexperience in their use. 

1830 hrs    Reached the road in darkness.  F/O Brooks, Sgt Lees & AC Thomas raced up the 

pass for the LandRover whilst the other two walked slowly down towards Nant Peris. 

2000 hrs    Returned to camp - Parkinson rather exhausted. 

 

Remarks 

 Excellent experience for a few members of the Team fortunate enough to have a free Sports 

afternoon 

          

J.R. Lees Sgt 

NCO i/c M.R.S. 
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31 
Friday 25th January 1952 

 

1500 hrs    Three members of the Team left as an Advanced Party in Land Rover 36 AA 30 to 

pitch a base camp in the Llanberis Pass above Nant Peris.  Map Reference Sheet 

107/622569 

1730 hrs   Seven members of the Team & the rest of the equipment left for the Base Camp in 

the Bedford 3 Tonner 23 AF 40, followed shortly afterwards by Flying Officer Brooks 

and Sergeant Lees in the Land Rover ambulance 36 AA 78.  Snowing heavily 

1845 hrs   The Police Station at Llanberis was visited to inform the Constabulary of the position 

of the Base Camp 

    [Due to the lack of a W/T van arrangements were made for Air Traffic Control at 

Valley to telephone the Police Station in the event of an emergency.  The Police 

would then contact the Base Camp (4 miles up the Llanberis Pass from the Police 

Station) by car; R/T contact would be maintained between parties out on exercise and 

the Base Camp] 

1930 hrs    Camp was occupied and the majority of the equipment was unloaded from the 3 

Tonner in the midst of a blizzard. 

           

Saturday 26th January 1952 
 

    Last nights blizzard had covered the campsite with nearly a foot of snow.  Later 

there was a hard frost 

0800 hrs Breakfast 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(24/1/52) 

   [It has transpired at the Briefing on Thursday evening that many of the newer 

members of the Team were unfamiliar with the very important technique of roping 

down rock faces (abseiling); and that only two or three members of the present party 

had had any experience whatsoever on snow and ice:  necessary for any persons 

travelling over the mountainous country of North Wales in winter and an absolute 

necessity for would be rescuers.  An hour was spent by Flying Officer Brooks and 

Sergeant Lees demonstrating some of the technique required in the Mountain Rescue 

Section, but first hand experience cannot be gained in a classroom.] 

    Thus it was decided that the whole party should ascend Cwm Glas Mawr and 

traverse the Crib-y-Ddisgl Ridge onto Snowdon after - 

0930 - 1030 hrs Abseiling practice had been carried out on a nearby rockface about 35 feet 

high. 

1030 hrs    Party commenced the ascent of Cwm Glas.  The snow was soft and often knee deep 

and care was necessary to avoid ice and odd frozen snow lying beneath this last nights 

fall.  Joined by Dr. Graham McPhee a middle aged mountaineer with many years 

Alpine experience and a member of the civilian Mountain Rescue Committee. 

32 
1330 hrs    After very heavy going reached the Snowdon Horseshoe Ridge at Bwlch Goch, the 

col between Crib Goch and Crib-y-Ddisgl. 

1345 hrs    Commenced the ascent of the Crib-y-Ddisgl ridge, a snowstorm just beginning 

1500 hrs    Reached the summit of Crib-y-Ddisgl (3493 ft.) in cloud, a cold wind and some 

snow.  The men moved quite well considering the conditions though some were very 

slow owning to their lack of experience of this type of terrain - a narrow rocky ridge 

with occasional steep "steps", the whole well plastered with fresh snow overlying 

"nevè" (hard, old, frozen snow). 

   Owning to conditions (a first-rate blizzard was imminent) and the lack of time it was 

decided to descend from here rather than continue to the summit of Snowdon (3560') 

half a mile distant. 
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   A descent of Parsleyfern Gully leading into Upper Cwm Glas Mawr was attempted 

to give more experience in snowcraft but it was decided to return to the ridge due to 

the possibility of the new snow avalanching as it was lying to a considerable depth on 

"neve". 

   [I noticed that SAC McCrann's hands were blue and numb when he reached the top 

and lent him my gloves and proscribed vigorous exercise.  Unfortunately his fingers 

had been uncovered for several hours and he was unable to get the circulation to 

return completely.] 

   The wind was very strong and the snow was blowing into the eyes which tended to 

ice up making it very difficult to see.  A map and compass was necessary to find the 

col above the "Zig Zags" where the line of the railway which was just discernable was 

followed towards Llanberis, and a descent of Cwm Glas Bach made from above 

Clogwyn d'ur Arddu Station in the dusk. 

1800 hrs    Arrived camp 

  

 Remarks    Under these conditions it would be very easy for little experienced 

mountaineers to get completely lost - only my summer knowledge of Cwm Glas Bach 

enabled this route of descent to be followed;  otherwise the only safe descent would 

have been to carry on down the railway track to Llanberis - which would have 

incurred a detour of about eight miles 

   Frostbite is easily contracted unless every precaution is taken - the fingers must be 

covered - preferably with at least two pairs of gloves both having the fingers in one 

enclosure and not separate as in normal gloves. 

   Many of the Team found this a very tiring day although conditions were not all 

abnormal for a winter day on the Welsh mountains. 

19.00 hrs    SAC McCrann sent back to VALLEY for admission to S.S.Q. 

33 
Sunday 27th January 1952 

 

0030 hrs 

(approx.) 

   Members of the Liverpool University Mountaineering Club staying in the Pass at the 

Climbers' Club huts of Ynys Ettws and Cwm Glas Mawr and the Rucksack Club hut 

at Beudy Mawr informed us that two of their members, Quigley and Oliver were 

missing, last seen on Crib Goch ridge at about 1430 hrs. 

   It was arranged that they would waken us at 0630 hours, and the Land Rover 

Ambulance would then circle the roads round Snowdon calling at the various Police 

Stations huts and hostels.  Meanwhile the M.R. Team and other members of the 

L.U.M.C. would form search parties to ascend Snowdon by various routes ready to 

leave as soon as the Land Rover should return without news.  Another possibility was 

that the two missing men would spend the night in the "hotel" building on the summit 

of Snowdon - a favourite and fairly comfortable  spot for benighted parties (vide. 

Press. Easter 1951) - and descend by daylight in the morning 

  

0830 hrs    Wakened by LUMC members two hours late!  Flying Officer Brooks and Sergeant 

Lees departed immediately to Llanberis Police Station thence via Llanrug, Bettws-

Garmon, Snowdon Ranger, Beddgelert and Pen-y-Gwryd to camp - no sign of the 

missing men anywhere - the possibility of them spending the night in the Snowdon 

summit "hotel" now highly probable. 

   Meanwhile the L.U.M.C. had set out towards Snowdon by various routes without 

any of the M.R. Team.  The latter proceeded to Pen-y-Pass, the most accessible stand-

by point for Snowdon, whilst the Land Rover Ambulance went to Llanberis Police 

Station to inform the Police of the position, 

about 

1200 hrs 

   Whilst there a 'phone call was received saying that Oliver had contacted one of the 

L.U.M.C. search parties and that Quigley had died from exposure above Llyn Llydaw, 
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on the slopes of Crib Goch. 

   Flying Officer Brooks, Sergeant Lees and Police Sergeant Williams to Pen-y-Pass 

just as Mr, Briggs, manager of Pen-y-Gwryd & Mr. Moulam, a climber staying there 

arrived with the Thomas stretcher. 

   Heavy going up the Miners' Track to the Causeway across Llyn Llydaw which was 

flooded, and had to be waded. 

   Other M.R. Team members and civilians helped on the return to Pen-y-Pass with 

Quigley's body on the Thomas Stretcher where it was loaded into the Land Rover 

Ambulance.  F/O Brooks, Sgt Lees & PC 169 conveyed the body to the 

34 
 mortuary at Caernarvon. 

    Team stood down 

    Later in evening Flying Officer Brooks returned to Valley in the Land Rover 

ambulance 36 AA 78 

 Remarks     If Quigley and Oliver had had previous experience of the area, and been 

more adept at the use of map and compass, this death would not have occurred. 

 

Monday 28th January 1952 

 
  Thaw.  Heavy snowfall with rain later 

 

  Broke camp.  Returned to R.A.F. Valley 

J.R. Lees Sgt 

NCO i/c M.R.S. 

 

General 

 A fairly strenuous week-end.  The conditions encountered on the Saturday on Snowdon 

show how important general mountaineering training is, as any inexperienced rece rescue party or 

search party would certainly have perished. 

 The case of frostbite indicates the importance of correct proper equipment & also illustrates 

the inadequacy of clothing as issued according to the Special Scale No. 32, 

 An emergency issue of woollen gloves has been carried out this week.  This is only a 

temporary measure. 

1/2/52 

W. Brooks  Fg/Off 

 The Team has been a credit to Valley during the last few months and has greatly enhanced 

the name of the Royal Air Force. 

 A very well done to all concerned 

Gordon Jones  Gp Capt 

35 
Friday Janua February 8th 1952 

 

13.30 hrs Three members left with the land-rover & trailer to site the camp at the same place as 

2 wks ago.  Map Reference Sheet 107 622/569 

18.00 hrs Main party left the Mountain Rescue section.  On arrival at the camp site the 

equipment was unloaded and a meal prepared. 

 

Saturday Feb 9th 
 

08.30 hrs Breakfast 

09.00 hrs    The ambulance Land-rover & the Bedford 3-tonner left the camp for Lake Ogwen in 

the Nant Ffrancon pass where it had been arranged to meet, one member (who was on 
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leave) & a past-member, who was staying at the Youth Hostel 

10.30 hrs    Tryfan was ascended through Rowan gully & up the North Ridge, the rocks being 

well covered with snow (&ice in parts) 

12.30 hrs    The summit was reached - shrouded in cloud but very little wind 

    The descent was started down the S. Ridge but excellent slopes for glissading could 

be seen to the right. 

    The team members all glissaded (slid down in a standing position) wh with varying 

degrees of success! 

16.00 hrs    Team reached camp. 

16.15 hrs    The last vehicle brought a message that the Medical Officer was required at Idwal 

Cottage as there had been an accident 

16.30 hrs    The Ambulance land-rover arrived at Idwal Cottage. 

    A climber while glissading near Bwlch Tryfan had lost control (& his ice-axe).  He 

had banged his ribs but was able to walk down with assistance. 

    As he almost certainly had fractured a rib he was taken to the C & C Bangor where 

an x-ray confirmed this 

    After appropriate treatment he was finally taken to the climbers at club hut where he 

was staying 

Sunday Feb 10th 
10.00 hrs    Late Breakfast.  Pouring with rain. 

   The camp was packed up.  It was decided to walk from the Llanberis over to the next 

valley. 

    The route followed was along the E side of Cwm Cneifio & finally down passed the 

Devils 
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 Kitchen.  It continued to rain throughout this time 

16.00 hrs   Party arrived at Lake Ogwen completely soaking without exception 

    In the meantime the transport had been brought round 

   The team left for Valley & arrived there about 1 ¼ hrs later. 

 

W. Brooks  Fg/Off 

Remarks 

 The weather was very disappointing & made much of the time unsuited for party parties of 3 

to climb alone.  As there was a shortage of responsible leaders it was decided to stay in one party 

 Winter training is progressing satisfactorily & the majority are comparatively happy on 

snow slopes. 

W. Brooks  Fg/Off 

          14/2/52 

No comments. 

E Wilson  Sq Ldr 

 

 Wg Cdr 

20th Feb 52 

37 
Friday 22nd February 

 
17.00 hrs    The Mountain Rescue team left the section for the same camping ground as the 2 

previous weekends. 

    They had been preceded by a party of 3 who sited the camp in daylight. 

19.00 hrs    Main team arrived at camp sit site & unloaded the vehicles.  Map Ref. Sheet 107 

622/549 
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Saturday 23rd 
 

08.00 hrs    Breakfast (Sausages) 

08.30 hrs    All the team members practised abseiling on a nearby cliff for 1 ½ hrs. 

10.00 hrs    8 members set off from the camp site up Cwm Glas Mawr. 

    The snow line extended down to floor of Upper Cwm Glas Mawr. 

    Parsley-fern gully was ascended necessitating prolonged step-kicking.  There was a 

very small cornice at the top which was rapidly breaking away consisting of wet soft 

snow. 

    The summit of Snowdon was reached shortly afterwards.  The cloud at this moment 

dispersed opening up views in all directions. 

    The upper part was deep in  had which was unfortunately too soft to do a standing 

gliz - glissade, the alternative (ie sitting) was adopted but after 600' tended to be rather 

wet. 

    During the day one members (a short distance away from the rest of the party) had 

met an ex-Fl/Lt Nettleton who had started & run Mountain Rescue in Iceland, 

Greenland & the Faroe isles from 1941 - 45. 

19.00 hrs    Fl/Lt Mr Nettleton was visited at his hotel as arranged by him during the day.  

M.R.S. both past & present was discussed at some length & valuable information & 

ideas discussed re rescue technique. 

22.00 hrs     Closing time. 

 

Sunday 24th 
 

09.00 hrs    Breakfast (Sausages)               Weather - very good 

    The team left later on in the morning for Lake Ogwen.  The rest of the day was spent 

clim rock-climbing on the Milestone Buttress - rope technique was taught to the new 

members. 

38 
Monday 25th  February 1952 

 

09.00 hrs    Breakfast (Sausages) 

    The morning was spent a few hundred feet behind the camp teaching new members 

the use & abuse of the Walkie-Talkie sets. 

12.00 hrs    Camp abr cleared.  Team proceeded back to Valley 

 

General 

 The last few exercises have been very badly attended (averaged 14).  On questioning the 

team it is apparent that members do not attend (especially on long week-ends) because they are 

afraid of missing their long week-ends. 

 This spasmodic training tends to be a waste of time as experience and fitness (in particular 

the latter) cannot be attained by it. 

 In the case of the last incident (The Air Lingus Dakota) anybody through shear brute force 

could have performed the "rescue" but there were many places where a more delicate technique 

would be required. 

 It is requested that this matter if "time-off" from the sections is investigated & remedied. 

 

W. Brooks  Fg/Off 

          28/2/52 

 

 He quotes specific instances of sections who have not granted equivalent time off. 
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29 Feb           Wg Cdr 

 

 2530344  AC  1 RICH. D. ELECTRICAL SECTION 

 2509933  AC     KEEN ACCOUNTS   - unable to attend 

exercises - one in 4 months 

39 
Wednesday.   5th March 1952 

 
1000 hrs   Sergeant Lees and three members of the team left camp in LandRover 40 AA 19 for 

a Sub-Unit visit to Pen-y-Gwryd and a reconnaissance of the Rhinog Mountains, north 

of Dolgelley, for a suitable camping site for an exercise in this area 

1130    R/T sets at Pen-y-Gwryd Sub-Unit checked and found serviceable.  A complete 

check of the equipment was impossible due the absence of the supervisor, Mr. Briggs 

1200 

 

1400 

   Continued southwards via Penrhyndeudraeth and Maentwrog and eventually found a 

suitable site off the Trawsfynyd to Dolgelley road, nine miles north of Dolgelley, at 

Pont-y-Gribb - Map Reference.  Sheet 116 708307 

    Returned to the Snowdon area where it was raining heavily though there were 

occasional "dryish" intervals.  Some "wet" instructions was given in rock climbing, on 

Winthrop Young's climb on Clogwyn-Pen-Llechan which was ascended in cold rain.  

Sgt. Lees took AC Greenwood on his first climb and AC Donnelly led AC Thomas on 

a second rope.  (A great improvement noticed in the mountaineering capabilities of the 

two latter since their return from the winter course in the Cairngorms.) 

  

1900    Returned to camp 

J.R. Lees Sgt 

NCO i/c M.R.S. 
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Friday.     7th March, 1952 

 
1500 hrs    Three members of the team left with the LandRover 36 AA 30 & trailer to establish 

a camp at Pont-y-Gribb near Trawsfynyd.  Map Ref.  Sheet 116 708307 

1845    Bedford 23 AF 40 left the M.R. Section with the rest of the equipment and 16 team 

members followed later by the new LandRover 40 AA 19 full of R/T sets. 

    [Arrangements had been made for A.T.C. at Valley to telephone the Fire Station at 

Dolgelley which was one of our Sub-Units in an emergency.  Fg.Off Brooks and the 

Land Rover Ambulance 36 AA 78 remained on camp.] 

  

    A night exercise had been arranged:  six parties of 3 were to be dropped at various 

points on the 18 miles of coast road in the Harlech - Barmouth area, and were to make 

their own way across the Rhinog Mountains (which run parallel to the coast and are 

over 2000' high) the eight to ten miles (on the map!) to base camp.  R/T sets to be 

carried by all parties. 

    A "rendez-vous" for the advanced party, the R/T LandRover and the Bedford was 

made in Llanbedr. 

  

2115    The main party arrived at the "rendez-vous".  LandRover 40 AA 10 five minutes 

later. 

    It was decided to postpone the exercise as the weather forecast was bad;  a high 

wind, rain and very low cloud which obscured the moon completely, were 

encountered during the journey; and the area which is very rocky was absolutely 
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unknown to everyone taking part. 

  

2145    Continued on via Barmouth and the Dolgelley road to camp which was reached at 

about 2315 hrs. 

    Tea and sandwiches prepared. 

41 
Saturday. 8th March, 1952 

 
Weather Fine.  10/10 cloud above 2000 feet. 

 
0900 hrs    Breakfast - late due to the late return last night. 

  

1030    Left camp to drop parties at prearranged points on the coast road.  They would then 

attempt to travel in a direct line across the mountains to the camp, as planned for the 

night exercise.  R/T watch would be kept from 1400 hours onwards. 

  

1120 "Petticoat 6"  (Price, Thomas, Jones) dropped at 635174 

  

1140 "Petticoat 5"  (Pibworth, Russell, Grimwood) — at 596198 

  

1152 "Petticoat 4"  (Williams, 670 Warn)          —       at 587227 

  

1202 "Petticoat 3"  (Bates, Rippon, Nutt)           —       at 603250 

  

1229 "Petticoat 1"  (Mawson, Donnelly, Cavanagh) — at 602284 

  

1415 "Petticoat 2"  (Smale, 680 Warn, Molony)     —    at 609284 

    (Delay due to the long time spent servicing and testing R/T equipment for this party 

before it was pronounced satisfactory.) 

  

1515   "Petticoat 7"  (Sgt. Lees, Jackson) proceeded to 679300 by Landrover and then 

commenced ascent of Rhinog Fawr acting as a link between Base and the various 

parties.  Stopped at about 2000' - approximate position 661289. 

  

1700 

to 1930 

   All parties arrived at Base 

    All found that the heather covered rocky and "hummocky" ground on these 

mountains made the going very heavy, and all appreciated how difficult it would be to 

traverse at night.  (Uphill, in daylight, 1 ½ miles an hour is a good average speed.) 
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Sunday. 9th March, 1952 

 

Weather Mainly fine:  occasional drizzle; bright intervals. 7/10 cloud at 1500' 

 

0900    Breakfast  (Ham & eggs) 

  

1030   First party in charge of SAC Pibworth left for Llyn Hywel, the mountain lake 1700 

feet up between Rhinog Fach and Y Llethr. 

  

1115    Second party in charge of Sgt. Lees left for the same spot (665266) where some easy 

rockclimbing was believed to exist 
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    R/T contact between both parties and the base camp was maintained continuously, 

and was excellent. 

  

1345   First party reached Llyn Hywel and were given rockclimbing instruction, practising 

in pairs later. 

1410    Second party ditto 

  

1500    Left Llyn Hywel 

  

1600    Arrived back at base in a fine lather, having "forced marched" and run most of the 

way back 

  

1630   Commenced eating a large meal. 

  

1930   Broke camp and returned to R.A.F. Valley 

 

Remarks NCO i/c 

 A successful exercise in an area which was previously unknown to the present team.  Much 

better attendance.  R/T very good up to 4 miles minimum.  It is hoped to have the new LandRover 

40 AA 19 fitted out as a W/T truck in time for the next exercise. 

J.R. Lees Sgt 

NCO i/c M.R.S. 18/3/52 

W. Brooks Fg/Off 

20/3/52 

25 Mar 52   Wg Cdr. 

 

O.C.M.R.S.  From time to time please review problems for me.  Any now? 

       26 March.  Gordon Jones Gp Capt 
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Wednesday.    12th March, 1952 

 

1430 

 

1900 

   Sgt Lees took three team members to Holyhead Mountain to instruct them in 

moving over rocky ground, elementary rockclimbing & scrambling and roping down.  

A strenuous afternoon in brilliant Sunshine.    (Grimwood, O'Neil, Jackson) 

 

Wednesday.    19th March, 1952 
 

1430    Eleven team members to Holyhead Mountain for instruction as above from Sgt. 

Lees.  The weather made it more of a "survival exercise" - typical mountain rain, wind 

and numbing cold.                                                           (Pibworth, O'Neil, Grimwood; 

                                                               (Donnelly, Nutt, Moloney;  Wright, 670 Warn; 

                                                                      (Lees, Davies, Russell, Smale) 

 

Friday.    21st March, 1952 
 

1400    Six members of the team left in Landrovers 40 AA 19 (W/T) and 36 AA 30 to pitch 

Base Camp in the BERWYN Mountains near Pantiau - Sheet 117.125357 

1730 

2330 

   Thirteen members left in 23 AF 40 and reached camp at 
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Saturday.    22nd March, 1952 
 

0800    Tea in bed!          Weather  Mainly fine.  Windy 

1000    Parties left camp in 23 AF 40 to be dropped at prearranged points on the Corwen, 

Llanderfel, Llangynog roads.  They would then cross the mountains to the base camp. 

  

1105 "Petticoat Able"  (Molony, Williams, O'Neil, 670 Warn) dropped at     046274 

  

1127 "Petticoat Charlie"  (Donnelly, Arthur, Duckworth, Smale)                   004333 

                                   Pibworth, Jones, Davies 

  

1150 "Petticoat Easy"  (Wright, Grimwood, Price, 680 Warn, Gleman)         053405 

  

1800 Last party (Able) arrived Base Camp 

  

 R/T watch kept continually; proved to be very good. 
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Sunday.    23rd March, 1952 

 

0700    Reveille             Weather     Mild.  Showery 

  

 Three parties on triangular courses to Glyn Ceiriog for mapreading experience.  

Pibworth acting as a high link about two miles from the base camp.  A ground aerial 

also added to the improved communications, using this high link; which method is to 

be recommended whenever possible, as a Base in a steep sided valley such as this is 

liable to have a very restricted range 

  

 "Petticoat Able"  (Williams, Wright, Smale, Arthur, Glenman) 

  

                   125357 → 168381  → 202378                       (Sheet 117) 

  

 "Petticoat Charlie"  (Jones, Grimwood, 670 Warn, Donnelly) 

  

                   125357  → 171371  → 202378 

  

 "Petticoat Fox"  (Duckworth, Price, O'Neil, 680 Warn) 

  

                  125357  → 188392  → 202378 

  

1800    All parties returned to Base. 

 

Monday.    24th March, 1952 
 

0800    Breakfast 

  

1000 Some members practising with R/T sets on hills near Base. 

1000 Jones, Donnelly, O'Neil, Wright, Pibworth in 36 AA 30  → 194365 Craig Pandy.  

Having nearby found to be steep with loose rock and few belays but CRAIG PANDY 

perfect for the type of climbing instruction & practice required.  Abseiling also. 

1300    Return to Base 

  

1530    Struck camp 
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2000    Arrived R.A.F. Valley 

 

Remarks R/T good on "unsuitable" ground with the high link. 

J.R. Lees  Sgt. 

31/3/52    NCO i/c MRS 

 

1 Apparently, comparatively few of the members can navigate by map & compass in bad 

weather or at night. 

  Is there any possibility of running a 4 or 5 days course in this subject for about 6 members 

of the team.  This could be run by the M.R. N.C.O. 

1/4/52  W. Brooks  Fg/Off 

45 
2 Attendance in the more recent exercises have has been much better. 

  Of the two members quoted (3 pages back) as having difficulty in getting time off.  The 

latter has decided to hand in his kit due to his inability to attend. 

  This may be an exceptional case but I feel the principle is wrong & that unfair pressure has 

been brought to bear on this man. 

1/4/52  W. Brooks  Fg/Off 

 

If the course is a special one for the 6 members you have in mind I would agree - I do not consider 

it should be accepted as the normal thing for new members of M.R.S. to have six days special 

training from now on.  They could not be spared from normal duty for so long - Agree    

 

2 I have investigated the case of AC KEEN of Accts.  He did not attend the long week-end 

exercise because he wanted to go home.  Had he applied to his section he would have got 

equivalent time off.  I advised him to rejoin and make sure his section commander was 

aware that he would be on exercise with the MRS from time to time. 

3 Wg Cdr Flying will be taking a close interest in M.R.S. in future and I trust that we shall 

maintain the present efficiency of the M.R.S. but remove occasional "slip-up" which 

happens because section commanders are not fully aware of their men's extraneous duties. 

 

2 Apr.  52          Wg Cdr 

 Agree - We discussed at my conference & agreed action. 

              8/4/52    Gp Capt. 
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Wednesday 2nd April 1952 

 

 Visit to Beddgelert Police Station Sub-Unit where a new police constable has taken over.  

Instruction in use of equipment given.  Exhaustive tests with R/T sets. 

 The set installed in the Landrover 36 AA 30 was very effective up to three miles in difficult 

country (from an R/T point of view) whilst the vehicle was being driven at about 30 mph. 

         

 

Thursday 10th April 1952     EASTER 

 
 A small exercise in the Snowdon area was arranged for members of the Duty Team as in the 

event of an emergency they would be more or less "on the spot". 

 

1730    14 members left M.R.S. in Bedford 23 AF 40 for a campsite in the Nant Ffrancon 

Pass. 
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1830    Arrived PONT-Y-CAREG  107/633644 near Tyn-y-Maes and pitched camp. 

    Sudden rain and strong winds during the night. 

 

Friday.    11th April 1952 
(Rain.  Cleared in afternoon) 

0800 Breakfast 

0900 Parties set out                                                        Base - "Ragbag" - Smith, Kinimond 

  

    "Petticoat 1"  Pen-yr-Oleu-Wen   -   Pibworth 

    "Petticoat 2"  Foel Goch                    Rich, Cavanagh, Davies 

    "Petticoat 3"  Penrhyn Mountain       Price, Molony, Grimwood 

                                                                          Warn, Warn 

    "Petticoat 4"  Gribin Facet                 Donnelly, Thomas 

  

1330    Stretcher party seen by 'Petticoat 1' leaving Youth Hostel Rescue Post at Idwal 

Cottage for the Gribin Facet.  Proved unnecessary as the climber who had fallen was 

only slightly injured & helped by "4". 

    Ambulance had been called for by the hostel and when it was decided that it would 

not be necessary Base was informed by R/T & 'Petticoat 3' instructed to stop the 

ambulance - successful use of R/T 

1800    Stood down 
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Saturday     12th April 1952     EASTER 

 

 Weather - fine.  high clouds 

 

0730    Breakfast 

0900    Parties dispatched on "stand-by" duties for practise - if required - with civilian 

climbing rescues. 

 1.   Pibworth  (link)                   Gribin Ridge 

 2.   Rich, Cavanagh                   Glyder Fawr to Bristly Ridge 

 3.   Price, Davies                       Y Garn 

 4.   Grimwood, Nutt                  Devil's Kitchen 

 5.   Molony, Thomas, Warn 670      Tryfan 

 6.   Donnelly, Warn 680                   Tryfan 

  

 (Donnelly & Thomas climbed 1st Pinnacle Rib (D)) 

  

 "Snap" map references all day. 

 

Sunday     13th April 1952     EASTER 
 

Weather.  fine  quite warm 

 

0730    Breakfast 

0900    Parties dispatched 

      1.   Pibworth                            Milestone Buttress.  Gribin Ridge 

      2.   Grimwood, Nutt                Devil's Kitchen.  Glyder Fawr & Fach 

      3.   Thomas, Molony, Warn    Devil's Kitchen.  Y Garn 

      4.   Price, Davies                     Bochlwyd,  Tryfan 

      5.   Donnelly, Warn 680          Gribin.  Glyder Fach.  Bristly Ridge 

  

    Parties moving around on different mountains enabling then to get to know the few 
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tracks and the "lie of the land" generally.  Also place names - quite difficult for the 

non-Welsh members. 

          Many references given on R/T and good reception & transmission found from 

ridges; parties soon realised how "dead ground" cwms etc, are often useless for R/T 

but the open ground, ridges etc. excellent. 

  

1800 Stood down 
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Monday  14th April 1952     EASTER 

 

Weather.  fine.  low cloud only 

 

0730    Breakfast 

0830    Parties dispatched 

      1.   Pibworth                     Glyders 

      2.   Nutt, Warn 670           Ridges of Tryfan 

      3.   Molony, Warn 680     Pen-yr-Oleu Wen 

      4.   Rich, Cavanagh          Gribin.  Fawr.  Kitchen 

      5.   Price, Davies              Bristly Ridge.  Glyders.  Kitchen 

 

1300    Weather deteriorated rapidly.  Heavy rain. 

  

    R/T very good                           "5" guided a party of civilians off the Glyder range 

  

1800    Stood down 

 

Tuesday  15th April 1952 
 

Weather  fine.  High cloud 

 

0800     Breakfast 

  

1100    Camp struck 

  

1300    Arrived back at RAF Valley 

 

Remarks NCO i/c 

 

 Excellent weather enabled members to get to know this area very well.  Plenty of R/T and 

mapreading practise 

 W/T Landrover not quite completed - awaiting demands for two parts. 

J.R. Lees.  Sgt. 

Remarks Officer i/c 

   No comment.        W. Brooks  Fg/Off 
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Wednesday.  30th April 1952 

 

Subunit visits to Dolgelly, Beddgelert and Pen-y-Gwryd 

 

 The down the Conway Valley to Tal-y-Bont (766688) to ascertain whether vehicles could be 

got up to Cwm Eigiau in the Carnedd Mountains where a camp for the weekend exercise was 

envisaged. 
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 The track deteriorated rapidly after passing Rowlyn Farm (754679) and the Land Rover 

returned after reaching 732663, two miles further on.  No doubt it could have reached Hafod-y-rhiw 

(724647) though the track became very boggy in places.  However a Bedford could not have got as 

far as the farm due to the narrowness of the track & gates so plans for the exercise had to be 

rearranged, 

 (This track would often be the best means of evacuation for the Carnedds, which already 

have about four wrecked aircraft scattered about their slopes.) 

 

Friday.    2nd May 1952 
 

1600    Bedford 23 AF 40 left to prepare a base camp near PONT-Y-GAREG (107.631639) 

1715    Signals Landrover 40 AA 19 followed 

1730    Bedford 30 AF 54 left with 13 Team members 

1745    Landrover 36 AA 30 followed with R/T/ sets 

  

1900    Camp established & light supper prepared prior to 

 

NIGHT EXERCISE - CARNEDD MOUNTAINS 

 

Weather  Occasional heavy showers.  Strong (& cold) wind higher up.  10/10 cloud above 2000 

feet. 

 

2000 36 AA 30 and 30 AF 54 left to drop parties at prearranged points on the Coast road 

and in the Conway Valley. 

  

2055 "Petticoat Able"  (Nutt. Keen) dropped at 663720 (Aber).  Routed via Foel Fras 

(3091') and Carnedd Llewellyn (3484') to Advanced Base on A 5 at 699599. 

2110 "P. Baker"  (Williams, Davies, Fallows)  699742 (Llanfairfechan) via 708696 and 

Foel Fras, Carnedd Llewellyn to Base Camp 631639. 

2120 "P. Charlie"  (Smale, Russell)  721759 (Penmaenmawr) via Drum (708696) and Foel 

Fras,  Carnedd Llewellyn to Base camp 631639. 

2150 "P. Dog"  (Thomas, McCoy) 762719 (Poe Wen) via Carnedd Llewellyn to Base Camp 

at 631639. 

(Half an hour wasted when a wrong turning was taken on byroads & the transport went up a 

mountain track where turning was difficult [above Row Wen]) 

2240 "P.Easy"  (Rippon, Cavanagh) 766688 via Carnedd Llewellyn to Advanced Base 

2255 "P.Fox"  (Donnelly, Bailey, Grimwood) 775663 (Pont Dolgarrog) via Pen-yr-Helgi-du 

to Advanced Base 699599 

50 
2350 "Petticoat Link" (Sgt. Lees) from Advanced Base (699599) to Pen-yr-Helgi-du 

(698631) 

  

 R/T watch commenced from 40 AA 19 Advanced Base ("Ragbag") from midnight 

onwards. 

Saturday  3rd May 1952 
 

0100  (approx) R/T contact with "Fox" via "link".  "Fox" position 733633 

  

0130         "        "         "         "    "Able"  "    "       "Able"      "       691673          

  

0300         "         "        "          "   "Fox"    "    "       "Fox"        "      701628 

  

0330 'Link' commenced descending towards Advanced Base parallel to "Fox".  R/T was 
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excellent between "Ragbag" "Link" & "Fox" despite wind noise and interference.  (It 

was considered advisable to return instead of proceeding to the summit of Carnedd 

Llewellyn as planned since torch U/S and compass forgotten!  Beam from searchlight 

useful for checking direction on the descent). 

0400 "Link" and "Fox" met above TAL-Y-BRAICH farm 

0415      "       "        "  arrived Advanced Base. 

 "Fox" conveyed to Base Camp in 30 AF 54. 

0540 "Easy" arrived Advanced Base with R/T transmitter U/S - their reception was passable 

& clear however. 

 Continued listening watch from "Ragbag" by Smith, Barratt, Sgt. Lees. 

0700 "Easy" taken to Base Camp in 30 AF 54 as no sound from other parties. 

0900 "Baker" arrived Base Camp 

0905 "Dog" arrived       "         " 

0915 "Charlie" arrived  "         " 

1100 Battery replacements arrived.  "Ragbag" - still listening out. 

  

1200    It was decided that a search for "Able" was required - an unpopular decision as most 

parties had only been in bed about two hours. 

    Breakfast! 

1300 Three search parties set out: 

  

 "X-ray"  -  Donnelly, Bailey, Grimwood, Fallows.  to go up Braich-Ty-du ridge of 

Pen-yr-Oleu-Wen and onto Carnedd DAFYDD & LLEWELLYN 

 "Yorker"  -  Williams, Cavanagh, Thomas, McCoy.  to go up Ogwen ridge of PEN-

YR-OLEU-WEN and so onto Carnedd Dafydd & Llewellyn. 

 "Zebra" - Sgt Lees, Rippon, Smale, Davies  to up past GLAN LLUGWY and Craig 

Llugwy onto Carnedd Llewellyn. 

 A search thence to last known position of "Able" (619673) returning on their proposed 

track (routed over Carnedd Llewellyn & Pen-yr-Helgi-du to the Advanced Base. 

  

1415    Search called off by Advanced Base when "Able" found on A 5 road a mile north of 

Capel Curig.  Apparently a sprained 
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 ankle had decided them to return to the road in the Conway valley whence they had 

walked via Betws-y-Coed - about 20 miles! 

 

(NB.  In future a telephone number will be decided on for use in an emergency of this nature - the 

Advanced Base in this case was miles from a telephone - but messages could have been taken, say 

at Idwal Cottage Rescue Post or the Police Station at Bethesda if it had been arranged previously 

that transport should call to ascertain whether any such messages had been received) 

 

1500   Most members stood down.  Sgt. Lees & Rippon climbed "Hope" on the Idwal Slabs. 

 

Sunday.   4th May 1952 
 

Weather   Fine.  Warm sunshine 

 

1100   One party on 'mock' search of Carnedd Dafydd, Carnedd Llewellyn and Pen-yr-

Oleu-Wen, there are several aircraft wrecks here. 

    Donnelly took Rippon and Thomas took Fallows up the Arête Climb (D) on the East 

face of Tryfan.  The only other rockclimbing leader was Sgt. Lees but four of his 

friends up for the weekend stepped into the breach.  So to Bochlwyd Buttress where 

much practice was to be had in rockclimbing - in the Sunshine - and abseiling. 
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 G. Moffatt. Davies ↑Chimney Route (D)  Sgt Lees.  Nutt ↑ Arête & Slab (D) 

 J. Banks. Cavanagh ↑ Arête & Slab.  W. Trench.  N. Large.  Nutt. Cavanagh 

↑Chimney Route. 

    

1700    The party on the Carnedds returned having found the positions of two wrecks one 

spread about Cwm Ffynnon Lloer and the other on the upper slopes of Carnedd 

Llewellyn above the Nat Fach of Cwm Llafar (680638).  R/T reception throughout the 

day at strengths 4 & 5. 

  

2000    Evening meal and broke camp 

  

2200 Returned to RAF Valley 

 

Remarks NCO i/c 

  A strenuous exercise.  Much was learnt about night navigation in thick cloud - 

unfortunately many members missed this effective lesson. 

J.R. Lees.  Sgt. 

Remarks Officer i/c 

 Although not able to attend the last few exercises it is obvious to me that much experience 

has been gained in navigation under adverse conditions. 

 The team is now equipped with a Thomas Sledge Stretcher which increases its efficiency & 

usefulness. 

6/5/52   W. Brooks  F/Lt 

 

Seen        Gordon Jones Gp. Capt  6th May 52 

52 
O i/c M.R. 

 Please keep me fully in the picture regarding exercises & calls, and specially any difficulties 

both in operations and administration.  Where is our "Readiness" board?  I would like to 

visit the section during a week-end exercise soon. 

9.5.52      (Mann) Wg Cdr 
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                  The first grove of North Buttress Climb           Thomas Stretcher crossing the "Notch" 

                                                                                                on the North Ridge of Tryfan 

 

Friday 16th May 1952  (insert) 

1000 Landrover 40 AA 19 via Pen-y-Pass to Llanberis & Bethesda in attempt to get in R/T 

contact with "Valley Tower" on VHF set now installed. 

1100 "Alpine Victor" to "Valley Tower" - reading 3 - testing - successful from Pencraig. 

587623.  On the high road between Llanberis & Bethesda near Deiniolen - 

approximately 20 miles direct distance 

53 
Thursday.  15th May 1952 

 

1600 Bedford 23 AF 40 left to pitch camp at Gwern-y-Gof Uchaf near the A 5 underneath 

Tryfan.  Map Reference 107. 674605 

1730 Bedford 19 AF 84 left with most of the team. 

1730 Landrover 40 AA 19 Signals truck left. 

1745 Landrover 36 AA 30 left with other equipment. 

2000 Team stood down after supper. 

 

Friday.  16th May 1952 
 

0700 Reveille                                            Fine.  Hot Sunshine 

0730 Breakfast 

0815    Team with Stretcher to Little Tryfan for practice.  Ascended the Arête - a 

Moderately Difficult rock climb in parties of three with the Thomas Stretcher.  Slow 

work.  It was found that 3 on one rope was most inconvenient.  Also the lack of slings 

for belaying (safeguarding the personnel) was felt.  Fortunately Sgt. Lees had six 

personal ones which enabled all to belay 

0930    Wg. Cdr. Mann and Flt Lt. Brooks arrived in Landrover 36 AA 33 and (Ambulance) 
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36 AA 78, and climbed the Arête to join the tea, 

  

    The Stretcher with one man lashed to it was lowered down the 200 feet of Slabs 

successfully using the method decided upon at the briefing:  2 men lowering the 

stretcher on fullweight nylon ropes one lashed to each top corner.  One man being 

lowered standing on waist & crutch slings on another fullweight nylon by a third man.  

These three "lowers" themselves belayed on a halfweight nylon rope.  The man being 

lowered below the stretcher has both hands free to lift the Stretcher over any snags. 

   The "lowers" found 200' a long way and a big strain on the back & arms - the rope 

was played out as in the waist belay as recommended by Tarbuck.  No answer to this 

yet, other than a lot of clothing or padding. 

   The stretcher was then taken to the Summit of Tryfan (3010') by the North Ridge - a 

rocky "scramble" or "easy" rock climb.  This proved hard work especially the "Notch" 

where it was found best to "sling" the Stretcher over in the Tyrolean fashion. 

   Flt. Lt. Brooks took Wg. Cdr. Mann up the North Buttress climb and met the rest of 

the team as they commenced the descent of North Gully, preparatory to descending 

the lower half of North Buttress climb.  As this would be rather heavy work before a 

night exercise and cause a lot of wear on the Stretcher compromised by descending 

North Gully with a team member on the Stretcher (taking this job in turns!)  Lots of 

loose rock in gully makes for slow progress & could be dangerous with inexperienced 

stretcher parties 

1600    All team in camp.  Tea,  Stood down for three hours 

54 
Friday evening.    16th May 1952 

 
NIGHT EXERCISE     CARNEDD MOUNTAINS 

 

1900   Bedford 23 AF 40 left camp to drop parties set out below.  (A copy of this to each 

party leader) 
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2200   Flight Lieutenant Brooks (pyrotechnics) & Sgt. Lees (Link R/T set) left for Carnedd 

Dafydd (3426').  A  clear starry night. 

  

    Continual contact between "Link" & "Ragbag" (base). 

  

 Occasional contact between "Link" & all parties throughout the night from cairn 3184' 

on Craig Llugwy. 

    Verey lights used by Link.  All parties reached this spot. 
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55 
Saturday  17th May 1952 

 

0700   All parties returned to Base between the dawn & seven o'clock.  Fine & sunny 

promising to be hot again.  Stood down 

  

1200   Breakfast & /or Dinner.                                                       Hot sunshine 

  

    The navigation had improved a lot since the last exercise.  Friday's work with the 

Stretcher showed that many especially the newer members of the Team were not very 

confident & therefore not very efficient on rock.  Therefore split into parties of two for 

rock climbing training 

  

 Donnelly, Bailey.  Milestone Buttress.  Wall.  Ordinary.  abseiling & climbing down. 

  

 Thomas, Smale               "             "       Canopy.  (Smale descended - not well) 

  

 Rippon, Davies, Molony.   Devils Kitchen.   Scrambling 

  

 McCoy, Cavanagh, Rich.   Gribin Facet.    Senior's Climb (D)  

  

 Glenman, Turner, O'Neil  on camp - unfit after last night 

  

 R. Thompson (an ex-member now a civilian, Russell  Milestone Buttress.  Wall Climb 

  

 Lees, W. Trench (civilian helping), Nutt.  Idwal Slabs.  Charity. (D) 

  

1800    Stood down for swimming in Llyn Ogwen etc. 

 

Sunday  18th May 1952 
 

0900    Breakfast 

  

1000    Rock climbing training 

  

 Donnelly, Bailey.  Craig yr Isfa.  Amphitheatre Buttress (D) 

 Thompson, Russell     "    "    "                "                " 

 McCoy, Davies.     Tryfan     First Pinnacle Rib  (D) 

 Thomas, Molony         "             "         "         " 

 Rippon, O'Neil            "             "         "         " 

 Cavanagh, Rich   search of Llewellyn for lost Verey pistol - no luck.  Then to Craig yr                

(673647)                                                                Isfa - Amphitheatre Buttress 

 Trench, Turner.   Rowan.  Ivy Chimney.  North Buttress on Tryfan 

 Nutt, Smale         Rowan     "           "             "         "        "        " 

 Lees, Glenman    Pulpit       "           "             "         "        "        "     

2000  

2100    Broke camp 

2230    Returned to Valley in mist 

56 
Remarks NCO i/c The night exercise was quite good but many members are still too slow.  R/T 

good.  Much was learnt about Stretcher lowering etc. on Friday - there is need for more practise  
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here.  All the members did well on rock by Sunday but many cannot be said to be competent yet.  

Everyone enjoyed the marvellous weather; some suffered from sunburn on Monday. 

 

21/5/52 J.R. Lees  Sgt 

NCO i/c  MRS 

Remarks Officer i/c 

 The weekend exercise was help helped greatly by the weather throughout. 

 The North Buttress Route (Photograph 2 pages previou back) appears to have been a very 

popular climb amongst all parties.  The 1st pitch ("The Grove") was declared as "impossible" by 

one climber, who very reluctantly changed the classification to "almost impossible" having climbed 

it!  The team congratulate Wg. Cdr. Mann on this ascent. 

 The night exercise was carried out in perfect conditions & made navigation a little easy. 

 The team is now very well equipped (Nylon ropes etc) & after further training will be able 

to deal adequately with most mountain accidents. 

W. Brooks  F/Lt 

23/5/52 

O i/c MR. 

 My visit was a most valuable and instructive experience during which the qualities of 

keenness, competence and high spirit of the whole team was most obvious.  At any time you may 

refer them to me, I am available to reclassify more "impossible" climbs so long as an expert guide 

who is also a medical officer is at the top end of the rope. 

27/5/52       (Mann)  Wg. Cdr. 

57 
Friday 30th May. 1952            WHITSUN 

 
A small exercise in the Snowdon area was arranged for the members of the Duty Team as in 

the event of an emergency they would be more or less "on the spot". 

 

1730    14 Team members left M.R.S. in Bedford 23 AF 40 for a camp site in the Nant 

Ffrancon Pass. 

1845    Pitched camp at Gwern-y-gof-Uchaf.  (Sheet 107. 674605) 

 

Saturday  31st May 1952 (Cloudy.  Light rain) 

 

1030    Four parties out in the area with R/T sets.  Transmission good but considerable 

interference at times from B.E.A. on 6577 K.C. 

 

Sunday  1st June 1952 

 

0900    Breakfast.    Raining hard. 

  

1000    Parties away as weather clearing 

    4 parties out with R/T but transmission difficult. 

  

1800    Returned to camp - raining hard. 

 

 

Monday  2nd June 1952   (Warm & clear) 

 

1000    Parties left camp for Snowdon Horseshoe 

 A.   Donnelly, Wright, Fallows 

 B.   Smale, Rushworth, Pibworth 
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 C.   Bates, O'Neil, Nutt 

 D.   Molony, Cavanagh, Davies 

  

    Parties B. C. D. got as far as the Pinnacles of Crib Goch and then descended to the 

Miners Track which was followed to Pen-y-Pass and the Bedford, returning to camp at 

1800 

1845    Party A returned having completed the Horseshoe and walked back over the Glyders 

- some 12 miles of heavy going. 

 

Tuesday  3rd June 1952 
 

1030   Camp struck.  Returned to Valley 

58 
Friday June 6th 

 
17.00 hrs The team left RAF Valley for the Base camp - Gwern-y-gof-Uchaf  (Map Ref)  Sheet 

107 674605) 

 

Saturday June 7th 
 

09.00 hrs    Breakfast.  Dull & overcast which later turned into rain 

    Fl/Lt Brooks & one member spent the day rock climbing on the Milestone Buttress 

& Little Tryfan 

    The remainder of the team split into 2 parties and attempted to find a gully on N.W. 

of Carnedd Llewellyn.  This was to determine whether any snow remained as the 

British Glaciological Society are interested in date of disappearance each year (See 

VAL 859/3/ORG) 

17.00 hrs    All parties returned to camp for a meal 

 

Sunday June 8th 
 

10.00 hrs   Breakfast.  A steady downpour which lasted all day. 

    No climbing all day due to the weather. 

    The camp was struck in the late afternoon and the team returned to Valley at 19.00 

hrs. 

 

Remarks 

 Many team members were away for their Whitsun Grant. 

W. Brooks  F/Lt 

59 
15th to 27th June 1952 

 

 A course to train instructors for the various Mountain Rescue Teams was held at Valley.  

The Base Camp was at Gwern-y-gof-Uchaf.  (Map Ref.  Sheet 107.  674605) and this Team's 

camping equipment transport etc. was used. 

 The following personnel from Valley attended: 

 

 Flight Lieutenant Brooks  -  Officer I/C Course and Instructor 

 Sergeant Lees        -  NCO I/C Course and Instructor 

AC Thomas        -  pupil 

SAC McCrann        -  pupil 

LAC Few       -  COOK 
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(Enclosures 14 to 28 of file VAL/859/ORG refer.) 

 

Sunday 6th July 1952 
      (Sgt Lees, SAC Smith W/OP, AC Jackson Driver 

      (Pibworth, Bailey, Keen, Bates, McCrann 

0830 The Duty Team left in Bedford 23 AF 40 

and Landrover Ambulance 36 AA 78 for 

TALSARNAU where a demonstration of Mountain Rescue was to be given to about 

40 Youth Hostellers who were attending a course in elementary mountain craft run by 

the Central Council of Physical Recreation.  The aim of the course was to educate 

walkers in hill craft, in an attempt to minimise the number of mountain accidents - 

often caused by ignorance. 

  

1130 Arrived at the camp after finding one approach road (from the NW) too narrow for the 

Bedford;  it was necessary to remove three feet of wall in a gateway before the truck 

could be turned round.  The farmer was present to supervise the rebuilding! 

 The camp site is near Llandecwyn (Sheet 116.  627368) 

  

 After lunch a short talk on R.A.F. Mountain Rescue was given by Sergeant Lees and 

the R/T sets were demonstrated. 

  

1330 

 

 

1700 

A mock search and rescue was carried out on a nearby mountain (the northern end of 

the Rhinogs) using R/T and a Thomas stretcher.   A volunteer "casualty" was lowered 

down a rockface near the top.  Windproof mittens were used by the personnel 

lowering the Stretcher and guiding man and were found to be a great improvement.   

(Several persons had rope burns on a similar practise during the Instructors' Course.) 

1730    23 AF 40 returned to Valley with the h Sgt. Lees & Pibworth while 36 AA 78 went 

southwards to Dolgelly to reconnoitre suitable camp sites for an exercise to be held in 

the Cader Idris area next weekend.  Several possible sites were noted although none 

were ideal.  Dusk prevented further reconnaissance and a return was made to Valley 

by midnight. 

                                                                                                                              CONT. 

 60 
C.C.P.R. Demonstration  6th July 1952             continued 

 

Remarks 

 The Youth Hostellers and their C.C.P.R. Instructors were most grateful for this 

demonstration and were quite impressed. 

Their generous offer of lunch was gladly accepted! 

 Another demonstration is to be arranged for their second course in the middle of August. 

 

J.R. Lees  Sgt 

NCO i/c  M.R.T. 

Remarks Officer i/c 

  

1.  The rock-climbing course held in June prevented more exercises being carried out by 

the Valley Team. 

 

2.  It is hoped that the demonstration to the Youth Hostellers will bring home to them 

some of the dangers of incompetent mountaineers & also the trouble of res caused by 

accidents. 

  As they are a cross-section of future climbers these demonstrations strike a welcome 

liaison with the civilian side - this is essential in any large accident in the mountains. 
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W. Brooks  F/Lt 

 

 Useful training carried out this month may avoid future accidents to the inexperienced 

  (Mann)  Wg Cdr 

OC Flying Wing 

60 
Friday 11th July 1952 

 
1500    Barratt & Smith in Landrover 40 AA 19 (wireless truck( with trailer left for Cader 

Idris 

1700    Sgt. Lees, Cavanagh & Peel in Landrover 36 AA 39 left to complete the Advanced 

Party. 

1730    Bedford 19 AF 84 left with 14 Team Members and the remainder of the equipment 

but brake and dynamo trouble necessitated a change of trucks after the first hour of the 

journey 

2000 

to 2030 

   Bedford 09 AF 96 was sent from Valley and the change load was affected at 

Bethesda. 

  

    Meanwhile a Base Camp had been sited at NANT-Y-GWYRDDAIL (Sheet 116. 

676145) in the valley to the North West of Cader Idris.  Difficulty was found, at first 

in getting permission to camp on the land belonging to certain farms as apparently 

about two years ago an R.A.F. Mountain Rescue Team had done quite a lot of damage 

to walls, fences, trees etc. in this valley when on exercise here. 

  

2330    Bedford 09 AF 96 arrived 

 

Saturday 12th July 1952 
(Strong W. wind.  Showers 

             thick cloud above 2000') 

 

 As only one of the Team had been on the Cader Idris massif (which covers nearly 10 square 

miles of land over 2000 ft.) before, it was decided to drop parties all round the area and let them 

find their way via the Summit (2927') back to the Base Camp. 

 

1000 ABLE (Thomas, White, Bailey)           600110 via Point 2040 ft. 

to BAKER (Nutt, Fallows, Laster)          662079   "       "       " 

1200 CHARLIE (McCoy, Keen, Russell)    705094   "       "       " 

 DOG (Rich, Rushworth, Black)           705094 to Summit direct 

 FOX (Cavanagh, Sgt. Austin, Sgt Attwater)  757140 via Point 2804 ft. 

 EASY (Sgt. Lees, Greenhall)               727110 

  

 LINK (Barratt) on Point 2167 ft.   ( A stout effort for a Driver) 

  

 All parties reached the Summit but did not linger long as there was no view and a very 

cold wind.  However a rough idea of the geography of the mountain and its ridges was 

obtained by all.  They covered about 10 miles of heavy going in tiring conditions; 

"walkie-talkies" were used constantly for practise although bad interference was again 

experienced from B.E.A aircraft and aerodromes operating on 6577 Kcs.  (Our sets are 

crystallised for 6580 Kcs). 

62 
1830     All parties had returned to Base 
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 W/T contact with Valley and R.C.C. at 19 Group was attempted during the day from various 

positions on mountain roads overlooking the coast.  Some success. 

 

Sunday 13th July. 1952 

( Strong W. wind.  Heavy Showers 

Cloud down to 2000 feet) 

As the weather was slightly worse than 

yesterdays it was decided to explore another mountain area nearby rather than cover Cader Idris 

again and learn little more. 

 So in two parties each with R/T we traversed the Aran range from the Dolgelly - Dinas 

Mawddy road to near the south western end of Lake Bala - a distance of about 12 miles over rough, 

rocky moors bogs and ridges. 

 

1100 

 

1600 

   Parties dropped by Bedford at 803170 and proceeded over Point 2148', Glasgwm 

Point 2248' Aran Fawddy (2970') and Aran Benllyn (2901') to the Dolgelly - Bala 

road at 859288 

    R/T contact was maintained with the W/T truck which was on the main road after 

we had reached the Summit of ARAN FAWDDY although it was difficult to hear at 

times due to the wind and rain in the headphones.  However, the frequent and heavy 

interference from B.E.A. was easily heard! 

  

    During the morning and early afternoon the W/T truck again called Valley with 

success experimenting with various positions once again.  A Landrover is certainly 

extremely useful as a W/T truck in these circumstances as good reception can often 

only be obtained quite high up on mountain "roads" - usually grass tracks with bogs, 

steep sections & walls very close together to add interest 

  

1700    Returned to Base Camp in the Bedford and tired to dry clothes 

63 
Monday 14th July 1952 

(moderate W. wind, dropping later 

Weather improving with sunny periods) 

0830   The eight most experienced rock climbers 

present went on the Cyfrwy face of Cader Idris for practise while the less experience 

and novices were instructed in the rudiments of rock work by Pibworth on some small 

rocks and large boulders a mile to the North of the camp 

  

    After briefing at the foot of the Cyfrwy face (704136) four parties were formed, 2 on 

each rope.  Peel took Rusworth and Thomas took Barratt on the aretes either side of 

One Pitch Gully - both graded "Moderately Difficult to Difficult" while Sergeant Lees 

took fallows and Cavanagh took Bailey on the Cyfrwy Arête - graded Very Difficult 

1200    The first party on the Cyfrwy Arête reached the top and traversed over and 

descended a little way to look down to see how the parties on either side of One Pitch 

Gully were faring.  Peel was bringing Rushworth up the last pitch and Barratt could be 

seen on the other side of the Gully about seventy feet from the top of the Arête 

belaying the rope to Thomas who was out of sight round a corner of the final tower of 

the Arête 

  

1210 

(approx) 

   After a shouted conversation to the effect that they could catch us up on the descent 

to Llyn y Gader.  Barratt suddenly shouted that Thomas had fallen and the rope had 

broken.  Sergeant Lees and Fallows descended One Pitch Gully as fast as possible and 

found Thomas dead at its foot. 
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   [He had severe damage to the back of his head.  The rope was broken about 15 feet 

from his waist knot and was badly frayed near the break.  It appears that a hold gave 

way under him and as his weight came on the rope (there was less than 30 feet 

between him & Barratt although Barratt could not see him) it must have been dragged 

across and down a sharp edged rock - of which there were quite a number about.  The 

rope was in good condition and a full weight nylon made to British Mountaineering 

Council specification which includes a minimum breaking strain of 3,200 lbs.] 

  

1225    Sergeant Lees to camp to get the Team to return and prepare to bring down the body 

whilst the rest of the party on Cyfrwy face rescued the second, Barratt, who was 

naturally very badly shaken, from the ledge. 

   Sergeant Lees then to Dolgelly where the Police were contacted as a message sent to 

Valley 

   Later The body was late taken to the mortuary of the Dolgelly Hospital. 

  

2200    Majority of the Team returned to Valley in the Bedford 

                                                                                                                                CONT. 

64 
Monday 14th July  1952 

 
0130   Sergeant Lees, Peel and Barratt returned to Valley with Landrovers 36 AA 30 and 40 

AA 19 after statements to Police, Coroner etc. 

 

Remarks NCO i/c 

 Saturday and Sunday were excellent days as a lot was learned, both generally, and of a new 

areas.  Thomas' death was very bad luck as was extremely keen and was becoming a very 

competent mountaineer - one of the best members of the Team. 

J.R. Lees Sgt 

NCO i/c M.R.T. 

Remarks Officer i/c 

  

 This is the first fatal accident encountered in the Mountain Rescue Team. 

 A.C. Thomas was an extremely keen member of the team.  His rock-climbing technique was 

good & he had showed no tendency to become over-confident. 

 It is to be hoped that this unfortunate accident will not deter new volunteers. 

W. Brooks  F/Lt 

 

An unfortunate and unavoidable type of accident which has caused a serious loss to the team. 

  (Mann) Wg Cdr 

OC Flying Wing 

 65 
Wednesday 30th July 1952 

 

 A new Sub Unit was formed at OGWEN COTTAGE which was already a Civilian 

Mountain Rescue Post 

 

Details:- Address  Ogwen Cottage via Bethesda, Caernarvonshire 

 

  Supervisor  Mr MYRDDIN JONES 

 

  Telephone No.  Bethesda 214 
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  Position  Foot Head of Llyn Ogwen on the A 5 road halfway 

between Bethesda & Capel Curig 

 

  Map Reference Sheet 107. 651604 

 

  2 Thomas Stretchers (civilian M.R.C.) Kept in the garage.  There is also one on the Youth 

Hostel, Idwal Cottage, 100 yards away 

 

Remarks A visual (& audible( signal to "rally" stretcher parties from the surrounding crags 

was agreed upon:  this appears to be a good idea as usually there are plenty of rock climbers 

in the area who will assist in carrying stretchers etc.;  quite a lot of time should be saved.  

The signal agreed on is 

 ONE WHITE followed by THREE RED VEREY LIGHTS fired from Ogwen Car Park. 

 

  This has been publicised in the area.  It would also be a great help in recalling the 

M.R.T. if they are required elsewhere whilst on exercise in this area. 

           

 

Note This method has since proved very effective on two occasions. 

 

4/9/52  J.R. Lees  Sgt. 

           

66 
Friday. 1st August 1952   AUGUST GRANT 

 

1900   The Duty Team made camp near Capel Curig in Snowdonia at GELLI - Sheet 107 / 

720585 

 

Sunday 2nd August 
(Heavy showers.  Thick cloud 2500') 

    Parties rock climbing in Cwm Idwal area. 

    Emphasis on this aspect of the work to give some members confidence after the 

accident on the last exercise 

  

 Donnelly,  Rippon         Idwal Slabs                Hope  (VD) 

 Cavanagh,  Greenhall    Milestone Buttress     Rowan.  Ivy Chimney 

 McCoy, Davies              Idwal Slabs                Faith  (VD) 

 Peel, Walker                  Milestone Buttress     Ordinary.  Direct 

 Fallows, Molony            Idwal Buttress 

 Fallows                          Idwal Slabs                Ordinary  (MD) 

 

 

 Barratt, Sgt. Lees              "        "                    Ordinary  (MD) 

 Lees, J. Sneath, Donnelly, Barratt              Holly Tree Wall Original (S) 

       (new member) 

 

 

Sunday 3rd August  (Showers.  Thick cloud 2500') 

 

 Donnelly, Barratt          Milestone Buttress          Rope Wall  (VD) 

        "             "               Tryfan                             Gashed Crag  (D) 

 Cavanagh, Davies         Slabs                               Ordinary  (MD) 

                                       Scrambling above 
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                                       Glyder Fawr                    Narrow Gully  (D)    

 McCoy, Greenhall        Milestone Buttress          Rowan  (MD) 

                                       Tryfan                             Gashed Crag  (D) 

 Trench (nm), Peel         Slabs E. Wall                  Heather Weakness  (VD) 

                                       Slabs                               Tennis Show  (S) 

                                       Holly Tree Wall              Javelin Gully  (S) 

 Fallows & Rippon ↕     Milestone Buttress          Superdirect  (VD) 

                                       Tryfan                             Gashed Crag  (D) 

 Wright, Walker             Milestone Buttress          Superdirect 

                                                                               First Pinnacle Rib  (D) 

 Lees, Molony                Slabs E Wall                   Heather Weakness 

                                       Slabs                               Tennis Shoe 

                                       Holly Tree Wall              Javelin Gully 

67 
Monday 4th August, 1952     (Dry.  Cloud 3000') 

 

1030   As a change of scenery and an opportunity to let the newer Team members get to 

know something of the Snowdon range, the Bedford took the Team to Pen-y-Pass and 

the Landrover was taken to Llyn Llydaw.  Walked to Lliwedd and three of the easiest 

climbs there were pointed out. before the party split into 3 parties of 2 ropes each (4 

men) to climb the East Buttress. 

  

1330 Cavanagh, Davies  } Horned Crag (D).  They descended from the second pitch as it 

McCoy, Greenhall }                                was too wet & too difficult and instead 

                                                                traversed the Snowdon Horseshoe to Pen-y-  

                                                                Pass by 1800.                                                                   

  

 Fallows, Rippon  }  Roof Route (D)  Terminal Arête (MD)  PyP  1900 

Wright, Walker   } 

  

 Lees, Trench        }  Route II (VD)     Terminal Arête            PyP  1600 

Donnelly, Barratt  } 

  

1830   The second party were rather late so that some of the Team returned in the Bedford 

for a meal which was ready. 

  

1930    The latecomers were ferried back in the Landrover 

 

Tuesday 5th August, 1952 
 

 The Team returned to Valley in the morning. 

           

General During the exercise the W/T truck maintained watches at certain times of the day and 

tested satisfactorily with Valley & the RCC at 19 Group. A 40' telescopic aerial was used 

and seemed far more efficient than a wire aerial attached (with insulation!) to any 

convenient tress, as used previously.  However, the latter is most convenient, whereas the 

telescopic aerial needs a Bedford 3 Tonner to carry it - which is not always possible. 

J.R. Lees  Sgt 

NCO i/c M.R.T. 
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68 
Monday  11th August 1952 

 

12.25     A message was received from A.T.C. that an aircraft had crashed on Snowdon near 

Clogwyn Dur Arddu 

  

12.45   1 Land rover & Ambulance left the Mountain Rescue Section arranging to 

rendezvous at the Snowdon Mountain Railway Station at Llanberis 

  

13.35    The ambulance arrived at Llanberis followed shortly by the Land-Rover. 

   A train was waiting to take the team to the scene of the accident 

13.45  

14.00    The ascent was made in the company of the Chief Constable of Caernarvon & 

members of the Police & Fire Services 

   There was some concern about the safety of the train as a strong wind was blowing 

across the track.  Cloud Base about 1000' 

  

14.45    The train arrived at the scene of the accident.  (Map Ref O.S.1"  H 608557).  A 

strong N.W. wind with visibility down to about 30 yards. 

   The aircraft - an Anson - had hit the mountainside a few yards below the railway & 

then bounced on to the track. 

   It had bee was burnt out & lay across the track. 

   The bodies of the 3 members of the crew were lying where they had been thrown, 

above the aircraft.  (Death in each case was instantaneous) 

   As 2 trainloads of 120 people were trapped at the summit the aircraft had to be 

moved off the track.  This was done with the aid of the fire-service.  As the hill-side 

was steep some pieces inevitably rolled out of sight towards Llyn Dur Arddu 1000' 

below. 

  

15.45    Four members of the Mountain Rescue Team were left as crash guard.  The train 

then brought the rescue party & the victims to Llanberis. 
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16.30    Arrived at Llanberis.  The 3 bodies were taken down to the mortuary at Caernarvon 

where they were examined by the Medical Officer & their effects removed & listed. 

  

20.00    A train brought the crash-guard down from the crash as personnel from R.A.F. 

Llandwrog had been sent to take over this duty. 

   The team then left for Valley.  The mortuary was again visited as a wallet which had 

been seen on the mountain had not been recovered - this was found. 

23.30    All the team now back at Valley. 

   Due to the deterioration in the weather it was considered unsafe, by the Railway 

Manager, for the 2 trains to descend from the summit.  The 120 people spent the night 

in the summit "hotel". 

 

Remarks 

1. Several members of the team did not hear the tannoy.  At the moment this appears to be an 

inefficient method of call-out 

 

2. The sleeping accommodation of the team is still scattered over the domestic sites instead of 

together as was agreed upon a few months ago. 

 At the moment not more than half a dozen members would turn up on a night call-out 

 

3. Under the conditions the walkie-talkie sets worked well during the operation. 
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W. Brooks  F/Lt 

 This will be done after the B. of B. 

            30/8  (Gp Capt) 
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Friday.  15th August 1952 

 

1600    Smith & Barratt in the W/T Landrover 40 AA 19 + trailer left to site Base Camp in 

the Nant Gwynant near the Cwm Dyli Power Station.  Map reference Sheet 

107/655541. 

1730    Most of the Team & equipment left in Bedford 23 AF 40. 

1800    Landrover 36 AA 30 left with remainder. 

 

Saturday.  16th August 1952     (Fine) 

 

1000   Parties traversed Snowdon by various routes. 

  

 Donnelly, Fallows    Lliwedd.  Avalanche (VD)  Red Wall & Longlands (VD) then 

                                  to Snowdon.  Descent by P.Y.G. track. 

  

 Larter, Rich, Black, Cavanagh.  Lliwedd.  Snowdon,  Yr Aran 

  

 Bailey, Nutt.   Lliwedd.  Snowdon 

  

 Molony, Wright    Crib Goch.  Snowdon.  Lliwedd 

  

1800    All parties returned 

  

2200   Flight Lieutenant Brooks arrived in Landrover Ambulance 36 AA 78 

 

Sunday 17th August 1952    (Fine.  Overcast then thunderstorm 

later) 

0630    NCO I/C took tea to all Team, in their sleeping bags!  (Midges!!) 

  

0830   Left for Talsarnau to give another demonstration to the C.C.P.R. Camp there.  (a 

different set of pupils) as on 6th July 1952 

  

1000    Commenced demonstration of mock search & rescue using R/T & Thomas Stretcher 

lowering a volunteer "casualty" down a rock face.  Sergeant Lees also gave a short 

talk on RAF Mountain Rescue while his audience got their breath back on the Summit 

of the mountain chosen for the "show". 

  

1430   Returned to Base Camp at Cwm Dyli for a meal 

  

1700   Parties out for a quick climb: 

  

 Donnelly, Rich, Wright   Bochlwyd Buttress 

  

 Fallows, Black                         "             "               Arête & Slab  (D) 

  

 Nutt, Molony                           "             "               Chimney  (HD) 

  

 Cavanagh, Larter             Milestone       "              Ordinary  (D) 
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 Lees, Brooks                   Careg Wastad                 Crackstone Rib  (HVD) 
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2000   Parties returned, fairly well soaked, to the transport 

  

2130   Team returned to Valley 

 

Remarks NCO i/c 

 

 Midges encourage early rising.  Otherwise a very good exercise! 

The demonstration went off very well and provided some of the newer Team members with 

excellent practice in stretcher lowering. 

 W/T and R/T satisfactory, although the crystals for 6580 Kcs have not yet been changed. 

 

J.R. Lees  Sgt 

NCO i/c MRT. 

Remarks Officer i/c 

 

 On the Sunday the team had a brief glimpse of a piece of ground, not often visited.  If called 

to this area they would know the rough lay-out. 

 Team now consists of 25 volunteers with no waiting list 

W. Brooks  F/Lt 

Accounts of effective training and operations 

26.8.52      (Mann)  Wg Cdr 

O.C. Flying Wing 

We must have a drive for volunteers. 

30th August 1952         Gordon Jones 

Gp Capt 
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Monday  1st September 1952      CIVILIAN ACCIDENT 

 

1540    Telephone call from Mr. C. B. Briggs, Pen-y-Gwrhyd Sub Unit asking for 

assistance.  Falling rocks and cries for help had been reported as heard coming from 

the face of Lliwedd, a 1000' cliff on the Snowdon Horseshoe. 

1545   Flight Lieutenant Brooks telephoned Squadron Leader Smith-Carrington and asked 

for a Tannoy message to call the Team out. 

1600    LAC Hardman and SAC Smith left in the W/T Landrover 40 AA 19 to site a W/T 

and Advanced Base near LLYN LLYDAW (H. 634545) 

1605    Flight Lieutenant Brooks & Cpl Griffiths left in Ambulance 36 AA 78 

1615    Sergeant Lees left in 36 AA 30 with ropes and the first four team members who 

were ready 

1630    Bedford 23 AF 40 left with remaining ten team members 

1705    F/L Brooks met Mr. Briggs near Llyn Llydaw.  Six civilian climbers had appeared  

to help - four sent round by the Ogwen Cottage Sub Unit 

1715    36 AA 30 arrived Advanced Base.  The five "inmates" rushed off into the pouring 

rain soon to catch up with the Thomas (M.R.S.) stretcher. 

   Confusing reports came from various tourists to the effect that one man was hanging 

unconscious from a rope, halfway up the East Buttress.  Shouts from the cliff were 

eventually comprehendible suggesting the stretcher be taken to the top of the buttress, 

the Summit of Lliwedd (2947').  This was done quite quickly although it entailed 

pulling the stretcher up steep loose slopes with ropes. 

   By now the torrential rain had eased and soon ceased to be replaced by a bitter wind  
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(The cloud base was at about 2500 ft) 

1840    F/L Brooks and Sgt. Lees descended Terminal Arête (M.D.) and met Mr. G. F. 

Peaker coming up with Mr. Vallance.  Definite news was now forthcoming:  Vallance 

was seconding Mr Burrows on Horned Crag (D) when Burrows slipped and fell some 

60 feet and was arrested by the rope which Vallance was belaying.  Burrows was 

presumed unconscious but probably died almost immediately.  Mr Peaker and two 

friends who were climbing on the West Buttress heard shouts and were told of the 

accident by tourists below.  They went to his assistance.  The body was left on a ledge 

about 80' below the Horned Crag. 

   Another three ropes of two had come up the Horned Crag climb and gave Flight 

Lieutenant Brooks and Sergeant Lees assistance in carrying the body to the top of the 

cliff in the dark - many ropes and an incredible amount of energy. 

   The remainder waited on the summit as it was thought unwise to take a stretcher 

down the 400' of cliff face;  there is a lot of loose rock there and a large number would 

have had to be moving about, exposing more rescuers to danger. 

midnight 

 

0300 

   The body was put on the stretcher on the summit and taken to the Landrover 

Ambulance at the Advanced Base, thence to Pen-y-Gwryd.  All the stretcher carryers 

were M.R.S. personnel with the exception of Mr. Briggs who worked very hard. 
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0330    Soup, tea and sandwiches were provided by Pen-y-Gwryd and were greatly 

appreciated. 

  

0530    Team arrived back at Valley 

 

Remarks   NCO i/c    The Team worked very hard in bad conditions. 

Three of the civilian climbers on the face were a liability.  If they could have been 

replaced by advanced members of the Team the time spent on the face could have been 

cut down by at least an hour.  However, the changeover would have taken as long as 

that.  Two of the other three civilians were a great help. 

J.R. Lees  Sgt 

NCO i/c M.R.S. 

Remarks Officer i/c 

1.  The tannoy was heard by very few of the team.  Is it possible for certain sections 

with a number of  men members to be rung by the P.B.X?  The present call-out system is not 

satisfactory as has been demonstrated in the last month. 

2.  Due to the recent postings & releases the team is now composed of mostly "summer 

mountaineers"  Inst  Intensive training will be necessary in a few weeks time to accustom 

then to winter conditions, before they are in a position to carry out rescue work. 

3.  The team is now 6 men short with no waiting list. 

W. Brooks  F/Lt 

Gordon Jones  Gp Capt 

20th Sept 1952 
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Friday 3rd September 1952   BERWYNS 

 

1645   Landrover 36 AA 30 left with an advanced party to pitch camp in the Berwyn 

Mountains near LLANARMON DYFFRYN CEIRIOG 

  

1715    Bedford 23 AF 40 followed with remainder of equipment and team.]No W/T truck 

as no W/OP 

  

2000    Base camp established at Sheet 117. 125357 

2030    Landrover with 2 team members to 098322 BLAEN-Y-CWM 
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These two were to camp high in this cwm and be the "quarry" for a search on the 

morrow 

2200    Team arrived at Base Camp and took up residence in brilliant moonlight 

  

 (The Llangollen Police were visited and informed of our position in case of 

emergency) 

 

Saturday 6th September 1952   (Fine morning 

     Heavy rain in afternoon & evening) 

0930    Vehicles left camp to drop parties 

of two at various points round the Berwyns.  The main ridges in the area were covered 

so that all the ground could be seen.  Details of the courses are shown opposite (p.75) 

   R/T contact was maintained between search parties and the Landrover which 

operated from various valleys and mountain tracks.  The search was successful and 

gave all a good idea of how to cover an area like this.  The party leaders instructed in 

map reading and R/T procedure as the progressed 

1900    The Landrover was used to ferry parties back to the Base Camp from their various 

destinations as the roads are extremely narrow and need careful negotiation - a great 

deal of time would be consumed with a 3 ton Bedford. 

 

Sunday 7th September 1952      (Fine morning.  Heavy rain) 

in afternoon 

1000    The Bedford broke down whilst proceeding to the area closer for today's navigation 

exercise.  The Landrover had already gone ahead to the area & had to return.  The 

Landrover was eventually driven to Valley while the rest of the Team stood down 

2030    Landrover returned with another petrol feed pump and after a lot of roadside 

servicing in darkness the vehicles and team returned to the Base Camp by 2300 hrs. 

 

Monday 8th Sept.  P.T.O. 
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75 
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Monday 8th September 1952   DENBIGH MOORS 

 

 A navigational exercise across the Denbigh Moors was arranged, three parties travelling in 

parallel courses about two miles apart from CERRIG Y DRUIDION - RUTHIN road to the 

LLANRWST - ABERGELE road attempting to "bee-line".  This could be done on the way 

back to Valley 

 

1000   Vehicles left Base Camp and parties were dropped with the following courses 

  

 Able     Donnelly, Ripon, Keen               976488     906554    880578     837621 

              Cpl Bristow, Glenman,  Pilkington 

  

 Baker    Fallows, Greenhall, Hampson    024593    933572    880611    876615 

              Evans, McCrann 

  

 Charlie  Cpl Pibworth, Black, Larter      036513    947586     892629 

               Cavanagh, Davies 

  

    23 AF 40  then proceeded to PANDY TUDYr near LLANRWST, established a 

Temporary Base at 874641 and Jackson & Nutt commenced preparing a meal. 

    36 AA 30  Sgt Lees acted as link and zig-zagged across the moors from CARRIG-

Y-DRUIDION to BYLCHAU thence to PENTRE VOELAS and Base.  Later to the 

Pentre Voelas - Bylchau road to pick up the last party who were going very slowly 

due to becoming involved in several miles of Forestry Commission plantations.  

Heavy rain and darkness delayed them still more. 

    The other two parties were picked up later and conveyed to the 'base' where a meal 

had been prepared under an awning attached to the back of the Bedford.  Heavy rain 

and mud made things rather miserable. 

midnight    All parties had fed and equipment stowed on 'Q.L.' 

  

0230    Team returned to Valley 

 

Remarks NCO i/c 

 Good navigation extremely difficult on featureless moors in heavy rain and darkness.  

Excellent training.  All taking part certainly earned their extra 48! 

J.R. Lees Sgt 

NCO i/c M.R.S. 

Remarks Officer i/c 

 A very useful exercise. 

W. Brooks  F/Lt 

18/9/52     (Mann) Wg. Cdr. 

20/9/52  Gordon Jones Gp Capt. 
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Friday 3rd October 1952 

 

 The Team was to be at "immediate readiness" from 040001 Z to 051700Z so an exercise in 

the Snowdon area was carried out 

 

1600    W/T Landrover 40 AA 19 set out to a camp site in the Llanberis Pass near Cwm 

Glas Mawr Hut.  Map Reference 622569 
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1700    Landrover 36 AA 30  left with Advanced Party to erect tents etc. 

1800    Bedford 23 AF 40 left with remainder of Team & Equipment. 

  

2000    Landrover Ambulance 36 AA 78 set out c/w S.M.O. 

  

    The telescopic aerial was erected and attempts were made to contact Valley from 

2000 until midnight without success (on 3805 Kcs).  Sgt Lees telephoned Valley twice 

from the Pen-y-Gwryd Sub Unit attempting to arrange particular times for very careful 

listening.  Eventually sleeping in the Ambulance outside so that the telephone should 

be available if an emergency arose. 

 

Saturday 4th October 1952    Weather.  Fine.  Light wind. 

 

1000 'Able'  F/L Brooks, Glenman, Russell, Baker, Adams, Hampson left Nant Peris 

  

1005 'Charlie'  Cavanagh, Rippon, Greenhall, McCoy, Keen                   "      "       " 

  

1010 'Easy'  Sgt Lees, Larter, Black, Molony, Pilkington                         "      "       " 

  

 All parties carried 'walkie-talkies' and an elaborate system of signals using rockets and 

Verey lights (which were also carried) was worked out so that the Team could be 

recalled to the roads around the area quite shortly if there was any R/T failure in the 

event of an emergency 

  

 All ascended Y Garn (3104') and then traversed all the peaks at the north end of the 

Glyder range - Foel Goch, Mynydd Perfydd, Carnedd y Filiast and over Elidir Fawr 

down to Nant Peris. 

  

 R/T was good throughout.  Visibility also.  This enabled newer members (& some 

older ones too) to get a better idea of the geography of the area and to familiarise 

themselves with known peaks from different angles. 

  

1800    Returned to Nant Peris & conveyed to camp in 23 AF 40. 
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Sunday 5th October 1951   (Fine.  Cloud 3200'.  Cold wind) 

 

 Communications as for yesterday:  parties also 

  

1000    The three parties left the camp at short intervals and went up the North Ridge of 

Crib Goch which is a narrow rocky ridge requiring very good balance when carrying a 

"walkie-talkie".  From the Summit of Crib Goch (3023') the classic traverse over the 

Pinnacles was followed - excellent elementary rock scrambling with very steep slopes 

on either side. 

    So over Crib-y-Ddisgl (3493') to Snowdon Summit where the "hotel" was invaded! 

    The descent was effected by the Cyrn Las ridge which runs straight down to the 

Base Camp 

1830   Flight Lieutenant Brooks returned to Valley with the Ambulance 

 

Monday 6th October 1952    (String wind & some rain) 

 

1030    As the wind was very strong (the tent was badly torn during the night) thoughts of 

rock climbing for beginners were forgotten.  Instead all were taught how to rope down 

or "abseil" - the method of descending steep rock faces using a double rope. 
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   The "classic" method was taught first:  later all used a sling and Karabiner. 

   The whole party traversed Cwm Glas Facet and descended using a "fixed rope" at 

one point to a tree growing on a grass ledge above a vertical wall of rock almost a 

hundred feet high.  Abseiled off - most need much more practise at this phase of 

rescue work:  admittedly this was a fearsome absei. 

1930   Broke camp & returned to Valley 

 

Remarks NCO I/C The Team are getting to know the mountains of the Snowdon area quite well.  

It will be necessary in winter 

J.R. Lees Sgt 

Remarks Officer I/C 

 An occasional stand-by at immediate readiness for such air exercises does stimulate 

enthusiasm in the Team. 

 This week-end was perfect for getting to know the general lay-out as visibility was fair good 

W. Brooks S/Ldr 

Well done    Gp. Capt. 

 

Friday 10th October 1952 
 

    The Team had to be at "Immediate Readiness" from 110900Z to 122200Z.  

Arrangements for W/T etc. as last weekend. 

  

1800    Landrover 36 AA 30 with Advanced Party to site Base Camp at the same spot as 

before - 622569 - in the Llanberis Pass. 

  

2000    Tents erected in very cold darkness. 

 

Saturday 11th October 1952    (Frost.  Fine & Sunny) 

 

1030    Bedford 23 AF 40 arrived with the main party and equipment.  The Signals truck 

had remained at Valley until the transmitter was tested. 

1130     Parties set out to practice rock climbing in the Nant Francon area around Cwm 

Idwal.  After climbing they were to traverse the Glyder range back into the Llanberis 

Pass to the camp. 

  

 Moffat (civilian leader), Russell, Baker  ↑  Ordinary Route    Idwal Slabs 

                helping 

  

 Lees, McCrann                                                    "          "            "        " 

  

 Donnelly, Keen                                                Hope                    "        " 

  

 Fallows, Larter                                                     "                       "        " 

  

 McCoy, Pilkington                                           Charity                 "        " 

  

 Cavanagh, Black 

  

 Rippon, Greenhall                                             Hope                   "        " 

  

 Peel, Walker      Gashed Crag  Tryfan  Miners Track PYG 
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 Evans, Adams    Devils Kitchen  Nant Peris 

 Molony, Nutt, Glenman, Davies  Bristly Ridge of Glyder Fach 

  

1800    Sergeant Lees with 36 AA 30 to Bangor to meet Captain Hunt with his party of 

Airborne Troops who were to be taken up Snowdon on the morrow.  (Enclosure 9 of 

VAL/859/1/ORG refers).  A meal had been arranged at the Greystone Hotel nr the 

railway Stn.. 

1930   Capt. Hunt with Sgt. Lees to campsite we had arranged at 655541 

2100    Troops met at Pen-y-Gwryd & taken to camp. 
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Sunday 12th October 1952    (Fine.  Cloud 3500'. Light ) 

          rain later 

 

0900    Sgt Lees → 655541 where the Army had bogged on of their Ford trucks.  Returned 

by Landrover 

1000    Mountain rescue personnel to ascend Snowdon by various ridge & learn the area 

more.  23 AF 40 dropped small parties at various points round the massif 

1035    "Airborne" party left Pen-y-Pass and pursued Sgt Lees up the Pyg Track.  The pace 

had eased considerably by the time Bwlch Moch was reached 

1230   "Airborne" party reached the Summit of Snowdon & were duly photographed on the 

cairn. 

1235 - 

1330 

  Spent drinking various expensive beverages in the 'hotel' 

  

1330   Left Summit.  Several "threes" of Mountain Rescue personnel were encountered - 

they flashed through the cloud at a great rate & impressed the Army somewhat! 

1440    "Airborne" party left at Llyn Llydaw to descend the track by the pipe line into Cwm 

Dyli, the quickest way back to their camp site.   All expressed appreciation & 

enjoyment. 

  

1530    Sgt Lees in 36 AA 30 went to pick two parties up from the Beddgelert Caernarvon 

road. 

     Parties ferried back to camp ( a lot had walked) by 

1800  

  

 Details of parties 

  

 Cavanagh, Black, Davies - Cyrn Las Ridge  Snowdon  Llechog  Beddgelert 

  

 McCoy, Greenhall, Keen - N Ridge Crib Goch     "              "               " 

  

 Donnelly, Larter                  "      "        "        "       "             Lliwedd  Pen-y-Pass 

  

 Molony, Evans                     "     "         "       "        "                   "                " 

  

 Glenman, McCrann              "    "          "       "        "                   "                "     

  

 Peel, Walker                         "    "          "       "        "                   "                " 

  

 Rippon, Nutt, Baker          Cyrn Las 

  

 Fallows, Russell, Adams   N. Ridge Crib Goch      "    Cwm Glas Bach 
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Remarks NCO i/c 

 More useful "familiarising".  The weather on Sunday afternoon gave a suggestion of what 

winter winds are like at that height. 

 The Army were obviously impressed with M.R. personnel and the way they could wander 

over Snowdon - they found the Pyg Track and "Zig Zags" quite enough. 

13/10/52     J.R. Lees  Sgt 

 

Remarks Officer i/c 

 The team is now smaller than ever (24) but I feel that the present members are all keen & 

could deal quite as efficiently as a larger team, with any incident. 

W Brooks  S/Ldr 

30/10 (Mann) Wg Cdr 

 

O.C. Flying 

M.R.S. 

 Are we doing everything we can to encourage recruits? 

 I suggest:- 

(a)  Talks by Sgt Lees on days when there is no flying and we are on top of servicing 

task.  These should be done on site. 

 

(b)  More posters on all notice boards 

 

(c)  Another "build-up" in the magazine. 

(d)  Talk by S.M.O. to all new arrivals 

 2. There was mention of a driver in the monthly report.  What is needed? 

 

31st Oct 1952         Gordon Jones  Gp Capt 

 

O I/C MRS 

 Please action the above suggestions by the Station Commander discussing any difficulties or 

assistance you require with me. 

7.11.52       (Mann) Wg Cdr. 

 

Wednesday 29th October 1952 

 

1400 Bedford 23 AF 40 to Holyhead Mountain for rockclimbing training 

Sgt. Lees, Jackson, Keen, Peel, Fallows, Russell, Nutt. 
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Monday 24th November 1952 

 

 A 6 week course for Sgt P.T.Is. to be trained as NCO I/C Mountain Rescue Teams 

commenced.  Seven Sgts attached to Valley for the course to be instructed by Sgt Lees.  NCO I/C 

Valley Team 

 FILE:-  VAL/859/8/ORG refers. 

 

Tuesday 14th October 1952 
 

 Visit by recently appointed Inspector of Mountain Rescue.  Group Captain R. E. G. 

BRITTAIN  (D.D.Nav.  Air Ministry) 
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 After inspecting the Mountain Rescue Section Group Captain Brittain was "shown round" 

some of the Welsh Mountains by Squadron Leader Brooks & Sgt. Lees 

 Tryfan (3010') was climbed by the Rowan Climb & Ivy Chimney followed by the North 

Buttress.  A fine sunset. 

 

Wednesday 15th October 
 

 Group Capt. Brittain "inspected" Cwm Idwal area with Off & NCO I/C M.R.T. Valley.  

Ascent of Flake Crack and Gully and Slab on the Facet of the Gribin. 

 

Saturday 29th November 1952 
 

[Team arrived last evening in bright moonlight at Gwern-y-gof Uchaf (Sheet 107. 674605) 

to find tents erected by SNCOs on their course who took part in the exercise.  Hard frost.] 

 

Split into three parties:  the only four Team members with winter mountaineering 

experience (Donnelly, Rich, Peel, Nutt) ascended Pen-yr-Helgi du thence traversed Pen-y-Waen-

Wen to Carnedd Llewelyn (3484') and returned by Carnedd Dafydd (3426') and Pen-yr-Oleu-Wen 

(3210');  the remainder were split into two parties led by Sqn. Ldr. Brooks and Sergeant Lees 

respectively. 

Two hours slogging in crusted snow found us on the slopes of Carnedd Llewelyn & Pen-y-

Waen-Wen where, at about 3000' steep slopes of fairly hard snow were long enough to enable first 

principles of winter mountaineering to be taught: falling and stopping with an ice axe.  Later 

standing glissades were taught. 

After 2 hrs on these slopes the SMO's party ascended Carnedd Llewelyn & traversed Pen-y-

Waen-Wen to Pen-yr-Helgi-du whilst the other party went up Llewelyn & traversed the Carnedd 

Dafydd ridge. descending by Craig Llugwy. 

A strong wind and thick cloud above 3000'  gave some idea 
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of the difficulties of navigation in winter:  wind proof clothing froze stiff and it was often 

impossible to look into the wind because the driven snow was blown into the eyes. 

(28/29)  The clouds cleared later and it froze extremely hard.  Donnelly & James with an ex 

Team member now a civilian Ron Thompson went round the Snowdon Horseshoe in the moonlight 

& returned over the Glyders by the Miners' Track by 0500 hrs. 

 

Sunday 30th November 1952 
 

 The wind rose in the night and by morning was reaching 30 - 40 Knots high up on the 

ridges. 

 The Team split into small groups and practised falling, glissading etc. in Cwm Tryfan and 

Cwm Cneifion. 

 Donnelly & James went over Glyder Fawr & Glyder Fach from Cwm Cneifion and 

descended the Bristly Ridge which was well plastered with snow and ice and exposed to the full 

force of the wind. 

 Camp struck by moonlight and returned to Valley over icy roads. 

 

 Remarks NCO i/c 

 

 The conditions experienced were more like Januarys weather normally.  14 out of 25 

members now have at least a vague idea of winter climbing. 

 As an example of the Officer I/C's remarks on page 81 two members arrived by bus on 

Saturday evening;  they had had to work in Accounts on Saturday morning! 

8/12/52   J.R. Lees Sgt 
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 Remarks Officer i/c 

 

 The last week-end was excellent experience in winter climbing. 

 The strength of the team is now satisfactory with a small waiting list. 

13/12/52 W. Brooks  S/Ldr 

 (Mann) 

17.12.52   Wg Cdr 

 

 Let us keep plugging for recruits - use the magazine - D.R.O.s - posters etc.. 

 O.C. Admin Wing to note N.C.O.'s remarks above - I find it hard to believe that this was 

really necessary. 

 

19th Dec. 1952       Gordon Jones  Gp Capt. 
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Friday    12th December 1952 

 

1500    Landrover 36 AA 30 to Llanberis Pass with advanced party to make camp by the 

ruined cottage near Cwm Glas Mawr (625568) 

1730    Bedford 23 AF 40 left with remainder of the Team 

    Tents pitched in very heavy rain; wind too. 

 

Saturday 13th December 1952 
(Fine. Sunny) 

1000    Personnel to Capel Curig in 23 AF 40 & 36 AA 30 

    Briefing 

1130    Three parties ascended Moel Siabod (2860') and descended by the Dakota wreck in 

Cwm Edno (P.26 et seq.) to Nant Gwynant.  Donnelly, Cundill, Russell;  Warn, 

Adams, Murrow, McCoy, Larter, Walker 

    36 AA 30  took remainder through Bettws-y-Coed and Blaenau Ffestiniog to near 

RHYD (636418):  Rich Cavanagh, Peel, Davies, Williams, Pilkington, and Sgt Averill 

traversed Moelwyn Bach (2334') and Moelwyn Mawr (2527') 

    Sgt Lees ascended Cnicht (2265') after taking the Landrover round to the Nant 

Gwynant.  The Moelwyn party intended climbing Cnicht as well:  however the snow 

was quite deep & soft and they did not have time to reach Cnicht but went directly 

from Moelwyn Mawr to Hafodydd Brithion and the Nant Gwynant, arriving after dark 

 

Sunday 14th December 1952 
 

1100    All personnel left Pen-y-Pass for Snowdon but were turned back by the lateness of 

the hour and the deteriorating weather at about 2500 feet - heavy snowfall & strong 

wind 

1900    Returned to Valley;  snowing continuously 

 

Remarks NCO i/c 

 

 Saturday was an excellent day.  More new ground was covered.  Snow conditions made 

comparatively short walks really hard work. 

 

J.R. Lees  Sgt 

NCO i/c MRS 
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Tuesday 23rd December 1952    XMAS GRANT 

 

Exercise for members of the Duty Team and half of SNCO Course 

 

1700    Landrover 36 AA 30 with trailer and advanced party (Russell  (Sgt Henderson, Sgt 

Little, Sgt Lees) to pitch tents in the CRAFNANT valley of the Carnedds near 

TREFRIW (766625) 

1700 

1930 

   Bedford with remaining nine Team Members set off for the camp site.  Difficulty 

experienced in getting the laden Bedford up the steep hill out of Trefriw. 

 

Wednesday 24th December 
 

 Walked up to top of Llyn Crafnant and climbed Clogwyn Mawr finding some good 

problems in rock climbing near the top.  Traversed Craig Wen, Hendre, Craig Lwyd and the ridge to 

the north of the lake, down to the camp site 

 Snow above 1000 feet 

 

Thursday 25th December 
 

 Parties dropped at Tal-y-Bont to walk across the slopes of the Carnedds to the Roewen 

Youth Hostel, Rhiw Farm and the slopes of Tal-y-Fan where arrangements had been made with the 

Warden to cook the Christmas Dinner. 

 Heavy rain delayed one party until after three o'clock and a search by Landrover was 

instigated.  Several miles of muddy Roman road traversed in low gear.  Returned to find the missing 

party devouring the remains of the pudding! 

 Continuous rain turning to snow later. 

 

Friday 26th December 
 

Fine & sunny.  Team walked over Clogwyn Mawr to Capel Curig.  Collected by Landrover 

 

 

26/27 

Bright moonlit evening.  Sgt Lees with civilian climbers traversed Crib Goch & Crib y 

Ddisgl to arrive at the Summit of Snowdon in the dawn.  (Clogwyn y Garnedd the 

Summit cliff of Y Wyddfa plastered with new snow) 

 

Saturday 27th December 
 

 Perfect day.  Sgt Lees on return roused Team and they went up Snowdon by the PYG track 

returning by the Llanberis track. 

1700 Returned to base camp in Bedford 
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Sunday 28th December 1952     (XMAS GRANT) 

 

1100   Three members began breaking camp while the remainder climbed the North Ridge 

of Tryfan as far as the Notch at about 2750 feet.  More new snow was encountered 

making the ridge quite an interesting expedition 

1700    Returned to Ogwen to be picked up by the Bedford which had meanwhile been back 

to the camp and loaded the equipment; then straight back to Valley 

1800    Landrover and trailer with remainder of equipment returned to Valley 
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Remarks NCO i/c 

 

 Some useful winter mountaineering training carried out giving all concerned appetites suited 

to the festivities 

29/12/52    J.R. Lees Sgt 

          NCO i/c MRS 

Remarks Officer i/c 

 

 Apparently a very pleasant & instructive week.  Much needed experience is now being 

gained under winter conditions 

W. Brooks  S/Ldr 

 

Gordon Jones  Gp Capt 

2nd Jan 1952 
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Thursday   8th January 1953 

(108/175550) 

 

2130 hrs    Message received from Air Traffic Control that an aircraft had crashed in the 

Wrexham - Ruthin area and Team to Standby 

  

2150 hrs    NCO I/C Team & trainees on S.N.C.O. Mountain Rescue course camping in 

Snowdonia informed whilst visiting Capel Curig.  Very little information available to 

telephoned our nearest Sub-Unit, Wrexham Fire Station who gave a few more details.  

These were then telephoned to A.T.C. Valley 

  

2205 hrs    Above seven Sgts left for LLANARMON-YM-IAL in Landrover 36 AA 30 

  

2200    Landrover 40 AA 19 (Signals) & 36 AA 78 (Ambulance) left Valley followed by 

Bedford 23 A  10 AF 38 - eighteen team members 3 drivers and Sgt Stanley & Cpl 

Bluer from Station Sick Quarters 

  

2300    Landrover 36 AA 30 arrived in area.  The aircraft three fields away in a small pine 

wood was still burning brightly.  Firemen, police and one or two civilians were 

retrieving smouldering bodies from the wreckage.  There were no survivors. 

2335    Sgt Lees rang A.T.C. Valley to say that the Valley Team would be no help.  The 

aircraft was from Marham & thus a Washington so that 10 bodies should be found.  

Returned to crash with this information 

  

0100 

9/1/53 

   Sgt Lees rang Valley with additional information - nine bodies recovered 

0200 

(approx) 

  Guard from R.A.F. Hawarden met at CELLIGYNAN farm. 

0300    Sgt Lees rang Valley with name of Police Inspector (A. Jones.  RUTHIN 41) in 

charge and policeman who saw aircraft flying low probably with starboard outer 

engine on fire (PC 125 RENNIE, WREXHAM).  SNCO Course then returned to a 

Youth Hostel in the mountains for sleep and continuance of their training course. 

 

Remarks: A.T.C. had little information to start with.  

 A good turn out of volunteers.  They with the Bedford were ready to move in 15 mins, after 

the call-out - a very good effort. 

12/1/53     J.R. Lees  Sgt 
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 A very well done to everyone - The team now has a truly wonderful reputation locally & is a 

credit to the Station & the Service. 

13th Jan 1953         Gordon Jones Gp Capt 
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Monday   19th January 1952  (ROCKCLIMBING ACCIDENT) 

 

1230 hrs    Sgt . Williams.  Police Station.  Llanberis telephoned asking for the Team's 

assistance.  Two soldiers from T.E.R.A. TY CROES had been reported as missing this 

morning after leaving TY CROES on Sunday morning to go climbing in the Snowdon 

area.  He had found their motorcycle on the road in the Llanberis Pass below one of 

the cliffs.  DINAS CROMLECH 

  

1245   Sgt Lees and the first five Team members ready left for Pont-y-Cromlech in 36 AA 

30 followed shortly by the Signals landrover 40 AA 19 and the remainder of the Team 

(6 Sgts on course & another 14 Team members) in the Bedford 23 AF 40 

                                                      [& 2 Drivers] 

  

1335    On arrival at Pont-y-Cromlech (H 629567) informed that a shepherd thought that he 

had seen a rope on the heather at the foot of the crag above Dinas Cromlech through 

his field glasses.  In any case the position of the motorcycle suggested that they had 

been rock climbing on this cliff so these five Team members went up to the foot of the 

crag with instructions to search the foot of the climbs - these were pointed out - & 

then continue down the Pass to the foot of the next crag Carreg Wastad & continue.  

Meanwhile arrangements were made to search the foot of the lower crags in the 

vicinity before proceeding with a full scale search of the area. 

  

1355 

(approx) 

  Signals from the foot of Flying Buttress Dinas Cromlech that they had found the 

missing men both dead.  Sgt Lees Sgt Williams commenced ascent to position. 

1400    Bedford arrived with remainder of Team who ascended with stretchers, ropes, R/T 

sets etc. 

  

    The rope attached to the two bodies was broken in two places .  (Enclosure 29 of 

VAL/859/3/ORG gives technical details).  They appear to have fallen from high up 

the crag, probably from Flying Buttress climb. 

  

1500    To ascertain the cause of their fall Sgt. Lees and L.A.C. James climbed Flying 

Buttress route (D); from this climb it is possible to look over the face on the left and 

high up evidence was seen of a fall of a rock.  Examination from above suggested that 

the leader had pulled this loose block down whilst climbing the top corner of 

Horseman's Route (S).  Both had fallen from here about 300 feet.  (Sgt Lees had 

noticed this block when he did the climb in July 52) 
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1430    Commenced descent with first body 

1530               "               "         "  second body 

  

    A party from TY CROES arrived during the afternoon & assisted slightly on the 

lowest grassy slopes.  They were kind enough to give sandwiches to our men and also 

provided tea sugar & milk for a "brew". 

  

1630    The bodies were conveyed to the mortuary at Carenarvon in our Bedford and about 

half a dozen Team members assisted the police at the mortuary (One G.S. Stretcher 

lent as only one slab.) 
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by 1930    Team had returned to Valley 

 

Remarks NCO i/c 

   Again a good turn out and "getaway" 

J.R. Lees  Sgt 

W Brooks  S/Ldr 

   Well done again       

7th Feb 53           Gp Capt 
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Friday   23rd January 1953     (Cloudy diffuse moonlight) 

 

1500    Advanced party - 36 AA 30 and 40 AA 19 & trailer left to establish camp at GELLI, 

CAPEL CURIG (H 720585) 

  

1730    Bedford 23 AF 40 left with remainder of Team 

 

 Night exercise.  Six parties dropped at various points to search the Carnedd mountains.  Two 

members of the Team (Sgt Averill and Hampson) camped near Foel Grach as missing "walkers". 

 

ABLE 699599  2030  Fallows, Russell, Larter, Cpl Jones 

  

CHARLIE 650605  2045  Donnelly, F/O Bienick, Rich 

  

DOG 627660  2055  James, Hansell, Adams, Murrow 

  

NAN 608690  2105  Nutt, Walker, Seed 

  

VICTOR 654728  2116  Keen, Williams, Black 

  

X-RAY 681748  2123  McCoy, Peel, Greenhall 

 

 'Able' went off course early but realised their mistake at about midnight.  After going in the 

correct direction for some time they realised that they would arrive very late so returned to camp. 

 The remainder found the tent (with the aid of two "whites") between 0100 & 0200.  

Returned to camp by 0800. 

 

Saturday 24th January 1953 
 

 Sleeping all morning 

  

 Small parties walking in the area.  Some rock climbing on the Milestone Buttress 

 

Sunday 25th January 
 

Half the Team ascended Moel Siabod while the remainder had rock climbing training on the 

Milestone Buttress and the Idwal Slabs.  A notable ascent was that of Tennis Shoe (in nails) by 

Donnelly & Fallows leading through. 
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Monday   26th January 1953 

 

 Fallows, James, McCoy, Peel and Greenhall ascended the "Old Route" on Gallt-yr-Ogoff 

and then walked along the ridge of the Glyders and descended to Ogwen by the Miners' Track/ 

 The rest of the Team climbed Clogwyn Mawr and walked past Llyn Geirionydd to Bettws y 

Coed. 

 Sgt Lees took Sergeants Bevis and McKinley rockclimbing on the Milestone Buttress ↑Wall 

Climb (HVD) and then traversed the Ordinary and the Superdirect and descended the Direct Route.  

Then Sgt McKinley led the first few pitches of Rowan Route with the other two occasionally 

leading thro'.  Raining and cold.  Both pupils led a pitch of Ivy Chimney.  Descended by Little 

Gully. 

 

Remarks NCO i/c 

 

 The night exercise was a strenuous "day" involving large distances:  the weather was good; 

diffused moonlight with some cloud on the higher peaks/ 

 The new members enjoyed the exercise but suffered from blisters! 

 The older members got to know more odd corners of the Carnedds and Glyders. 

 

J.R. Lees 

NCO i/c MRS 

Remarks Officer i/c 

 

 It is encouraging to see another officer taking an active interest in the team. 

 A few members of the team by constant attendance at exercises & practice in their own time 

have established themselves as competent mountaineers. 

 We now have a hard core of good mountain climbers 

W. Brooks  S/Ldr 

 (Jennings) Wg/Cdr 

5.  2.  1952 
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Friday 6th February 

 

14.00 hrs   Land-rover & trailer left Valley with three team members to set up camp at Gwern-y-

Gof Uchaf (H 107. 674605) 

  

17.39 hrs    Bedford left with the remainder of the team 

    Twenty four members attended the exercise 

20.00 hrs   Camp completed - Team stood down 

 

Saturday 7th Feb 
07.00    Cook arose & prepared tea 

 

07.30   Team awoken in "bed" with hot tea 

08.30   Breakfast 

   Weather - fine light wind.  Patches of cloud at about 3000' interspersed with brilliant 

sunshine 

09.30→    The following parties left camp to retrace their routes of the night exercise of a 
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10.00 previous weekend 

      A                                 B                                   C                          D 

 Donnelly                    Cavanagh                       McCoy                   Peel 

 Adams                        Black                             Williams                Molony 

 Seed                           Rich                               Greenhall               Warn 

 Hansell                      James                              Pilkington              Warn 

 Russell                                                                                             Walker 

  

    It was agreeed agreed to rendezvous at Aber where transport would be waiting at 

1600 hrs 

10.00    The two new members - Cpl Bluer & Mace with S/Ldr Brooks ascended Cwm 

Tryfan. 

    Glyder Fawr & Fach were traversed in brilliant sunshine but unfortunately with soft 

powdery snow. 

    The descent was made down the Devil's Kitchen path & down to Idwall Idwal 

cottage 

18.30 The parties on the Carneddau returned to camp having encountered much the same 

conditions. 

    A large meal was consumed. 

 

Sunday 8th Feb 
 

0900 Hrs    Breakfast 

    Weather - Dark clouds down to 1800 feet.  High wind & occasional showers & sleet 

& snow 

93 
   The morning & early afternoon were spent in walking locally.  The weather excluded 

any set programme 

  

15.00    Parties returned for tea/lunch 

    The camp was then struck & the team returned to Valley at dusk. 

 

Remarks Cpl Bristow who has now taken over the cooking each week-end is proving very 

satisfactory.  The meals provided are of high quality despite the conditions & the erratic E.T.A.s of 

climbers 

4/3/53           W. Brooks  S/Ldr 

 The Teams seems to be in excellent heart.  Well done   (Gp Capt) 13/3 

 

6 - 21 February 1953 
 

 A course in Winter Mountaineering was held in the Cairngorm Mountains of Scotland based 

at the Army Ski Hut at Rothiemurchies provisioned etc. from Kinloss.  Sqn. Ldr Dattner, Officer 

I/C Mountain Rescue, Kinloss was in charge with Sergeant Lees as Chief Instructor.  SAC Fallows 

represented RAF VALLEY with the remaining Sgt. P.T.I.s - Sergeants Bevis, Averrell and 

McKinley.  

           (Gp Capt) 13/3 
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Friday  6th March 1953        ARENIGS 

 

1500    Landrover 36 AA 30 (Baker, Seed, Cundill) and Landrover Signals 40 AA 19 
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(Hansell, Murdoch) left Valley. 

1530    Bedford 09 AF 96 (Sgt Lees, Rich) left Valley with most of the heavy equipment.  

These personnel to erect tents etc. at a campsite in the ARENIG Mountains NW of 

BALA. 

    Map Reference Sheet 116.  812393. 

  

1730    Bedford 23 AF 40 left with remaining 11 members of the Team. 

  

1830    Advanced party commenced pitching camp in the dusk. 

  

2100    Main body of Team arrived. 

  

2130    Visit to Police Station BALA to inform them of the position of the Base camp in 

case of Emergency. 

 

Saturday 7th March 1953 
Weather:  Fine & warm 

1000    Parties left camp to be dropped from the two Bedfords as follows: 

  

 ABLE (Pilkington, Nutt, Russell, Warn Y)  918503 GLASFRYN → 872445 Carnedd 

                                               y Filiast → 821416 ARENIG FACH →812393 BASE. 

  

 CHARLIE  (Cundill, Cavanagh, Black, Walker)  842487 YSPYTTY IFAN → 872445  

                                                                                              → 821416 → 812393 

  

 X-RAY (Seed, Adams, Hansell)  888324 PONT-Y-LAFAR → 808352 MOEL  

                                                  LLYFNANT → 828373 ARENIG FAWR → 812393 

  

 YORKER (Murrow, Rich, Hampson)  853276 (nr LLYS HALT) → 808352 →  

                                                                                                         828373 → 812393 

  

    Later AC Jackson (Driver) acted as link from the slopes of ARENIG FAWR and 

Landrover 36 AA 30 did likewise from minor roads in the area. 

  

    During the day W/T contact was attempted with HQ 19 Group (R.C.C.) and Valley.  

Not very satisfactory. 

  

1700-1800    Parties returned.   Several blisters reported.  The going included most mountain 

surfaces - thick heather rock and bog, well assorted and usually in combination!  

Distances for each party was about 12 miles - as a crow would fly! 
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Sunday 8th March 1953 

 
1030    Parties left camp to be dropped from the Bedfords as follows: 

  

 ABLE (As yesterday)  888324 Pont-y-Llafar → Moel LLyfnant →  

                                                                                                 Arenig Fawr → Camp 

 CHARLIE (   "   )  853276 (nr Llys Halt) → Moel Llyfnant → Arenig Fawr → Camp 

  

 X-RAY  (     "    )  918503 (Glasfryn) → Carnedd y Filiast → Arenig Fach →        " 

  

 YORKER  (   "   )  842487 (Yspytty Ifan) → Carnedd y Filiast →Arenig Fach →    " 
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     Later AC Jackson ascended ARENIG FAWR and SGT LEES went up ARENIG 

FACH as links.  Thus R/T contact was good. 

1400    Visit to Police Station on request to be interviewed by Inspector Morris with regard 

to a robbery of a chemist's shop in Bala last night.  During the morning and evening 

all personnel were interviewed and Inspector finally seemed satisfied that no members 

of the Team could have been implicated. 

   All members were most co-operative and keen to ensure that no doubt existed as 

otherwise this would reflect on the Team's reputation - unfortunate since our first visit 

to this area. 

  

    Again W/T contact with 19 Group and Valley attempted.  Slight success. 

  

1700-1930    Parties returned to Base - the last with the assistance of flares and Verey lights & 

two members who went to meet them with torches. 

  

2030    Camp struck and departed fro Valley arriving rather late. 

          

 

Remarks NCO i/c 

 W/O Hubert (Signals) has been consulted about the Signals Landrover.  It is to be 

overhauled again and trials will be made on completion. 

New sets (T.1154M and R 1155L) have been on demand since 29th August, 1952 as it is 

believed that the sets in use may be 'past their best'! 

The W/OP (SAC Murdoch) was only standing in for LAC Peel (on leave).  Peel joined the 

Team as a searcher part time but has been regular W/OP since LAC Hudson was detached on a Tely 

II course early in December last year.  Hudson has now returned and it is suggested 
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Remarks NCO i/c    Continued 

 

that all attempts be made to keep this man in the established post of Mountain Rescue full time 

W/OP.  Efficiency in the operation of the Mountain Rescue Signals equipment might then 

reasonably be expected. 

 The coincidence of a burglary with our visit to this area is regretted.  I find that the Team 

Members are all of good character and quite trustworthy. 

 Otherwise the exercise was satisfactory; the weather helped.  The newer members were 

made party leaders under instruction from the more experienced men.  A lot was learnt of a hitherto 

little known area of isolated mountain country. 

J.R. Less  Sgt 

10/3/53     NCO i/c M.R.T. 

Remarks Officer i/c 

 I have newly taken over the M.R.T. and am very pleased with the keenness and efficiency 

shown by all members. 

 I would like to support the opinion of the N.C.O. i/c in the particular case of the W/OP 

HUDSON.  He would be very relieved if he were definitely secured for duty with the Team. 

1/3/53     F/Lt J R Sims 

    Off. I/C M.R.T. 

 

 (Jennings) Wg Cdr 

OC Flying Wing 
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  Sigs Off. 

   Please look into: 

    (a)  Radio on Landrover (M.R.S.) 

    (B)  W/OP position. 

           (Gp Capt) 13/3 
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Commanding Officer - 

 

1. Reference is made to the remarks on page 96 

 
Radio Equipment in Landrover - (40 AA 19) - 

2. The radio installations in this vehicle were overhauled on 13 Feb. 53 and were fully tested 

after this servicing.  In my opinion the equipment does not yet require replacement.  The wireless 

operator in the M.R.T. has been instructed to carry out and sign for the daily and weekly servicing.  

Monthly servicing and anything beyond the ability of the duty wireless operator is carried out by the 

main ground radio servicing section of this Squadron. 

 

Operating Personnel - 

 

3. A wireless operator is established in the Flying Wing for M.R.S. duties.  L.A.C. Peel is the 

only wireless operator on that strength (at present on leave).  LAC Hudson has recently completed a 

course for conversion to telegraphist 2.  This airman is at present on leave.  A telegraphist 2 is 

available for M.R.S. W.OP duties pending the return of L.A.C. Peel. 

 

4. The w.op LAC Peel is due to go on a course for conversion to telegraphist II.  Until that date 

he is considered to fill the Flying Wing - M.R.S. vacancy.  If I am to employ telegraphist 2 on this 

duty it is regretted that one may not be permanently employed as he is then liable to lose touch with 

his teleprinter operating and signals traffic office organisation.  A system of routine replacement of 

telegraphists between M.R.S. and the Signals Squadron can be arranged if L.A.C. Peel is considered 

unsuitable or departs on his course. 

D Parry-Davis 

13 Mar. 53           OC Signals Squadron 

 

O.C. M.R.S. 

 The above minute defeats me!  Pl discuss with Signals Officer and let me know of you have 

any difficulties  

    (Gp Capt) 

22/3 
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Berwyns 

Friday 20 March 1953       (72 EXERCISE) 

Weather very good 

BASE CAMP  125358  MAP 117  BERWYN AREA 

 
                                   40 AA 79 

1500 HRS    Advanced party in 36 AA 30 and trailer set off to set up base camp at Pantion 
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1730 HRS  

    Bedford 23 AF 40 and 36 AA 78 left Valley with Officer I/C F/Lt Sims and 

remainder of team 

 

Night  Exercise 

 3 parties set off from base camp on a navigation exercise, object to train newcomers to team 

as future leaders. 

 

“ABLE”  NAV LEADER  Cpl Jones   Base  077348  065319  085299  116295  

 132312  Base.     13 ½ MILES 

 

“BAKER”           “             LAC McCoy  Base  100334  042350  062374   

114387  Base     13 ¼ MILES 

 

“DOG”                “             LAC Hansell  Base  160373  144408  105418  076388   

119368  Base     14 miles 

 

Link “1”. R/T set up posin. 077348 

 

Link “2”.   “     “   “     “      118350 

 

After first hour no contacts were made from Link 1 to base, so it was decided to send out another 

Link and that was established at 118350, contacts were then made from Link 1 to 2 and messages 

were passed on to base camp. 

The exercise was very successful as regards navigation, the three new leaders using compass’s 

found that the could pin point posin fairly well. 

R/T contacts could have been better and R/T procedure will have to be standardised. 

All parties arrived back at base camp within 20 minutes of each other and, of their E.T.A.s. 

 

SATURDAY 21 
 

A.M. All team members sleeping 
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SATURDAY 21 

 
1200 HRS 

   A party of 7 climbers under F/Lt Sims went to HAFOD-Y-GARREG for rope and climbing 

techniques. 

 

   The remainder of the team were split into three parties and were taught rope work, i.e. belaying, 

roping up, and first aid. 

 

1500 HRS 

 

   7 climbers proceeded to CRIAGRHIWTH  055268  117 for climbing led by Officer I/C M.R.S. 

 

Sunday 22, 3:53 

1000 HRS 

   3 parties were dropped at points ABLE 119433.  BAKER 182439.  DOG 273428 to search for 

crash of Washington Bomber (8/1/53) MAP REF:- 179543 MAP 108 

 

1030 HRS 
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   F/Lt Sims Sgts Bevis Avernell, McKinley and A/C Jackson went climbing graigs at HAFOD-Y-

GARREG.  194/117 

 

   The three search parties located crash at 1600 HRS converging on it at different angles of track.  

Bedford 23 AA 90 picked up and returned all members to base camp. 

 

Monday 23:3:53 

   Broke camp at 0900 HRS and proceeded to Ogwen Area for days climbing.  Advanced parties of 

more experienced climbers left in 36 AA 30,  36 AA 78 & 40 AA 19 and Bedford 23 AA 40 

followed with rest of team. 

 

Climbs done in Ogwen area. 

TENNIS SHOE         ↑   Jack Donnelly,    George Fallows,    J.R. Sims ↑ ↓ 

PITON ROUTE        ↑                "                          "                       " 

TWIN GROVE          ↑                "                          "                       " 

SUB CNEIFION RIB  ↑                "                          "                       " 

ORDINARY   ↓                "                          "                       " 

B BUTTRESS 

ARÊTE & SLAB      Jesse James,      Peel,     McCoy   

Glyder Fach 

DELTA   ↑          "                    "             " 

NEEDLES EYE  ↑          "                    "             " 

DOLMEN BUTTRESS  "           "             " 

 

   Boulder Problems near Ogwen Y.H.A. all members of team on rope techniques, return to Valley 

2100 HRS. 
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Remarks Officer i/c 

 

 I have found the general organisation and keenness of the M.R. Team on this, my first 

exercise, to be very satisfactory.  We have no one who is not willing and able to walk over 

mountains all night carrying walkie-talkie equipment and there are some very capable rock-

climbers. 

 

 On the return of our vehicles the Driver, who went to the M.T. Section to fill three spare 

jerricans which the M.R.T. vehicles are authorised to carry, was told that a form 674, signed by the 

officer i/c Mountain Rescue Team must be completed before issue would be made.  This meant that 

the driver could not obtain the Emergency petrol until the next day and the Team was not up to its 

full state of operational readyness until the form 674 was completed by myself.  I understand that 

this is a new departure from normal practice of allowing the driver to sign for the contents of the 

jerricans as well as for the contents of his vehicles' tanks. 

 I would be most grateful if the former system could be readopted. 

 

 The Senior Medical Officer intends to come on some exercises with the Team.  I have asked 

him also if he will inspect our medical equipment and give to a selection of the Team members, 

some lectures on its use. 

 

 There are one or two more particular points which I feel could be settled more easily if I 

spoke to the Station Commander:  I would be very pleased, sir, if you would inform me when it 

would be convenient to discuss M.R.T. matters. 

 

 The wireless equipment and personnel situation is still not at all satisfactory, but I have seen 

FLT/LT PARRY-DAVIS who is being most helpful 
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 (J.R. Sims).  FLT/LT 

O.C. M.R.S. 

 Yes - arrange time with Adjt. 

31st March 1953         Gp Capt 
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EASTER DUTY TEAM EXERCISE 

 

Thursday 2nd April 1953 
 

   Base camp sited at Gwern-y-gof-Uchaf (H. 674605). 

   Flying Officer Paterson, a Medical Officer accompanied the Team in the Landrover Ambulance 

36 AA 78.  Other vehicles used were Bedford 23 AF 40 and Landrover 36 AA 30. 

 

Friday 3rd April 
 

   Team split into small parties for rock climbing and navigation in the Cwm Idwal area. 

 

Donnelly, Hansell Grooved Arête  Tryfan East face 

Donnelly, Fallows Rope Wall  Milestone Buttress 

Fallows, Cundill Grooved Arête 

Lees, F/O Paterson Charity and Ordinary Slabs 

Rich, Cavanagh, McCoy, Murrow Tryfan, Glyders Fach & Fawr, Y Garn 

Walker  Gribin ridge, Glyders Fawr and Fach, Bristly Ridge, Tryfan 

 

   Professor T. Graham-Brown F.R.S., a well known mountaineer & a Vice President of the RAF 

Mountaineering Assoc. with Dennis Moore, President of the Glasgow University M.C. camped with 

the Team over the period.  Professor Graham Brown is 70 and impressed the Team Members by 

having bought a new pair of boots to go to the Alps this year! 

 

Saturday 4th April 
 

  Arrangements similar to those of yesterday.  Co-operation with Sub Units at Pen-y-Gwryd and 

Ogwen Cottage had been planned in case of emergency 

 

   Donnelly, Fallows Pulpit, Little Gully wall - Milestone Buttress 

   Walker Y Garn, Foel Goch, Mynedd Perfydd. 

   Cundill, Murrow Carnedds Llewelyn & Dafydd, Pen-yr-oleu-wen 

   Cavanagh, Rich Pen-yr-Helgi-du and Pen Llithrig-y-Wrach 

   Lees, Roberts, Large Sub Cneifion Rib - down Flake Crack Gribin. 
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EASTER   Sunday 5th April, 1953 
 

 Low cloud and rain with snow and hail showers higher up 

 

   Donnelly, Fallows Angular Chimney Direct finish (S) Gribin facet 

   Hawkes Nest Buttress (S) Glyder Fach 

   Lees, Trench  Angular Chimney Direct Finnish (S) 

   Little Buttress (S) Glyder Fach 

 Traverse of the Gable Buttress under soft snow.  Descended the West Gully abseiling down 

the steep pitch. 
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   Rich, Cundill Amphitheatre Buttress (D) Craig yr Isfa 

 Traversed Pen-yr-oleu-wen, Carnedd Dafydd back to camp. 

   Hansell, Murrow Pen-yr-oleu-wen, Carnedd Dafydd, Carnedd Llewelyn. 

   Nutt  Ordinary Route on Idwal Slabs 

   Walker, Adams, F/O Paterson Pen-yr-oleu-wen, Craig Llugwy. 

 

Monday 6th April, 1953 
 

 Conditions worse than yesterday.  A considerable amount of new snow above 2000'.  Strong 

winds and snow showers intermittently throughout the day. 

 

Prof. T. Graham Brown, Donnelly Llyn Glaslyn, Gribin Ridge in a snowstorm 

Fallows, Lees, Trench   Returned over Lliwedd the face of which was well plastered  

with snow and ice 

 

Rich, Cundill  Ordinary Route on Idwal Slabs 

Hansell, Murrow Devil's Kitchen, Y Garn 

Nutt   Y Garn, Glyder Fawr, Glyder Fach, Nant Peris, back over Y Garn! 

Walker   Up Cwm Tryfan over the bwlch and down Cwm Bochlwyd 

Cavanagh, McCoy Nor Nor Buttress (D)  Tryfan                 "        "           " 

Tuesday 7th April, 1953 
 

1000    Fine.  Broke camp and returned to Valley. 

 

Remarks NCO i/c Experience of navigation walking, rockclimbing and snow work gained over 

the weekend. 

The rations issued, although good were in sufficient quantity to feed fit men after heavy exercise in 

the open air.  Monday's evening meal and breakfast the following morning were only provided by 

using the emergency "compo" rations carried (always). 

 The question of increasing the ration entitlement to Mountain Rescue personnel on exercises 

& incidents will be brought up at the Conference for Officers and N.C.Os. i/c Teams to be held at 

Air 
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Ministry on 24th April, 1953 

 A letter just received from Headquarters Flying Training Command (FTC/150894/2/SAR 

d/d 15/4/53 filed on VAL/859/1/ORG) states that the officer i/c Mountain Rescue may apply for a 

double daily ration entitlement.  Can this be done please? 

J.R. Lees  Sgt 

NCO i/c M.R. 

Remarks Officer i/c 

 

 A successful and instructive period of training.  The work done in conditions of quite severe 

cold and low cloud shows that our Team is capable of the arduous labour which may be required.  I 

fully support Sgt Lees' decision to use the Emergency Rations, as the issued rations are by no means 

sufficient to satisfy the bodies needs in sub-zero conditions.  When very hard labour, also is 

undertaken at heights of 2000' and 3000' I am sure that a double ration is not at all excessive.  Most 

of our exercises are attended by between twenty and fifteen men and I don't think that the extra 

rations that we would like, would be a noticeable increase on the Station's Ration return.  I am 

therefore making a draft of a letter that is in reply to the 25 Group letter referred to by Sgt Lees 

above.  I shall send the letter to the Commanding Officer, and would be most grateful if he would 

give his favourable consideration to my recommendation. 
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I await letter being 

passed thro' O.C. Flying Wing. 

 (Gp Capt) 

S. Sec. O. 

Can anything be done immediately 

20th April 1953    (Gp Capt) 

 

 Yes.  Action is being taken - have spoken 

OC Flying Wg & O i/c MRS 

Letter passed to CO on 

28.4.53 for approval and comment 

     (Jennings) Wg Cdr 
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Rhinogs 

Exercise Saturday and Sunday 18/4/53 19/4/53 
 

Left Valley at approximately 13.30 hrs with four trucks and fifteen mountain rescue personnel 

arriving at map reference 708307 Sheet No. 116 at 17.00 hrs and made base camp 

   

At 18.00 hrs tried to contact Valley and 19 Group by radio but not successful closed down at 19.00 

hrs as arranged.  

   

All the team had a meal and the rations were very good. 

   

Sunday breakfast 07.00 hrs weather good very hot all parties briefed at 08.00 hrs; all parties left at 

08.30 hrs. 

 

Able  Navigation Leader 

  L.A.C. Rich Base Sheet 116/708307 → 667319 → 642304 → 620316 →  

626283 → 664270 → 708307 

distance of course 14 ¾ miles 

 

Baker  Navigation Leader 

  L.A.C James Base Sheet 116/708307 → 679300 → 634262 → 625247 →  

678219 → 708259 → 708307 

distance of course 16 miles 

 

Link 1 CPL Bristow.  Base 

 

Link 2 LA.C Peel  116/682303 

 

Radio contact between both parties and Links were quite good. 

 

At 09.00 hrs tried to contact Valley and 19 Group by radio closed down 11.00 hrs not successful.  

At 14.00 hrs watch was resumed till 16.00 hrs when watch was closed ;  it was decided that one 

receiver was at fault. 
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All parties had returned to base camp by 17.00 hrs and after a meal camp was struck and the team 

left for Valley arriving at 22.30 hrs. 
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REMARKS OF NCO i/c 

  The fault lay in one receiver and was put right on Monday 20/4/53 at the Signals 

Section.  Experience was gained in compass and map reading on this exercise, the stamina of the 

team was very goof indeed. 

F. Ward F/S 

NCO i/c Team 

REMARKS OF OFFICER i/c 

 

 I enjoyed this week-end very much.  The Team worked well in perfect conditions over a 

large area of very rough country.  The walkie talkie sets were quite successful in keeping touch 

between teams and base.  Again the W/T trailer was not of use.  I very much hope that we can make 

it work on May 1st. 

 The very long navigation exercises over country almost unknown to the parties were first 

class training 

 (J.R Sims)  FLT/LT 

Officer i/c M.R.T. 

DATE? 
 

Signals Officer to see 

Gordon Jones Gp Capt. 

4th May 1953 

 

 

 

Seen.   ????  Sqn Ldr   4/5/53 
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Exercise   Saturday and Sunday 25/4/53  26/4/53 

 

Left valley at approximately 13.30 hrs with three trucks and 19 men arriving at map reference Sheet 

107/674602 at 16.30 hrs and made base. 

 

At 17.30 hrs a meal was provided the rations were very good. 

 

At 18.00 hrs some of the team went rock climbing on "Tryfan Bach";  visited the Sub unit Ogwen 

Cottage and informed then where we were camping. 

 

Sunday Breakfast 07.30 hrs weather was fair low cloud but dry, all parties had been briefed all 

parties left base camp by 08.30 hrs. 

 

ABLE  Navigation Leader 

S.A.C. Maloney Base Sheet 107/674602 → by Bedford truck to 107/767688 → 

709696 → 684644 674602  distance in miles 9 ½ 

 

BAKER Navigation Leader 

  L.A.C. Hansell taken by Bedford truck to 107/627654 → 653673 → 685680  

→ 682674 → 689058 → 674602 

distance in miles 10 ½  
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CHARLIE Navigation Leader 

  S.A.C. Cavanagh taken by Bedford truck to 107/775664 → 725689 → 

696683 → 674602 

distance in miles 12 

 

This being known territory T 46 sets were not carried but pyrotechnics were 

 

Two parties went climbing on Idwal Slabs, at 17.00 hrs all parties had returned to base camp and 

after a meal camp was struck. 

 

At 18.00 hrs approximately a civilian mountaineer informed me that he had heard cries for help 

coming from the west face of Tryfan.  I immediately took the team to this area and dispatched  

parties out equiped with the Thomas Stretcher and first aid equipment. 

   Civilian climbers directed parties to the spot which was Y Gully west face of Tryfan. 

The injured climber one Phillip Adkinson of Macclesfield, Cheshire was lying on a slab 150 feet up 

the Gully he was believed to have fallen 50 feet. 

   His injuries were a fractured left fore arm scalp wounds and suffering from concussion and shock.  

I immediately dispatched him to the Bangor C.A. hospital 

107 
when we reached the road in our own ambulance. 

   The nylon ropes were used to get to the injured climber and for lowering the stretcher which 

proved a difficult task, a great deal was learnt from this operation 

 

At 22.30 hrs after a meal the team returned to valley arriving at 23.45 hrs 

 

REMARKS OF NCO i/c 

  I have just taken over this team from Sgt Lees and the spirit shown on the operation 

was first class and a credit to the Mountain Rescue team at Valley. 

F. Ward F/S 

 

REMARKS OF OFFICER i/c 

 

 Another successful week-end in the district where we may expect most of the civilian 

climbing accidents to occur.  The most important lesson learnt was that our members must have 

First Aid training.  I have arranged for lectures to be given by the Medical Officer and on all future 

exercises, until I am satisfied that any member of the team is confident in dealing with the usual 

type of injury met on the mountains, we shall have practices of stretcher carrying and lowering.  

These will be in conjunction with practical first aid. 

DATE ?        (J R Sims) FLT/LT   

Officer i/c M.R.T. 

Seen   Wg Cdr 

 

Seen  

4th May 1953       Gordon Jones Gp. Capt. 

108 
Exercise Friday Saturday Sunday Monday 

1/5/53 to 4/5/53 
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Friday 1/5/53 at approximately 18.00 hrs one landrover W/T and Bedford 3 ton truck left Valley 

with 19 men, 9 R.A.F.M.A. personnel and 10 mountain rescue, arriving at map reference 

107/674602 at 19.30 hrs and made base camp 

 

After a meal at approximately 20.00 hrs F/Lt Sims and five R.A.F.M.A. members climbed Tryfan 

Bach then proceeded up to the summit of Tryfan via Heather terrace.  Descended to base via 

Heather terrace at 22.30 hrs. 

The rest of the party at base camp were preparing for exercise on Saturday checking T.46 sets and 

equipment in general. 

 

Saturday  breakfast at 08.00 hrs weather, cloudless sky very hot.  08.30 hrs F/Lt Sims and 3 

R.A.F.M.A. personnel spent day climbing the west face of Tryfan. 

Sgt McKinley, Cpl Jones and one R.A.F.M.A. climbed the Milestone buttress and Rowen route also 

the holly tree route. 

The remainder of the R.A.F.M.A. personnel proceeded to the main Cliff of Glyder Fach and  

!? climbed the following routes. Monolith crack, The Home climb, Angular chimney, The Zig Zag 

Climb. 

The bedford three ton truck left base camp for Valley at 10.30 hrs to collect the remainder of the 

Station team arriving at Valley 11.45 hrs. 

At 13.30 hrs one Bedford three ton truck and one Landrover ambulance left for Base camp with 18 

men arriving at 15.00 hrs. 

By 17.00 hrs all parties had returned to base camp, at 17.15 hrs F/Lt Sims and 25 Mountain Rescue 

personnel plus the 9 R.A.F.M.A. people proceed to Tryfan Bach with the Thomas Stretcher and 

nylon ropes for instruction on Stretcher lowering.  Sgt McKinley vollunteered to be the patient on 

the Stretcher. 

At 18.30 hrs all parties returned to base camp for a meal and general discussion on Stretcher and 

rope handling. 

Sunday breakfast at 07.30 hrs  weather conditions cloudless sky very hot, at 08.30 hrs two parties 

proceeded in the Bedford 3 ton truck to capel curig where the two courses commenced. 

ABLE  navigator 719580 → 686586 → 665594 → 639589 →  

  CP Jones 643580 → 657583 → 678583 → 719580 

  670J/T Warn distance in miles 12 

  L.A.C. McCoy 

T 46 set carried also pyrotechnics. 
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BAKER navigator   

680 J/T Warn   719580 → 705548 → 713519 → 652493 → 

  L.A.C. Cavanagh 663513 → 672551 → 717566 → 719580 

  L.A.C. Edwards distance in miles 14 

  AC2 Hampson 

T46 Set carried also pyrotechnics. 

 

A Link T46 set was set up at map reference 669592 consisting of two team members LAC Hansell 

and L.A.C. Prescott. 

One T 46 set being operated at the base camp by Sgt Bevis.   F/Lt Sims and two mountain rescue 

members plus the R.A.F.MA party proceeded to Great Gully on Craig-yr-ysfa for a rock climbing 

exercise. 

L.A.C. Peel and a party of  seven proceeded in the Bedford 3 ton truck to Pen-y-pass where they 

commenced climbing the following The Parsons Nose, and the Snowdon horseshoe.  Sgt McKinley 

and LAC Johnson proceeded from base camp to the summit of Tryfan, descending by the Heather 

track.  All parties had returned to base camp by 18.00 hrs. 

After a hot meal the mountain rescue team with the exception of six returned to Valley arriving at 

approximately 21.00 hrs. 
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At 22.00 hrs the Bedford 3 ton truck returned back to the base camp arriving at 23.45 hrs. 

 

Monday breakfast at 07.30 hrs  weather good.  The RAFMA party left base camp for Valley 

arriving at 10.30 hrs approximately by the Bedford 3 ton truck. 

Sgt McKinley LAC Peel and LAC Johnson left base camp at 09.30 hrs for Pen-llichrig-y-Wrach 

returning to base camp by 18.00 hrs. 

At 11.30 hrs the Bedford 3 ton truck left Valley for base camp arriving at 13.00 hrs. 

Camp was struck at 18.30 hrs and the 6 mountain rescue personnel returned to Valley arriving at 

20.30 hrs. 

 

REMARKS OF N.C.O. i/c 

   Both the radios worked well indeed T46 sets and the transmitter and receiver, Valley and 19 

Group being contacted during the whole of the week end. 

The rations were very good indeed for the whole of the week end 

This was a very useful week end the weather being extremely good. 

      M.T.! 

           F. Ward F/S 

           nco i/c TEAM 

                 5/5/53 

   Seen 

15th May 1973   Gordon Jones  Gp Capt 
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      Nonsense  see  19/1/52 

REMARKS OF OFFICER i/c    17/8/52 

        6/7/52  J.R.L. 

 The Guests of the M.R.T. were well satisfied with their weekend. 

 The Team had their first lesson in stretcher lowering; this was safely accomplished but the 

drill is too slow, we shall practice more. 

 We made contact with our W/T Truck this week-end with Valley and 19 Group and the sets 

may now be considered serviceable. 

 The week-end was marred by accidents to the Ambulance and the W/T Truck. 

 

6/5/53          (J.R. Sims)  FLT/LT 

Officer i/c M.R.S. 

Seen  (Jennings) WG/CDR  11.5.53 

 

   Have they taken the trouble to write? 

          (Gp Capt) 15/5 
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Exercise Saturday and Sunday 16/5/53 to 17/5/53 

 

Left Valley at 14.00 hrs with two trucks and seventeen men, arriving at map reference Sheet 

107/622569 "Ynys Hettws" at 18.00 hrs. and made base camp after permission to camp had been 

obtained from Blaenant farm. 

A gale was blowing and it was extremely wet in the Llanberis pass, after some difficulty we 

managed to erect one of the large tents and the cooking tent. 

Llanberis police station and the Pen-y-gwryd hotel were informed of where we were camping. 

At 19.30 hrs a hot meal was served the rations being very good indeed, spent the remainder of the 

evening discussing courses and preparing equipment. 
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Sunday  Breakfast at 08.00 hrs weather Low cloud and showery wind extremely strong gusting 

Two parties left base camp at 08.30 hrs, one party proceeded to Pen-y-pass party Able by the 3 ton 

truck 

 

Able navigator Leader S.A C. Fallows 

    AC 1 Seed 

    J/T Warn 680 

    AC 1 Murrow 

    CPL Jones 

    L.A.C. Edwards 

    L.A.C. Russell 

Course commenced at Pen-y-pass to complete the Snowdon Horseshoe via:- 

    Crib' goch 626554 

    Crib'y'ddisgl 609552 

    Snowdon 609544 

    Lliwedd 623534 

This course was concluded by returning along the pig track to Pen-y-pass and hence to base camp. 

 

Baker navigator leaders S.A.C. Pilkington 

    LA.C Mace 

    A.C.1 Matthews 

    CPL Biluew 

    LA,C Snell 

course commenced from Base camp via:- 

    Crib'y'ddisgal 609552 

    Snowdon 609544 

    Lliwedd 623534 

This course was concluded by returning along the pig track to Pen-y-pass and hence back to Base 

camp. 

 

T 46 sets were carried on this exercise but reception was poor due to bad weather, the W/T 

landrover was still unserviceable, waiting for new half shaft. 

The camp was struck at 19.00 hrs and the team returned to Valley arriving at 21.30 hrs. 
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REMARKS OF NCO i/c 

 The weather was extremely rough and the new members were tired and ready for a meal but 

their spirit was high. 

 Plenty of map reading and R.T practice. 

 Llanberis Police Station would make a excellent 'Sub unit' subject to approval of the Officer 

Commanding. 

F. Ward  F/S 

nco i/c M.R.T. 

19/5/53 

REMARKS OF OFFICER i/c 

 A useful week-end's training in quite rough weather conditions. 

 The Officer in charge of the RAFMA party who visited Valley on 1st May has written a 

personal letter to me and is sending an official note which will be filed. 

 (J.R. Sims)  FLT/LT 

19th May 1953       Officer in charge M.R.T. 
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 I have recently been informed that two members of the Mountain Rescue team, climbing 

independently, took part in the rescue of the Bangor University Student who fell and fractured his 

skull on 17th May 1953 in the Ogwen district. 

 As the two airmen were climbing as private individuals and did not announce their identity, 

they did not report the matter immediately but I considered the incident sufficiently interesting to 

include in our log book. 

 

OC.M.R.S. 

 These incidents are of interest and are included in the 540 Operational Diary.  Please inform 

all members of MRS that whether they be climbing under private arrangements or on organised 

M.R.S. exercises, they are at all times members of the Royal Air Force and as such reflect credit or 

the reverse on the service, it is imperative therefore that they do report all incidents as early as 

possible.  Please congratulate the two airmen concerned. 

19.5.1953         (Jennings) Wg/Cdr. 

 

Agree 

        Gordon Jones Gp Capt 

        21st May 1953 

   Officer i/c MRS 

      See page 110  (Gp Capt) 
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Whitsun  Duty  team  Exercise   Friday   22/5/53 

 

Left Valley at 17.30 hrs with 13 men and two trucks arriving at map reference 107/674605 Gwern-

y-gof-U chaf at 19.30 hrs and made base camp. 

The weather was extremely wet during the Friday evening. 

 

Saturday breakfast at 08.30 hrs  Still raining and low cloud spent most of the morning sorting out 

equipment and held a discussion on mountaineering in general. 

After lunch it was intended to have done some climbing but the weather was to dangerous on high 

ground. 

At 14.45 hrs the weather was beginning to clear and the sun to show itself. 

At 15.00 hrs a civilian climber informed me that there had been an accident on the second pinnacle 

rib of Tryfan and would we please give assistance. 

The team proceeded to the scene of the accident via the heather track, on arrival the injured climber 

a Peter Billing Hurst a cadet from Sandhurst was being helped along the heather track by his two 

companions, an examination of his injuries it was found that he had scalp wounds and suffering 

from shock he was immediately evacuated by Stretcher to our ambulance waiting below which took 

him to the Bangor C & A hospital. 

The injured climber was the leader of this climb when he fell a distance of 50 ft approx down the 

Second pinnacle rib on completion of the operation I telephoned R.A.F. Station Valley to notify the 

Station commander but F/.Lt Smith the Station duty officer took all the particulars of the operations 

the Station commander was not at his residence, also HQ 19 group were informed. 

 

Sunday  breakfast at 08.00 hrs weather dry and some low cloud parties left base camp by 08.30 hrs. 

one party proceeded on a navigation exercise of the following from camp base to Cwm Tryfan to 

Bwlch Tryfan up Bristly ridge to Summit of Glyder Fach thence to Glyder Fawr drop down to 

Devils kitchen and off the mountain by the S.E. ridge of Y' Garn 

 

The second party went climbing on the Milestone Buttress and the third party climbing on the east 

face of Tryfan. 
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All parties carried signal pistols and cooperation had been made with Sub units at Ogwen Cottage 

and the Pen-y-gwryd in case of emergency 

 

Monday  breakfast at 08.30 hrs all parties proceeded to the Idwal area to do some Stretcher work 

and climbing at approx 10.00 hrs a severe thunderstorm developed and 
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everyone was soaked to the skin so parties proceeded back to base camp to change and have a meal. 

At 16.00 hrs it was decided to break camp and return to Valley, team arrived back at Valley at 20.00 

hrs. 

 

REMARKS OF N.C.O. i/c TEAM. 

  Much was gained on the recent operation stretcher handling etc. the team realy put 

up a wonderful show 

F. Ward  F/S 

nco i/c M.R.T. 

26/5/53 

REMARKS OF OFFICER i/c. TEAM. 

 Again the team was in the right place at the right time to effect a rescue.  I was pleased that 

although the Sandhurst cadet was capable of walking he was moved off the mountain by stretcher, 

as his head injuries may well be such as to make walking dangerous. 

 Generally an instructive exercise during which some members were introduced to 

specialised rock work. 

 With reference to the note on P. 110: I have reported that the R.A.F.M.A. have registered 

their appreciation by private letter, and that an official note is expected.  see page 112 

 (J.R. Sims) FLT/LT 

27/5/53         Officer i/c M.R.T. 

 

OC MRS 

 Another good show, please ensure this incident is recorded in the 540 (Operational Diary).  I 

have attached R.A.F.M.A. letter for C.Os information 

29.5.53         (Jennings) Wg?Cdr. 

 

   Well done to all concerned. 

1st June 1953        Gordon Jones Gp Capt. 
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Exercise 6th - 8th June. 
 

Remarks by MO on incident on Milestone Buttress (6/6/53) 

 

 While travelling from Valley to Trefriw on Saturday 6th leaving camp at 1830 hrs with the 

driver and myself in the wireless truck, we were informed at Ogwen by a passing motorist of a 

climbing accident on the Milestone Buttress. 

 Assistance had already been arranged by a local group, who by this time were evacuating 

one of the casualties by stretcher. 

 While the driver fetched another stretcher from the Rescue Post I went to render what 

assistance I could to the second man.  By the time the roadside was reached once more, the first 

man, who from examination later, had obviously been killed instantly, had been removed. 

 Having seen that the remaining man was as comfortable as possible despite fractures to both 

legs and an injured back we proceeded to camp at 21.30 hrs. 
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 A  Statement was made to the Bethesda Police and the subsequent Coroners Court ruled 

"Accidental death due to multiple fracture of the skull caused by a faulty belay". 

 

F/O John Th Paterson 

 

Left Valley at 12.30 hrs with 20 men arriving at Vaynol Park at 14.00 hrs equipment was displayed 

& the public were very impressed by the photographs & equipment on show:  several of the Team 

mixed with the public carring walkie talkie sets while other members gave a demonstration of 

abseiling from a large tree, the children were thrilled by the sight of the Valley rescue team 

 

17.00 Landrover 31 AA 30 left with Cpl Bristow and SAC H??? as advanced a party to erect tents 

etc. at base camp at CRAFNANT valley of the Carnedds near TREFRIW (766.625) 

 

17.30 Bedford 33 AF 40 left with remainder of the team & equipment 

 Landrover 40 AA 19 Took F/S Ward back to Valley and picked F/O Paterson up. 

 

Sunday.  breakfast at 07.00 hrs.  The weather very fine & warm left base at 09.00 & took members 

to dropping off points 

P.T.O. 
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ABLE  NAV LEADER   Cpl JONES  721582 → 717624 → 684644 → 723667 →  

766625 

 

BAKER NAV LEADER    SAC FELLOWS 690602 → 663630 → 698630 → 716624 →  

736644 → 766625 

 

CHARLIE NAV LEADER    SAC JAMES 666606 → 663630 → 684644 → 689659 →  

720678 → 766625 

 

All teams where back in base by 18.00 hrs where a meal was ready for them. 

 

Monday.  breakfast at 07.15 once gain the weather was fine struck camp by 09.15 when the team 

proceeded to Ogwen for a days climbing. 

    SAC. Walker took some of the members who had not done much climbing on the mile-

stone of Tryfan. 

18.30   Left Ogwen to proceed to Valley arriving at Valley by 20.00 hrs. 

 

REMARKS OF N.C.O. i/c 
  Base radio was unable to contact 19 Group & Valley trying both days, Also some of 

the team where feeling sick and faint due to the inadequate rations for the exercise, emergency 

rations where opened for meals on the climbing exercise on Monday so that we had no more cases 

while climbing which could cause an accident 

J Bristow Cpl 

10.6.53 

REMARKS OF OFFICER i/c 

 The thanks of the Team are due to Flg/Officer Paterson, M.O. at R.A.F. Valley who is a 

frequent guest of the team.  This week-end he took part in an incident and I have been thanked very 

much by the local civilians for the help given by the M.R.S. on this occation. 

 

 During the week-end navigation and rock climbing exercises were carried out.   As well as 

having most of its members well trained as navigators, the team has a nucleus of highly competent 

rock climbers who with are the of great potential use in N. Wales. 
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 I was very distressed to hear that many members of the Team complained bitterly about the 

shortage of food during this week-end. 
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 Three members actually fainted during the exercise, and only began to feel better when the 

emergency rations were open opened and issued on the instructions of the N.C.O. in charge.  This is 

an irregular use of these rations but one which I heartily support under such circumstances. 

 

 Application has been made for double rations to be issued to M.R.S members when on 

exercise, and on exercises in the past extra food of some sort has bee usually been carried.  This 

week-end however the bare rations were taken with the above result. 

 

 May authority be given for some increase in the rations for the M.R.T. until Air Ministry 

decision on the application for double rations is received? 

 

 This increase would only affect the rations of about 15 men for two days every two or three 

weeks. 

(J.R. Sims)  FLT/LT 

10th June 1953      Officer i/c M.R.T. 

 

TEST OF LAND ROVER AMBULANCE 

 

 On Monday 8th June a civilian driver/designer, Mr C. W. Palmer, brought a Land Rover this 

was converted to the role of ambulance by a set of hydraulic units and some angle iron framework. 

 This ambulance was tested in comparison with the one which is now in use by the M.R.T.  It 

was found to be appreciably more comfortable for the casualty, and a letter has been written to Sqn. 

Ldr Sinclair recommending that this type of ambulance be standardised and adopted by M.R.T.'s in 

the U.K., subject to a few small modifications. 

 The following took part in the test: 

   Wing/Cdr ROSS  Air Ministry 
   Wing/Cdr BROWN  H.Q. F.T.C          Medical  

   Sqn/Ldr CROWE-SMITH  Valley                Officers 

   Flt/Lt Sims         " 

   Mr Palmer           Drivers   

   

(J.R. Sims)  FLT/LT 

P.T.O. 
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REPORT BY FLG/OFF J. PATERSON,  MEDICAL OFFICER 

 

 It is rather alarming that three people should feel sick and faint due to lack of food under 

conditions requiring judgement and endurance with subsequent demands on the body metabolism. 

 

 From personal experience I must agree with the remarks about the inadequacy of the food, 

considering the strenuous nature of the mountain training. 

 

 Some supplementary rations, to allow a midday snack would enable the scope of the 

programme to be greatly extended. 

 

 Emergency rations should, of course, only be used on an operational call-out: and then only 

if necessary. 
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John Th Paterson 

 
 

Station Commander 

 In view of the evidence or recommendation of the Medical Officer, I feel it is essential 

pressure be brought to bear on the appropriate authority to hasten the authority for issue of special 

rations to the Mountain Rescue Team, both Permanent members and volunteers. 

12.6.1953         (Jennings) Wg/Cdr 

 

Gen.  Sec. Officer 

 Rations:- 

  (a)  Pse ensure an adequate issue of rations to the M.R.S. team at weekends. 

  (b)  Who is chasing A.M for authority to issue double rations? 

16 Jun 53           Wg Cdr 

 18 June 

Station Commander 

 The answers are 

 (a)  Has been done 

 (b)  HQ FTC have passed the request on to A.M. & I have our file continually B/F 

(119) 
 to myself to keep track on progress - no fax and no answer has been received. 

E. J. Wilson Sqn Ldr 

17 June 1953 

 

Saturday June 13th 

 

A party of 18 including Wing Cmdr Maniktola 1.AF. made camp at Gwern-y-gof uchaf in the 

Nantfrancon pass, 

Camp was set up shortly after 1500 hrs & during the interval before tea at 17-30 hrs a stretcher 

exercise was conducted on the slabs of little Tryfan in which a stretcher complete with "body" was 

lowered down some 300 ft of steep rock. 

This went smoothly & without any incident. 

 

18-00 hrs A party of three consisting of Murrow Seed & James went climbing on the 

Milestone Buttress of Tryfan. 

 The following day dawned with a clear sky and soon after breakfast three groups set off for 

the East face of Tryfan, Cwm Idwal & Craig-y-Isfa. 

 The groups heading for the Two latter places carried W/T sets & made radio contact at 

11.30 hrs as a routine test. 

 Crevased Rib was climbed by Greenhall & Pilkington on Tryfan whilst in Cwm Idwal the 

climbs completed where 

  Tennis Shoe Murrow, Seed, James 

  Hope  Warn, Walker. 

 

 At approx 14-30 hrs heavy rain which had threatened for some time in a dark ??? ???? 

brought the above parties down to seek the shelter of base camp. 

 The party bound for Craig-yr-Isfa went via Pen-y-Helgy-du on which ??? two members 

were separated in the mist which settled down & were assumed to have returned to camp. 
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 When the main body returned to 

 

(120) 
1100 hrs  also forced down by the rain they were found to be missing two members. 

 A search was commenced at 17.30 hrs with four parties involved all equipped with W/T.  

They were recalled by base camp at 20.30 hrs. 

 When the missing members telephoned in from Trefriw that they had taken wrong route in 

the mist on the Carnedds and transport was dispatched to pick them up. 

 Camp was struck at 21.30 hrs & the team arrived at Valley at 23-15 hrs. 

 

N.C.O. i/c REMARKS' 

  In spite of bad weather the team add an excellent week end with training in one week 

end which included stretcher work climbing in a serach party which from my point of view was first 

class 

J. Bristow, Cpl 

Remarks of Officer i/c Mountain Rescue Team 

 

 Wing/Cdr Maniktola (I.A.F) hopes to start a mountain rescue service in his own country; he 

said he greatly appreciated the advice and information about rescue operations which the Team 

gave him.  He apologised in advance for not writing as he is now on his way back to India and will 

not have time. 

 During the week-end a search was most successfully carried out for two members of the 

party who missed their way.  The Team were ready to return to camp when these people were 

considered overdue, and emergency rations were used, after three and half hours of search. 

 

19th June 1953        (J.R. Sims)  FLT/LT 

 

Seen  (Jennings) Wg/CDR 

 

OC. M.R.S. Have you seen remarks by C.O. and Senior Sect, Officer on 17th June 1953, if so 

please initial. 

 (Jennings) Wg/Cdr 

 

  Seen  Gordon Jones Gp Capt 

26/6 

(121) 
19th June 1953  -  23rd June 

 

 The exercise was marred by some bad weather but regardless of this, a night exercise was 

held with the co-operation of members of the Outward Bound School of Aberdovey.  Some of the 

boys were the party to be rescued, others joining in the three teams of searchers led by M.R.S. 

personnel.  It was excellent route finding practise made more difficult by dense mist. 

 The Team also walked over parts of the Arrans, N.E. of Dolgelly, familiarising themselves 

with the area but heavy persistent rain limited these sorties, also preventing R/T contact. 

  

The Team broke camp early on Tuesday monring and spent the remainder of the day rock 

climbing at Ogwen 

         ?? 
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N.C.O. i/c REMARKS 

  

 Weather limited activities but night exercise a success. 

          J. Bristow Cpl. 

Remarks of Officer i/c Team 

  

 No comments 

            Fg.Off 

Officer Commanding Flying Wing 

 

 The Royal Air Force are no longer fair weather Pilots, neither can the MRS be fair weather 

climbers.  Practise in bad weather climbing seems to me to essential providing all the necessary 

extra precautions are taken. 

 (Jennings) WG/CDR 

Station Commander 

  Agree  

15th July     (Gp Capt) 

(122) 
Stand  Down  week end    3/7/53 to 6/7/53 

 

Left Valley at 19.30 hrs with fifteen men and three trucks arriving at map reference 107/674605 

Gwern'y'gof U chaf at 21.00 hrs, and after obtaining permission to camp from the local farm base 

camp was set up 

 

The weather was extremely good and at 22.00 hrs the team was briefed for a night exercise. 

 

Two parties set out from base camp at 23.30 hrs equiped with walkie talkie T46 sets pyrotechnics 

and first aid equipment. 

 

Party Able started course from Ogwen Cottage to complete the ridge to Tyn'y'Maes via:- 

Able  Devils kitchen   Baker 

Fallows Y' Garn 3,104   Davies 

Murrow Foel Goch 2,726  Pilkington 

Jones  Elidir Fawr 3,029  Edwards 

Russell  Mynydd perfedd 2,664 Walker 

 

Party Baker commenced course from Tyn'y'Maes reversing course of Able. 

Both parties returned to Base camp at approximately 06.00 hrs. 

Both parties were in contact with Base camp at hourly intervals. 

After a meal the men slept during the day. 

 

Sunday  breakfast 09.00 hrs the weather was good, at 09.30 one party went ridge walking over the 

Carnedds and the rest of the team climbing in the Ogwen area 

 

Diff  Rowen route  Pilkington  Edwards 

Diff  1st Pinnacle RIB Cundel  Murrow 

V.Sev.  Munich climb  Fallows Donnelly (civilian) 
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 Carnedds party 

 Davies  Jones  Walker  Russell 

 

All parties returned to base camp by approximately 18.00 hrs. 

(123) 
Monday breakfast at 09.00 hrs  weather good after raining heavily all night 

All the team practiced stretcher lowering on a difficult face of Little Tryfan much knowledge was 

gained by all members especially the new ones. 

Dinner at 17.00 hrs when camp was struck and the team returned to Valley arriving at 20.00 hrs. 

 

Remarks of n.CO i/c Team 

Radio contact with Valley and 19 Group successful over the long week end also communications 

between parties and base camp with T46 walkie Talkie sets very good. 

The rations were very good indeed and once again this was again a most instructive week end. 

F. Ward  F/S 

n CO i./c Team 

Remarks of Office i/c Team 

 

 Another weekend of useful training for the team and well appreciated by the members. 

 Fg Off. 

Officer Commanding Flying Wing 

Seen    (Jennings) WG/CDR 

 

Station Commander 

   Seen 

15th July 53     Gordon Jones Gp Capt. 

(124) 
Exercise   Week end  11/7/53 to 12/7/53 

 

Left Valley at 13.30 hrs with three trucks and fifteen men arriving at map reference sheet 

117/125358 Pantiau at 19.00 hrs and after obtaining permission to camp base camp was set up and 

the men were given a hot meal. 

 

Weather conditions, cloud was down to camp level at 1,000 ft, persistent rain. 

Sunday breakfast 08.00 hrs at 08.45 hrs three parties left base camp on the following navigation 

exercises. 

ABLE  nav Leader  L.A.C. Walker, Edwards, McCoy 

 Pantiau Stone circle Craig Berwyn  Pantiau 

 125358 058373      076335  125358 

 

BAKER nav Leader Russell, Snell, Nutt 

Pantiau Trig point 1775 Trig Point 1941 Trig point 893  Pantiau 

 125358 119369  113386  075388  125358 

 

CHARLIE nav Leader James, Bristow, Burns 

 Pantiau Trig point 2431 Cader Berwyn  Carnedd'y'Ci  

 125358       085336        072327       062341 

 

Nant Gwyn Pantiau 
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   075375 125358 

 All parties returned to base camp by 18.00 hrs soaked to the skin, the men had a change of clothing 

and a hot meal everyone in good spirits. 

 

At 19.00 hrs camp was struck and the team returned to Valley arriving at 23.30 hrs. 

 

Poor reception was experienced with the T46 sets also transmitter and receiver over the week end 

due to bad weather. 

 

The rations were very good indeed. 

 

REMARKS OF NCO i/c TEAM. 

These conditions were ideal for navigation, leaders walked hand on map and compass. 

This using a new area the high standard of navigation under adverse conditions was indicative of a 

high standard of stamina and technique. 

F. Ward F/S 

nco i/c M.R.S.  15/7/53 

(125) 
REMARKS OF OFFICER i/c TEAM. 

 Exercise in adverse weather was carried out satisfactory and being it was a new area it made 

the exercise much more interesting. 

 F/O 

15.7.53 

 

OFFICER COMMANDING FLYING WING. 

 Good show and worthwhile practise. 

 (Jennings) WG/CDR 

 

STATION COMMANDER 

    Seen   Gp Capt 

 20th July 1953 

(126) 
Exercise week  end   18/7/53 to 19/7/53 

 

Left Valley at 16.30 hrs with three trucks and seventeen men arriving at map reference sheet 

116/682148 nant'y'gwyrddail at 20.30 hrs and after obtaining permission to camp base camp was 

made. 

 

Weather was showery and the cloud was low the wind reached gale force during the night. 

 

Sunday breakfast 07.00 hrs weather showery, three parties lefty base camp on navigation exercises. 

 

ABLE  nav leader Edwards, Fallows, Brereton 

    672089   690137    711131 

Llanfihangle'y'Pennant Spot hight 1838 Pen'y'Cader 2,927 

    667144  682148 

nant'y'gwyrddail base nant'y'gwyrddail 

 

BAKER nav leader McCoy, Burns, Walker, Mace 
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    763155        727136       711131 

Garth.gyn.fawr Mynydd Moel 2,804  Pen'y'Cader 2,927 

    667144      682148 

nant'y'gwyrddail base nant'y'gwyrddail 

 

CHARLIE nav leader Nutt, Cavanagh, Jones 

  632135  657115   690137 

Tyddyn Sieffre Craig'y'Llyn 1,913  Rhiw Gwredydd 

  711131     667144      682148 

Pen'y'Cader  nant'y'gwyrddail base nant'y'gwyrddail 

 

BASE CAMP  Wireless operator  Johnson 

   Cooks, Bristow, Murrey,  Barker 

 

one party consisting of cooks and drivers etc are always a spare team should any emergency arise. 

The wireless operator has a listening watch with Valley and 19 Group all the time the team is on 

exercise. 

one man listening out on an base T46 set and has control of all parties out on exercise. 

 

Sub unit Dolgelly informed of our camping site. 

(127) 
Camp was struck at 18.00 hrs and the team returned to Valley arriving at 22.00 hrs. 

 

REMARKS NCO i/c TEAM 

More navigation and hill walking stamina building etc. the team worked realy hard. 

Once again the rations were very good indeed members have remarked what a fine job the catering 

people are doing. 

The radio equipment worked well all the way round. 

Such a fine spirit of comradeship and self sacrifice exists among all members 

F. Ward  F/S 

nco i/c M.R.S.  21/7/53 

 

REMARKS OF OFFICER i/c TEAM. 

 

A good week-end training near Cader Idris 

22/7/53         (J.R. Sims) 

 

OFFICER COMMANDING FLYING WING 

O.C. M.R.S. 

  Please ensure that the catering section are thanked for providing the very good 

quality of rations the team have been receiving.  They will appreciate it and if they are aware how 

much the team appreciate it, they will do all they can to maintain the high standard. 

24.7.53         (Jennings) WG.CDR 

 

STATION COMMANDER 

    Seen  

     (Gp Capt) 

(128) 
Call out to Llanberis    21/7/53 
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At 17.00 hrs the mountain Rescue Section was informed of civilian climbing accident on Dinas 

Cromlech by Police Sergeant Williams of Llanberis police station. 

The team left Valley at 17.20 hrs the landrover ambulance going on ahead with the Officer i/c F.Lt 

Sims and the 3 ton truck with nco i/c F/Sgt Ward and 25 team members following and the W/T 

landrover with F/O Wright medical officer. 

On arrival at Llanberis a police constable directed us to Pont'y'Cromlech where base camp was 

made, and the team proceeded to the scene of the accident at the foot of the flying buttress where 

the climber was lying his injuries consisted of head injuries and possible internal also shock. 

The climber was attended to by the doctor and evacuated by stretcher to the road, in the mean time a 

civilian ambulance had arrived and the medical officer and orderly accompanied the patient to the 

Bangor CA hospital. 

Camp was struck at 20.00 hrs and the team arrived back at Valley at 21.30 hrs and a meal was 

provided. 

 

REMARKS 

 A very quick turn-out by a large proportion of the Team during working hours. 

 Although accidents are regrettable, a call-out does serve as a boost to the moral of the Team, 

which is now very high 

 (J.R. Simms) Officer i/c MRS 

DATE?  22.7.53 

 

O.C. Flying Wing 

  A good show.  congratulations to all team members taking part. 

24.7.1953         (Jennings) WG/CDR 

 

   F Ward F/S 

Officer i/c M.R.S. 27/7/53 

  A jolly good show - I would like the men concerned to get the extra half day on the 

August break. 

  You got an excellent press - should we stick in this log book?  Make sure you 

include in 540 

 

  A very good turn out 

24 July 1953     Gordon Jones Gp Capt. 
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(129) 
Exercise   Week end    25/7/53    26/7/53  
 

14.00 hrs Left Valley with three trucks and eighteen men 

16.00 hrs Arrived at map reference 107/655541 nant Gwynant and after obtaining permission to 

camp base camp was set up 

17.00 hrs A hot meal was enjoyed by all the weather was cloudy and dull odd showers of rain 

 Some of the team afterwards went climbing locally.  Valley was contacted by radio 

but 19 Group were not on the air 

 The Sub unit Pen.y.Gwrhyd were informed of where we were camping. 

09.00 hrs Sunday breakfast half a gale blowing and showers of rain 

09.30 hrs Three parties left base camp two parties on a navigation exercise and one party rock 

climbing 

 

ABLE  nav Leader Edwards, Pilkington, Brereton, Greenhall, Snell, Murrow 

 Caed Victoria  Moel Eilio  Foel Goch 

 582596  Spot hight 2382 560564 

    556577  

 Cwym Berwynog Cribey ddisgel 3,493  Pen'y'pass 

 595556  609552   644557 

 nant Gwynant 

 655541 

 

BAKER nav Leader Warn 680, Walker, Russell, Hampson 

 Derlwyn Clogwyn Crib goch 3023 Cribey Ddisgel 

 594588 609571 628554  602552 

 Snowdon 3560 Cwm Tregalan  Gallt'y'Wenallt Nant Gwynant 

 612543  605523  644534  655541 

 

 F/Lt Sims, Seed, Rich, Wallace 

 This party were rockclimbing on Y Lliwedd. 

 

18.00 to 19.00 hrs.  All parties had returned to base camp where a hot meal was provided 

19.30 hrs Base camp was struck and the team returned to Valley arriving at 21.30 hrs. 

(130) 
REMARKS OF NCO i/c TEAM 
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More navigation hill walking etc and conditions were extremely arduous at 2,000 feet to 3,000 

where a full gale was blowing also rain showers were frequent. 

Everyone returned to Valley in high spirits after an enjoyable week end. 

 

27/JUL/53            F. Ward F/S 

 

REMARKS OF OFFICER i/c TEAM. 

 A good exercise, during which some new area of the Snowdon Range were visited. 

27/JUL/53        (J.R. Simms) FLT/LT 

 

OFFICER COMMANDING FLYING WING 

 

   Seen      (Jennings) WG/CDR 

           28.7.53 

 

STATION COMMANDER 

   seen 

 Pl acknowledge my remarks on last call out 

 

29th July 1953       Gordon Jones Gp Capt. 

 

 


